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By uonard A. Goymerac

he recent territorial
bifurcation
over the physical
reuse of Norton A .F.B .
has culminated into the
creation of the San
Bernardino International ~................._ _ _ _..;;:
Airport Authority. The
transitional split from the
Inland Valley Development
Authorityoriginally
grew out .__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.....
of litigation

T

initiated against the I. V.D.A . by
the city of Redlands, the city of
Highland and the East Valley
Association as co-resp01~dents.

The suit was in direct retaliation
against the I.V.D.A's proposed tax
increment device which would

tion over undeveloped 1-10 comdor properties.
Redlands remained aloof from

have affected Red land's jurisdic-
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Inland Empire has Three of Top 100
Private California Companies
alifornia Business published
a survey of the top I00 private companies in their
November issue of the magazine.
The annual survey reflects troubled
times, with a few bright spots. In
general, California's private companies have been hard hit by the state
and national slumps.
The Inland Fmpire had three companies attain this prized status. Stater
Brothers Marlcets Inc. of Colton, the
grocery store chain ranked number

C

10 with a 1991 revenue of $1.46 billion. The real estate development
and propeny management company,
Lewis Homes Group in Upland, had
the 49th highest revenue for last
year. Riverside can boast the 97th
highest revenue for private California companies with Bourns Inc.
which manufactures electronic parts.
The list also reflects incredible
diversity within the Golden State.
The survey covers aerospace, agriculture, computers, energy, entertain-

70

I

ment, restaurant management, heavy
construction, publishing, insurance,
real estate, retailing and transportation.
The comprehensive research was
conducted by MZ Group, a leading
national research and business information company. More than 140
companies with revenues of at least
S 100 million were identified and
contacted, of which more than 60
percent responded with information.
6

Chino Valley Bank Ranks #1 in Region

L.A.
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At Deadline
wing on similarities between
times -President Herbert
Hoover and George BushSanfool R Goodlcin, inlerllaOOnally recognized real es1a1e guru, w<n~S thai "the
Hoover cocktail is the Bush drink:
America on the rocks." Goodkin notes
Jhe remartable simi.llwities between Jhese
two }X"CSidencies and econootic periods.
He also advises national recovery wiU
depend on a resurgence of the California
ccooomy, and growth is being driven by
quality-of-life issues and aggressive,
self-~ by competing cities.
Goodkin 's report concluded that:
• California's recovery~tialto
revitalization of the nation's economic
health---is slow and will be prolonged.
The P:rifJC Rim and Mexico will play a
critical role in the Golden State's future.
Asian investors continue to pour tens of
million of dollars into California real
eslaiO-pOSitioning themsclves fa- future
profits.
• California's commen:ial market, like
the rest of the nation, remains mired in
unleased spire. Resolution Trust Corp.

IN YOUR HAND
00

VOLUME 4, NUMBER 12

hino Valley Bank reports the
most assets of any Inland
Empire Bank, according to
Sheshunoff Information Services
Inc., a leading information provider
to the banking and thrift industries.
California ranked first in total
non-performing loans with $8.3 billion, reflecting a 4.6 percent decline
during the second quarter, but still a
net increase of 1.3 percent for the
first half of the year. This equates
to over 3 1!2 times the level in New

York, which ranked second in total
non-performing loans at $2.2 billion.
"The second quarter decline in
California's non-performing loans
was a surprise given the current
trends in that state, but it_should be
noted that this was somewhat offset
by an increase in repossessed assets
and other real estate," said Con
Rusling, president of Sheshunoff
Information Services Inc.
"As long as interest rates remain

INLAND EMPIRE
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Chambers of Colliiii!IU 44
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56

C
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stable, the industry
should be able to
continue to concentrate on improving
asset quality," commented Rusling.
"As we move into IZit""------an economic recov------·---ery, the key to the
industry's continued
profitability will be
to make quality
exposure to interest rate risk." 6
loans while carefully managing its

I
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For the first time, activity in
finance, insurance, real estate,
communications and utilities
f t being measured
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activities and infoonation fa- outdoo' enthusiasts, an lovers. families, and children helped to make
the annual festival exciting.
Starting at the San Bemardioo
County Museum as a showcase
foc the top I00 entries in the Fedml ~ck Stamp oompetitioo, the
annual event has evolved into
one ci the map an shows of its
lcind on the West Coast. The festival, organized by the San
Bernardino County Museums
Foundation. raises funds in suppon of the museum expansion
jX'Ogr3ITI. and is sponsmd in pan

by Broadwell Residuals R~i
tory, a division of Greenfield
FnvironmeiUI.
Sherrie Russell Meline has
been selected as the 1992 Featured Artist Meline. from Mount

BAcK WHEN THE INLAND EMPIRE WAS NOT MUCH MORE
STOP FOR TRAVELERS EN ROUTE TO DESERT RE ·

SORTS OR SOUTHERN BEACH CITIES. THERE WAS JFD. •
AND, TODAY , ANYWHERE YOU LOOK IN THIS GROWING
REGION OF OURS. YOU'LL SEE THE HANDIWORK OF OUR
ENGINEERING EXCELLENCE. • FROM BUSINESS AND
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either lights oor fences oor additional border patrol agents can
stem the tide of undocumented
workers. Employer sanctions instituted
under the 1986 Amnesty Immigration
Referendum and Control Act have not
survived the influx of illegal immigrnnts
to the Inland Empire.
"People hire illegal immigrants
because there is a demand foc them; so
they keep coming," said Ben Drake,
president of the Riverside County Fann
Bureau.
Workers without proper identifJCation
..-e hired throughout the Inland Empire to
clean houses, garden or work construction.
"I pay cash wages," said an anonymous West Fnd proprietor of a !J'CCious
metals and recycling business, who hires
crews of 40 to 50 illegal workers at a
time. ' 'The savings ..-e fantastic with no
workers' compensation or taxes. The
workers do a spectacular job. These
immigrants have a work ethic. They
aren't afraid to work hard.··
Acknowledging that employers face
lash penalties foc hiring Wldocumentcd
workers, he said, ''The entire border has
been tightened. It's more difficult now,
and has become tougher on employers if
they get caught"
Like a host of other business owners
who hire undocumented workers, the
savings in cost to business balance the
risk of dOC losure.
Senatoc Ruben Ayala of San Bernardino says immigrants often work at jobs
shunned by others. Undocumented workers interviewed said they are not detemx1
by the law. Due to renewed aackdowns,
many construction and farm labor contracun will hire only workers with identification. This malces it tougher for
waters without proper identifJCation.
One North Upland resident volunteered, "My gardener is lfl illegal and is
WMh his weight in gold. He has been
dependable Cfld thaough and not llU.ed
foc a raise in 10 yt::MS." Looking toward

N
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e have all seen the World
War 11 movies in which
the bombers search for
the enemy's factories hidden beneath
heavy cloud cover. Using only navigational data, they move closer to
the socked-in industrial complex,
battling swarms of deadly fighters
and being raked by anti-aircraft fire.
Finally, at the point of no return,
the clouds part for an instant and
reveal a few railroad tracks and
some chimneys. Wanting and needing it to be the target, so that they
can cripple the enemy's ability to
fight - the mission commander
gives the order: "Bombs away!" In
the movies, it's always Stuttgart,
Tokyo, or the Ploesti oil fields below
and the target gets completely
destroyed. Of course, in real life,
whether in war or in business as
usual, the target is often elusive.
Sometimes, you miss hitting anything significant: "Congratulations.

W

You guys wiped out a city incinerator and a dump." Occasionally, the
effort tragically misses the mark:
"You guys bombed our own positions." In fact, using traditional
business practices, it's often impossible to know if you hit anything at
all, good or bad.
Consider how many times your
organization has targeted a concern
like rework, ovenime, or inventory.
Can you objectively describe the
before and after results of those
efforts? Or, did everything just get
lost beneath the clouds? Let us see
why this happens and why it is
almost guaranteed.
The traditional business approach
focuses on results. If the outcomes
are good, few managers worry about
what is really going on. These days
businesses everywhere find out that
they can get by with a lot less people
than before; they can operate leaner.
Yet, when times were good, nobody
worried about the same over staffing
and waste ("If it ain' t broke, don't
fix it'').

NEERED OUR CITIES

....

IT

urrent economic news and atti-

C

tudes in California reflect
uncharacteristically negative for
the Golden State. Nowll:re pervades this
mood of pessimism deeper than in California's aerospace and defense industry.
Buffeted by sweeping political and coonomic changes, all major aerospace markets suffer from un!X'ecedented cutlxlcks.
significant overcapacity, and intense
eootpetition
Compounding this is California's loss
of market share and stature compared to
other states that more effectively use
their economic and political clout to win
a larger share of America's shrinking
aerospace industry.
What will become of California's
aerospace industry- long a pillar of the
state's economic and technological
growth? At the end of this decade, what
will be left of this industry? The Los

Summary of the Lists
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Angeles Area Chamber of Commerce
asked Mc!Gnsey & Company, Inc. this
question
The cwrent deep contraction in California's aerospace and defense employment will continue well into the second
half of this decade. Major programs to
encourage conversion to nondefense
business will (at best) only partially offset this p1>found. suuctural change in the
aerospace market
Even so, there are reasons to believe
that in the year 2(XX), Califania can still
be America's aerospace leader, panicularly if many overlooked or underestimated strengths are tapped In large pan.
the programs and actioos needed to retain
California 's leadership position in
aerospace are known. Perhaps the greatest challenge will be to rally the sustained commitment to make needed
changes in California and its resident

aerospace industry.
All California communities and citizens will pay a high price by ignoring
this industrial decline. Even with the
dramatically reduced aerospace market
in the year 2(XX), the difference between
a California that perf01ll1S to 1ts potential
in aerospace, and a state that has continued irs ClliTett loss of rnarlcet position is

enormous.
In May 1991, the Los Angeles Area
Chamber of Commerce released a repon

that California's aerospace/ defense
industry was undergoing a severe contraction with profound consequences for
the state's ecooomy. From 1986 to 1991,
California had lost 150,000
aerospace/defense related jobs. Additional job losses of even greater magnitude were pojected based on available
focecasts.
Pktu~ Su Pag~
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DONE

FoR NEARLY 70 YEARs. JFD HAS DONE MORE THAN ENGI-

1\0

In shon , nobody gave a thought to
the processes behind the results until
the pressure was on. The worldclass approach to bus iness is to
worry about processes all the time,
even when things are going great
("If it hasn 't been fixed lately, it's
too broken for us''). This philosophy
minimizes waste, redundancy, and
rework and makes up the modus
operandi of strategies such as process improvement, Kaizen , and
poka-yoke.
At the simplest level, a process
consists of a sequence of inputs,
events and outputs. Inputs can
include almost anything, from materials, equipment, knowledge, environment, temperature, morale,
polices and so on. Events usually
consist of work being done and time
passing. Outputs include changes in
the inputs and the creation of new
forms of information and products.
Easy enough so far. The critical
problem for traditional business
approaches relies on the distinction

California Aerospace in 2000

AND W I LL CONTI NUE TO DO IT WELL.

Our SBA r eal e" a te purcha\e progra m offers th e folio" '"~
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Sir Anthony Ho~ Hawkins 1863-1933
Economy is going witJwuz something you do want in case you
should, some day, want something you probably won't wam.
The Dolly Dialogues No 12. t.
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Shasta, has been recognized with
many aWll!'!h. including the 1985
~cks Unlimited National Sponsor Print; 1986 California Duck
Stamp; 1987 Nevada Duck
Stamp; 1987 Ducks Unlimited
Bronze Palette and Chisel
Award; 1988 Arizona Duck
Stamp; 1989 California Ducks
Unlimited Artist of the Year;
1989 Ducks Unlimited Silver
Palette and Chisel Award; 1990
Texas Non-Game Stamp; and. in
1992. the California Watcrtowl
Association Wood Duck Program Pritt of the Year, the Mooo
Lake Foundation Print of the
Year, the Arizona Duck Stamp,
the CalifOOlia Duck Stamp; and
the Featured Artist of the
Wildlife West Art Festival, the
first woman so recognized. t.

•1

~:lha

lnd u~tne ...

11

~======~

A Partial List of CJUtomers
Who Have Reaped the Economic Benefits
of Owning Their Own Commercial Building
School & Orrico
Supply

ll

San Bernardino County
Museum in Redlands from Nov.
20 kl 22 Now in its Ieith year,
the Wildlife West Art Festival
lnlught together nearly 40 of the
nation's finest wildlife artists
who exhibited their worts for
sale. The festival showcased the
top I00 paintings from the 1993
Federal Duck Stamp Art Competition in their only showing on
the West Coast.
Vendors, environmental and
educational displays, Junior
Duck Stamp paiOOngs. tax.idezmy
an, animals from the Wildlife
Way Station. and a myriad of

for Commercial Buildings
Sout hw~sl

45
64
6

he Wtkllife West Art Festival was celdnll!ld at the

90% Financing

~
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Most businesses have no idea
bow their macro processes
wmc and traditiooally focus oo
results.

,
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Also
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he Olarnbers of Commerce has been listed
alphabetically for 42 cities in the Inland
Empire, on page .58. The list includes the
chamber's address, executive director, president
and phone number (don't forget, that as of
November 14, eastern Los Angeles County, and
the western ponions of San Bernardino and
Riverside Counties have changed the area code to

T
909.)

The oldest city on our list, Redlands was established in 1893, while the youngest, Cathedral City
was established in 1981. Temecula boasts the
largest chamber of commerce with 1,200 members and Highland has the fewest with 98 members.
On page .56 check out the list of the top tnlvel
agencies serving the region. For the third year in
a row, Corporate Travd Services topped the list

with $14 million in Inland Empire sales for 1991.
Uniglobe Regency Travel came in a distant second place with $.5.7 million in sales for the same
period.
Carlson Travel Network - I.E. Travel Bureau
debuted at number 6 on the chans for sales in
1991. The list also gives helpful information such
as number of Inland Empire staff, computer system used, their specialties and a breakdown of
percentages of business versus leisure travelers.
1:.
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Editorial

INS Reissues New Green
Cards

T

he Immigration and Naturalization Se rvice (INS) is
recalling 1.5 million green
cards nation wide. INS will replace
the cards with newer ones to reduce
fraud and make it easier for employers to determine immigration status.
Operation Green Card, as the INS
has dubbed its project, will pull in
older green cards which have only a
photograph and signature and are

Commentary
Rescuing California's Economy

I

easily reproduced illegally. There
are 17 fake versions of the older
cards, according to Rico Cabrera,
INS spokesperson.
The new card will have the person's photograph, fmgeiprint, signature and computer code, which serve
as proof of the person's permanent
resident immigrant status.
Thanks, INS, on behalf of all
employers. ~

Ontario Airport Looks to
Mexico
he Los Angeles Depanment
of Airports Board of Commissioners on Nov. 23
approved plans for a federal inspection center at Ontario International
Airport. This all but clears the way
for non-stop flights between the
Inland Valley and Mexico.
The plan calls for AeroMexico

Airlines to pay for construction of
the 10-acre, $7.8 million facility. A
proposal for Norton Air Force Base
to be convened into a commercial
airport would take only five years to
complete, which could be an ideal
solution--because even with a new
terminal in five years, ONT could be
up to full capacity. ~

T

The villain carved his way through
dozens of superheroes and left most
of Metropolis in rubble before dying
at Superman's hands in the fearsome
fight Thousands mourned the death
of the Man of Steel, who stood for
truth, justice and the American Way.
We, at the Daily Planet, wish
Superman the eternal peace of Krypton. !J.

T

• M t h I
SUperman Meet S HIS
a Cl
•

he superhero of DC Comics
that was able to leap tall
buildings at a single bound,
and with strength to push a locomotive train, has met his match. The
Daily Planet mourns Superman 's
death after over 50 years of stardom.
Superman officially died on Nov.
19 from injuries sustained in his battle with super madman Doomsday.
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By William G. B~tMl, Eucutiv~ Officer
Building Industry Association/Baldy View R~gion

lthough people discuss growth management
widely, it is not well understood. To meet the
demand in this county and California for affordable housing, any comprehensive growth management
plan must look first to market-based solutions which
allow for consumer choice and preference. Excessive
fees and regulations must be brought under control to allow the housing supply
to catch up to demand.
California must commit to reforming regulatory activities, while setting
spending priorities, and establishing tax policies that have a beneficial effect
upon all economic segments of the population. The state must also be committed to rurming the governmental operations as a business. This can be achieved
by increasing productivity through the reduction of unnecessary costs and
insure research and development investment that improves competitiveness and
productivity; and the provision of affordable housing.
The state claims to have fallen short of funds. This is a curious statement
considering that Californians, even after Proposition 13, remain among the
highest taxed people in the union. The problem rests not in a shortage of
money but the prioritization of funds available.
One needs only to review expenditures to begin to urxlerstand how the government has changed fundamentally, and the relations these changes bear to the
growth issue. In 1900, the local government had 55 cents of the public dollar,
with 11 cents at the state level and 34 c-=nts at the f('.Jerallevel.
By the post-World War II period, the local government portion of the public
dollar dropped to 16 cents, with the state portion increasing to 24 cents and the
federal portion increased to 60 cents. The federal and state governments have
adopted new social priorities and have shifted resources away from basic public

A
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What Price for Clean Air?
By WilliamRuh

T

he South Coast Air Quality Management District (AQMD) seems to have
the answer. Armed with $10 million in public funds, they are ready to

bankroll projects such as:
$134,434 to develop 10 electrified bicycles
$357,000 to synchronize traffic lights
$250,000 for an environmental museum exhibit
$386,412 to develop user-friendly, bilingual information kiosks.
$348,000 to UNOCAL to purchase and permanently remove from
service 1,000 1971-1979 vehicles.
•
$100,000 to Federal Express to evaluate the performance of various fuel
types in their vehicle fleet.
This list continues on for a total of 62 projects, which are being funded out of
the $4 per vehicle surcharge assessed each registered vehicle in the state.
Assemblyman Byron Siler's AB 2766 implemented this surcharge, which
provides that 30 percent of these fees ($10,268,842), be subvened to the AQMD
expressly for Mobile Source Air Pollution Reduction projects.
At first glance, this may appear to be a noble and worthwhile concept However, deeper thought requires one to ask whether any type of public money
should go towa;d these projects. If so, who should ulibnat.ely dt:(..:de how to
spend the money?
The AQMD received over 300 project submittals, and narrowed their recommendations for funding to 62. The public had absolutely no input, even though
their funds were expelxled. Although a case may be made that by eliminating
•
•
•
•
•
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I.E.B.J. Close-Up: Steve Albright
IEBJ: How would you characterize
your political career?
Albright: For the most part, I have
avoided partisan politics. However,
most everything we do in economic
development in the area of business
advocacy involves polities. I have been
the governor's appointee the last four
years to the South Coast Air Quality
Management District There is probably
no position that you could hold that is
more political than this is in terms of
public policy issues. This appointed
position has all the same requirements of
yo ur time and personal energy that
would be required if you were an elected
politician.
IEBJ: In general, where do you see
the Inland Empire heading?
Albright: The Inland Empire has a very
bright future. Right now, the region is
seeing a trend toward manufacturing
jobs staning to come out to the Inland
Empire. All the projections conclude
that the growth that occurred in the
1980s will continue in the 1990s, perhaps a little slower in terms of how
quickly people move out here. This is
going to continue to be one of the areas
in California that sees both population
growth and business growth into the end
of the 1990s.
IEBJ: What do you see as the biggest
obstacle in achieving this plan?
Albright: The United States has reached
a period in this nation's history of almost
overwhelming bureaucratic and government control. Look at government controls on land use, the environment and
taxes. You see the impacts here from
national laws such as the Endangered
Species Act. These are artificial barriers
tha1 could get in the way of the prosperity.
IEBJ: How do you see the growth
development rl the Inland Empire fitting Into the scheme rl Southern ~

Age:41
Occupation: CEO of the Inland
Empire Economic Partnership
Family: Married with two children
Hobbies: Plays tennis and golf,
and collects antiques
Favorite Restaurant: Mario's in
Riverside
Last Book Read : Blue Hi&h~

A closer look ...
Full Na me : Stephen Davis
Albright
fornia?
Albright: Many business leaders in Los
Angeles and Orange County see the
Inland Empire as a threat to their continued dominance. First their employees
move out here for affordable housing.
It's only a matter of time before businesses follow them to take advantage of
the growing labor force. The Inland
Empire still enjoys less expensive land
and has a work: force who would love
nQ1 to commute into Orange and Los
Angeles County. It's unfortunate tha1 it
is viewed (as a threat) simply because as
we grow and prosper, it's going to be
good for everybody.
IEBJ: What is the mission of the
Inland Empire Economic Partnership?
Albright: Our mission is a very simple
one: to promote the prosperity of the
Inland Empire business community and
to promote the region as a desirable
place to live. We have to be good prcr
moters, good problem solvers, and we
must coordinate investas that are looking for a place to land. We have to form
partnershi~ with local governrnmt and
with the private business canmunity.
IEBJ: What is your responsibility

Last Vacation : A little beach
town in Central California called
Cayucos

with the Inland Empire Economic
Partnership?
Albright: My personal responsibility as
the chief executive officer lies in two
areas. Ftrst, as we have diversified and
taken on additional functions, we have
complicated the administration of this
organization in terms of our fiscal
accountability and the management of
programs and people. Second, I manage
the area of transportation planning and
transportation management We see the
whole transportation field as a growing
economic development concern. Not
having an effective transportation system
would be one of the impediments that
would keep (companies) from locating
here.
IEBJ: What g~ has the agency set
up to help small busin~?
Albright: Our organization is committed to the traditiooal functi~ of an economic development entity. We work to
attract new investments, retain the jobs
that already exist and assist in small
business development The IEEP has a
Small Business Development Center in
Riverside, and provides fmancial planning and business management counselling to small businesses. The center
also hooses an incubator facility to help

California Aerospace in 2000

II

new and emerging small businesses.
They may need help in getting started to
locate in the facility and get some assistance until they can succeed on their
own.

IEBJ: What will be some or the most
challenging tasks you will face during
your tenure at IEEP?
Albright: The most challenging effort
will be to bring the Inland Empire
together as a single economic unit Historically, the two counties have been far
apart even though they share a commoo
border. They've been apart in terms of
their eoo1petition, their anitudes in dealing with each other and their polities.
It's our goal to bring them togethel along
with the far eastern pan of Los Angeles
County. We also have a challenge of
(deciding) which programs we can or
should take on that have the most effectiveness for economic development We
still pride ourselves on being primarily a
privately funded economic development
group. Our challenge is to do it successfully and i.o: such a way that we can wort
with government, but still maintain some
dis tance in terms of being privately
funded.
IEBJ: What are the benefits or the
merger between the Inland Empire
Economic Council and the Economic
Development Partnership?
Albright: The most apparent and obvious benefit is bringing the two counties
together. The Economic Development
Partnership worked in Riverside County
and the Inland Empire Economic Council worked in San Bernardino County.
Even though both of us cross the lines at
different times for program reasons, we
had our sort of place of exi stence.
We've said tha1 the Inland Empire is an
economic unit. We can spend much
more time on our programs and in delivering the promises that we offer, and
spend less time in cxxnpeting wilh each
OOler. !J.

II

ConJi.lwed From PQ(Je 5

The difference between these two
equally plausible scenarios for California
aerospace, in tre year 2!XXI, will be over
170,CXX> high-technology jobs and amual
Stale tax revewes of over S300 million.
Every California cooun\Dlity and citizen
would feel lhe loss of these jobs, the
associated taxes, and the opportunities
for teclmical and personal advancement
Improved infrastructure spending, new
educational programs. conunercial spinoff inchlstries, and tllousarm of mioority
job opportunities all hang in the balance.

California can or should do little to

increase total aerospace demand. at least
in defense JDalt.ets. Trerefore, the state
needs to face tre challenge to defend its
relative market share and position as the
core of America's aerospace/defense
industry.
1. Despite current events, aerospace/
defense will continue as an imponant
American iJx1ustry through the year 2IXX>
and beyond. Contrary to many news
reports, this industry will remain large
and central to our nation's prosperity.

2. California has much at stake in
remaining an impOOant cootributor to tre
U.S. aerospace/defense industry. As
many as 170,CXX> relatively high-paying
jobs and over $300 million in anooal tax
receipts could depend on whether the
state acts now to maintain its competitiveness or allows the current decline in
California's mart.et share to cootinue.
3. California has the significant, and
often overlooked, potential to retain its
leadership role in U.S. aerospace. The
state has numerous advantages that can

be leveraged to defend its competitive
position. In the re:rnaiOOer of this decade,
California's relative strength versus the
competitiveness of other states could
actually grow.
4. All of California's diverse political,
community and business leaders must
woric together to help assure the state's
continued leadership role in the U.S.
aerospace industry. Many specific
actions will provide major economic
benefits to the state and 011' entire population. ~
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If it Looks Like Stuttgart, Bombs Away!

problems occurred.
Did a problem occur with the
invoice, the receiver, the catalog,
the deliv e ry pick-sheet, or was a
coding error made in your materials
department or at the furniture store?
Was everything OK until the wrong
desk got unloaded from the truck at
your loading lock? Is the right desk
now in the next office? Who
lcnows?
That is the key distinction
sures.
between micro and macro-processes:
During the events, the worker
macro-processes consist s imply of
analyzes and adds to the fonn . The
names that dozens, if not hun- - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 . - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - T dreds, of groups of micro-processes classify unde. ore label for
reference purposes. In terms of
giving you any hint of what really
goes on, a macro-process label has
no value; it is actually dangerous.
The danger lies in each of us seeing only one or two percent, or 10
percent at most, of any macro-process.
In fact, most businesses have no
idea of how most of their macroprocesses operate. If you doubt
this assertion, check it out. Go to
any person in your organization
and ask him/her to draw a flow
chart of how material is purchased. Ask them to include
forms, involved areas and so on.
Do this with two or three separate
people who are involved in the
gereral area. You will ftnd agreement at only the most macro-level
you're doing business in the Inland Empire, you're in California State
{order, receive, pay).
Bank Territory. We're a leading independent bank with the services,
If somebody really thinks they
know it, walk the process yourself
experience and resources to help your business realize its potential
with their flow chart (check every
California State Bank is an SBA Preferred Lender. This means the fastest
step and form) and you will dispossible processing and funding for our SBA loan customers. We have SBA
cover that what is in Lhe policies
and minds of management is not
loans available for:
what really happens. In a tradi• Real Estate Construction/ Acquisition • Working Capital
tionally run business, nobody ever
• Equipment • Debt Restructuring • Inventory
focuses on actually studying the
micro-processes and systematicalCall us today to find out more about our SBA loans, as well as our full
ly changing them.
spectrum of services for all your business and personal banking needs. We
In a traditionally run business,
invite you to draw upon the resources of a leading independent bank that
management flies above the
measures its success by yours: California State Bank.
macro -process clouds, seeking
vilal problems that must be eliminated while being strafed by rising
costs and attacked by swarms of
competitors. Pressed for time,
management desperately seeks a
break in the clouds so they can
Victorville
Beiliu mont
Rilncho Cuamon~
bomb the problem with manageOntuio
12470 He-.pcna Road
385 Ea!.t Sixth Street
800 North Haven Avenue 7746 Haven An•nue
ment attention and move onto Lhe
(619) 241-0036
(714) 845-2631
(7 14) 944 -5200
(714) 980-7801
target.
Add 1 honallocahon~ in Alhambra, Arcad1a, C1ty of lndu~try, Covma and Wc~t Covma Call for more mformallon.
Suddenly, a break in the clouds!
They get a glimpse of a longMembo:r I OIC
sought problem. Pemaps an area
goes over budget, a critical probetween mega, macro and microprocesses and bow problems with
these various types of processes are
resolved.
Let us look at a typical business
micro-process, such as an employee
adding data to an invoice. The input
consists of the worker, his/her
knowledge about what to do, the
data on the form/screen, lcnown policies and procedures and work pres-

outputs are a changed fonn, changes
in the worker's lcnowledge, and the
changes in the overall system that
the fonn will create. The micro-process takes an objective group of
casual observers who would have little difficulty identifying and agreeing upon most of the inputs, events
and outputs. Further, with only minimal investigation, it would be easy
for the observers to malc:e clear connections between causes of output
problems and the various events and
inputs.

Consider a macro-process such as
purchasing a desk. This process can
be described in the same way as a
micro-process, with inputs (deciding
to buy it, selecting the style, filling
out a requisition, etc.), events (waiting for three months , calling to
check), and outputs (the wrong desk
arrives and recriminations begin).
nus sounds like a micro-process but
it is not. It is not a micro-process
because no group of casual
observers could even begin to
describe what really went on, or why

Your Business Has A
GrolVing Opportunity
Here In
California State Bank
Territory.

If

~ California State Bank

PluM Su P111e 53
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Low Interest Rates Drive Improved Earnings
between
long-term
and s h ortterm interest rates,
banks limited
the
decline in
their interest income
by shifting
their investment port-
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folios toward fixed-rate debt securities maturing in one to five years
and home mortgage loans," said
Rusling.
Banking profits also received a
boost from a decline in the provision for future loan losses, reponed
at $13 billion at June 30, reflecting
a 14 percent drop from mid-year
1991. In addition, banks benefited
from a $1.9 billion gain on the sale
of securities, reflecting a year-toyear increase of 141 percent.

Bank Asset Mix Shifts
Loans and leases outstanding at
commercial banks declined 1.0 percent to $2.02 trillion during the first
half of 1992. This decrease was
generated in large part by a 2.3 percent drop in commercial and industrial loans and a 1.2 percent
decrease in consumer loans.
Meanwhile, banks continued to
add to their holdings of securiues,
increasing that portion of their asset
Pk4% s~~ Pag~ /3

lmprove~nt

in BOIWng Industry
Increased Focus on Secwritits
Maruts

Reflected In Changing
Asset Mix
.S. banks posted a nearrecord profit of $7.96 billion before extraordinary
items during the second quarter of
1992, according to Sheshunoff
Information Services Inc., a leading information provider to the
banking and thrift industries. This
figure eclipsed a first quarter
profit of $7.39 billion, bringing
the banking industry's earnings
for the first half of the year to
$15.3 billion , a 57 percent
increase over the $9.75 billio n
profit posted for the first half of

U

ELDORADO BANK

1991.
Of the nation's 11,666 banks,
94 percent showed profits, reponing earnings of $16.2 billion during the first half of the year. These
profits were partially offset by the
$900 million in banking industry
losses reported for the period.
''Thanks in large part to continued declines in interest rates, we
have seen a number of marginal
institutions make their way back
to profitability and improve their
capital positions," said Con
Rusting, president of Sheshunoff
Infonnation Services Inc.
''The decline in deposits was
due to the flight of depositors
from low-earning certificates of
deposit. As interest rates fell,
many depositors moved their
money out of banks and into higher-yielding investment vehicles,"
observed Rusling.

Declining Interest Rates
Drive Improved Earnings
The improvement in bank profits was due largely to declining
interest rates and the resulting
increase in net interest spreads.
With the widening spread

FIN A N

•••To ThE REscuE!
IN A SEA OF ECONOMIC UNCERTAINTY where bank mergers come and go as rhe tide, rhere IS a bank that IS
strong and secure. Eldorado Bank offers you ...
• STABILITY, STRENGTH AND EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE - Don't get caught up m b1g bank
bureaucracy. BIG isn't always better! At Eldorado, you're a name not just a nwnber and you can count
on personal service!
GREATER EFFICIENCY - Providmg a qu1ck response to your loan request! Ask about an SBA
long-tem1 real estate loan for your business.
SUPERIOR PRODUCfS - A VISA' Gold card at an annual percentage rate one-third lower• than
any maJor Cal1fomia Bank!
Come aboard w1th Eldorado where you can be guaranteed smooth srulmg. Eldorado Bank to the rescue!

SAN BERNARDINO
909-884-6471
INDIO
619-347-6156
PALM DESERT
619-340-1861
MEMBER FDIC

c

A L

ELDORADO BANK

m

'Ba_..ro on
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of maJ<>r Cahfom1a bani..\ tal.rn on 7/13/Q2
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Financial Statement Fraud
By Barry A. Knight, CSU, San
Berl'lllTdino and Keith B. Ehrenreich ,
Cal Poly, Pomona

D

espite regulatory efforts,
several extraordinary
audit failures during the
past decade have raised questions
not only about financial reports,
but about the ability of the public
accounting profession to govern
itself. These audit failures have

Audit failures have
shaken tJ..,e confidence
In the system and have
prompted several governmental commlnees,
regulatory agencies,
and others to question
whsthsr ths auditors are
fa/ling In thslr public
responsibility.
shaken the confidence in the system and have prompted several
governmental committees, regu-

latory agencies, and others to
man of the National Commission
of Fraudulent Financial Reportquestion whether the auditors are
failing in their public responsiing has commented that managebility.
ment often provides the source of
The failures have been caused
fraudulent financial reporting by
by fraudulent activities, changed
overriding the internal controls
of the organization. Most alleged
economic conditions, poor management or some combination of frauds involved improper revthese. All the cases
enue recognition or
involved misrepresimple overstateFairly or unfairly,
sentations in the
ment of assets with
these business
organization's
only a few involving
failures have, In
financial
statediversion of corpoments. In the pubthe public's eyes,
rate assets. (Report
lic's judgment, the
of the National
become audit
auditors
should
Commission
on
failures because
have detected the
Fraudulent Financial
the financial
fraud or recognized
Reporting, 1987).
that failure was
statements were
imminent and taken
Hidden
misleading or
steps to insure that
Agendas and
deceptive.
the public was
Management
warned on a timely -<====:;::::===~
Fraud
basis. Thus, fairly or unfairly,
these business failures have, in
Hidden agendas are those
the public's eyes, become audit
covert, not always apparent, prifailures because the financial
orities of management that may
statements were misleading or
lead to something other than
deceptive.
optimal decisions for the stockJames C . Treadway, former
holders of the company, particuSEC Commissioner and Chairlarly in the long run. The best

The best example of a
management's hidden
agenda Is the subtle priority of reaching satisfyIng profits rather than
maximizing profits In
order not to raise expectations too high for
future performance.

-<========>-
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...your
payroll can
make.

S

witch ro Wells Fargo Payroll
Service . You'll get the
most convenient small business
payroll proces ing available.
AnJ if you act now, you can
ger a special money-back
guarantee.

No other payroll processor
gi1.es you such flexibility and
control. With our service, you
don't need to work to a fixed
schedule. You can input your
payroll anytime-24 hours a
day-by phone, fax or personal
computer. Wells Fargo
gives you conven ience you
won't find anywhere else.
And you can unload your

example of a management's hidden agenda is the subtle priority
of reaching satisfying profits
rather than maximizing profits in
order not to raise expectations
too high for future performance.
Other examples of priorities of
management might include
bonuses, job security or even
pride, that is, being the best or
the largest. Not to be overlooked
rue power, s:1rvival and competitive pressure. All these agendas
provide the possibility for social
disorganization in the form of
Plms~ Su Pag~

tax burden. Wells Fargo will
deposit your payroll taxes on
time, prepare and file your
payroll tax returns, prepare all
W-2 forms and assist you with
the IRS and state tax agencies.
All with guaranteed accuracy.
The cost? Enjoy this
complete service for as little
as $2 a day for a 5-employee
company.
To switch over or get more
information, just call:

l,goo,35,WELLS
Ext. 561

MonJay-Fmlay, 8am-5pm

Let a better outfit handle
your payroll.

TAKE A TlUAL RUN!
Swttch over to Wells Fargo Payroll Services for 60 days. If you choose to leave the
service anytime Juring this tnal period, we'll refund all your Wells Fargo processtng and msrallatton fees. It's that tmple. Bring thtscoupon tn roany Wells Fargo
office. Or call 1-800-35-WELLS, Ext. 561 to learn more. Hurry! Offer good
only through December 31, 1992.
NAMEOFYOURCOMPANY---------------{BRANCH IN~UCTIQNS, 1'\t_-.,e att.:t<-h thiSc.-.opoo tu the wmplet«ll\oyro(IS<:rvoces apphcat>.,.-,.)

WELLS FARGO BANK

'""""'Ft1K /)

-- - ------ - -----------
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Financial Statement Fraud
Coni~ FromPag~

Members of the
accounting profession
have recognized the
need for better business
judgment. case studies
show that auditors
sometimes get Into trouble when they apply all

The best
move ...

the right audit proc.dures but fall to ask
whether a transaction
makes business sense
or not.

F ·I
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manipulating financial data .
Since management personnel are
often trusted by the auditor and
may have the knowledge or
authority to bypass controls ,
these frauds become extremely
difficult to detect. Differential
association, on the part of management, would then tend to
exclude the auditor from gaining
necessary insights to perform the
audit. Hence, the agenda is hid-

F

IO

den from the one party who
the informal mechanisms that are
might need this information the
part of the organizational structure . Auditors now read and
most.
To summarize, upper-level
abstract minutes of the board of
managers often act in collusion
directors. They could still sit in
for the perceived best interest of on these meetings, ex-officio,
their company and they commit
and listen to problems, debates
and concerns.
frauds by misrepresenting financial facts. Management rationalIncreased Trainizes that no individing in
ual monetary com--<=========pens at ion
was
Upper-level manBusiness
received. However,
agers onen set In
Increased training
as we have suggestcollusion for the
in general business
ed , these manipulations can have
perceived best
acumen would help.
direct and indirect
Interest of their
Members of the
accounting profesconsequences, and
company and they
in the long term ,
sion have recogreduce confidence
commit frauds by
nized the need for
in financial reportmisrepresenting
better business judgment. Case studies
ing.
financial facts.
show that auditors
Management
sometimes get into
Proposed
rationalizes that no trouble when they
Solutions
apply all the right
Individual
Extension of the
audit procedures but
monetary
fail to as.k whether a
Audit Function
compensation was
transaction makes
received.
More
effort
business sense or
not.
should be placed on

I N A N C I A L

I

Expanded
Concept of
Internal Control
As we have pointed out, informal control mechanisms have
been left largely unrecognized.

It auditors would accept

an expanded concept of
Internal control, fraud
and misleading financial
statements would be
more likely to be
uncovered during the
audit.

··- ·====:::::::>Organization structure, environment and culture often set the
tone for corporate actions . If
auditors would accept an expanded concept of internal control,
fraud and misleading financial
statements would be more likely
to be uncovered during the audit.
1!.
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eExtra Dimension
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Bank, you'll get the kind of in-depth
financial support which goes beyond
the expected.
Behind the handshake is a quality
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"extra dimension in quality banking"
that sets Chino Valley Bank apart.
When you bank with us you are
doing business with one of the
strongest, safest and best-managed
financial institutions in California
and throughout the United States.

{:iino qa]Jey=CJJank.

vices Inc., a
leading
information
provider to
the banking
and thrift
industries.
The quarterly profit
of $1.07
b iII ion
before

extraordinary items eclipsed a firstquarter profit of $983 million,
bringing the S&L industry's earnings for the first half of the year to
$2.05 billion. This compares to the
$2.07 billion lost during the first
half of 1991.
Total assets for the S&L industry
declined by $25 billion, or 2.7 percent, during the second quarter of
1992 to $882 billion. Likewise, the
number of S&Ls comprising the

industry continued to decline from
2,193 thrifts in operation at yearend 1991 to 2,077 at June 30, 1992.
"Unlike previous quarters where
the Resolution Tru st Corporation
wa s largely responsible for the
diminishing number of thrifts, the
second quarter saw a relatively
large number of S&Ls conven to
state-chartered savings banks, placing them under the direct jurisdicP!Lase Sa Page 14

WHY YOUR

COMPANY
SHOULD SWITCH
BANKS NOW.

Does your bank >hll know who you are' Do they know vour company,
at's obJectives and financ1al goals' Have they offered to help you with those
goals' Ha,·e they set up a personal account team for your busmess needs?
Mavbe at's time you looked mto Footh1ll Independent Bank. When it
comes to servacang your busa.ness needs, we will exceed your expectaboru..
Wlule other banks are making you feel like a number, we could be he! pang you
buald a sound and profitable business. We sampbfied the complicated loan
process by setting up a "Small Busaness Lendang Center· By JUSt callang the
Center you can find out af you quahfy for long term, low cost, Government
Guaranteed SBA Business Loans. We even a.nclude simple sen aces like not
bouncing your accidental overdrafts, Saturday Banking. Extended Hours and
dm·e up tellers. Over the years, our unique mLX of products and sen·aces has
launched us to become one of the most secure banks an the country
The Bauer Financial Reports ga,·e us a :, :r :r .'l" rating Tius adenbfies
us as one of the strongest commeraal bank!. an the Uruted States. And
Amencan Banker Magazane rated us the ·20th most profitable bank a.n
America " Isn't this the kmd of bank you want helpang with vour bottom line?
If your current bank dOClon t offer all the above ser.~ces or 1t doesn't make
the top of the financial reports, maybe it's hme to change to Foothill
Independent Bank. Call one of our branches below for details on these and

By shrinking their loan ponfolios to avoid credit risk exposure
in this uncertain economic environment, banks may he si·nultaneously exposing themselves to a
good deal of interest rate risk ,
which could spell trouble should
interest rates begin to rise.
"As long as interest rates
remain relatively stable, the banking industry should be able to
continue to concentrate on
improving asset quality," commented Rusling. "As we move
into an economic recovery, the
key to the industry's continued
profitability will be to make quality loans while keeping a close
watch on exposure to interest rate
risk."

count on and build on. It is this

@

other >en'iCe».

\1E\1BER

FDIC

~
FOOTHILL INDEPENDENT BANK
Striving to exceed your expectations

S&Ls Post Second Consecutive Quarterly Profit

Your Extr11 Dimension in Qu11lity B11nking
• PomotuJ • Riverside• S1111 Berrumli110•

.,

Industry Outlook Contingent on Interest Rates

financial relationship that you can

Ontt~rio

~

~

mix by 5.8 percent to $727 billion
during the first six months of
1992. Most of this new investment in securities came in the
form of purchases of U.S. Treasury securities and collateralized
mortgage obligations, with
respective increases of 14.4 percent and 12.0 percent.
"When banks are experiencing
high earnings, the natural tendency is to take the opponunit y to
offset those earnings somewhat
with higher loan charge-offs so
that the impact of the charge-offs
is not as noticeable ," observed
Rusling. "Therefore, a decline in
the level of net charge-offs, given
the industry's near record profit
level for the first half of the year,
is a very encouraging sign."

business banking. At Chino Valley
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business, you need the very best in
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To successfully run a growing

At'CiuiU. • Cirillo • Colton •
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NET CHARGE- OFFS
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The savings and loan industry
posted its second consecutive
quarterly profit during the three
months ending June 30, according
to Sheshunoff Information Ser-

,,

Glendora Mam Branch (818) 963-8551 • Upland (714) 981-8611 • Claremont (714) 62}.{)519 • lrwmdale (818) 814-1441
Ontario (714) 947-1126 • Rancho Cucamonga (714) 980-4331 • Walnut (714) 594-9940 • West Covina (818) 967-7389
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Low Interest Rates Drive Improved Earnings
COftl~ From Page 13
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Falling Interest Rates Continue to Push Up Profits

50

The second quaner improvement
in S&L profits was helped largely
by declining interest rates and the
resulting increase in net interest
spreads. Remarkably, the industry
managed a net interest spread of
2.67 percent for the first six months
of the year, surpassing the spreads

25

0
1987

1988

1989

Performance of Banks Serving the
Inland Empire
rank e d by total llSSets

1990

Total
assets
Jun.30
1992

Headquarters
S(Mt)
Bank rl America Nal TR &: SA San Francisro
140,666,000
Wells FllJO Bank NA
San Francisro
50,294,675
First Intrrstate Bank
Los Angeles
20,149,882
Unioa Bank
San Francisro
16,922.543
Bank rl California NA
San Francisro
8,023,704
Community Bank
1,144,369
Pasadena
GUII'dian Bank
Los Angeles
706,917
Chino VaDe Bank
Chioo
566,173
First Trust Bank
Onurio
361,933
Eldorado Bank
Tustin
350,401
California Statr Bank
Covina
345,045
Foothill I
odent Bank
Glendora
266,427
Meclwlics N1tioaal Bank
Paramount
250,958
Rive.rsick Natiooal Bank
Riverside
236,157
North County Bank
Escondido
215,040
First Professional Bank LA NA Santa Monica
211,986
ViDeyard Natioaal Bank
Ranclxl Cucamonga 136, 140

BankriHemet
Desert CommUDity Bank
Palm Desert Nadoul Bank
Westml Community Bank
lalaDd Empire Natiollll Bank
Balik riSan ~
Bank

Hemet
Victorville
Pabn Desert

126,411
84,077
80,581

emma

79.344

Riverside
San Bcuwttino

Moreno V
Rivaside
Upland
Yucca Vllley

Temecula
Otuio
Goldra hc:ilk Ball
Flnt MCJUtllill Bull
Bi& Be.- Lake
T,._.,. Valley Natioul Bak Temecula
Jlftt Bak flihla Daert NA
But rl A8erica State Baak
BukfiDaertNA
Redludl Cntruial BIB
,..._ J1lnt Natiaal But

Cai-Wtlt Natioul Balik
Jlftt Natioul Balik
Su
BIB
Vde1 Merdlutllak NA
....... C....mty a.H NA

.

a~
..

77,308

70,489
65,567
62,389
59,692
54,064
50,395

48,567
36,031
35,248
33,671
32,327
32,325
32,166
30,032
29,155
26,759
23,816

2D.836
18,230
16,876

JUNE "92

1991

l..oan<i
% cbange
since
Dec.31
1991

Nonperforming

413
-8.6
-95

-2.9
-5.7
-7.2
-1.0
-2.5
-4.6
-4.9
-1.4
-23

-9.2
-8.5
4.2
5.8
-8.9
4.8
-03
4.2
1.1
-9.7

53
-9.4
0.7
-8.0
-1.0
-43
-14.8
..().5
8.2
·11.0
-2.0
148.8

-6.7

loans as%
of total

Net
income

assets

$(Mt)

3.46
4.92
232
3.01
10.64
3.87
5.08

433,000
197,608
-27,115
46,925
2,421
1,378
1,607
4,118
344
1,763
1,638
1,744
·1,427

054

0.88
2.15
0.84
3.43
9.79
1.15
1.00
0.67

1,048

474
1,344

135

-199

2.19
1.02
1.80

307

639
1.75
030
4.99
030
6.62
1.67
0.70
5.49

1.29
1.36
0.42
0.11
2.17
8.21
1.10

897
472

-126
159
428
-283
411
-52
-180
58
-288
-9.0
174
-845
138
-78
-149
17
-75
69

35.7
0.7
-4.7
-2.9
60.0
16.9

1.12

-139

2.17

5.5

0.00

34
-95
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2.24
0.08
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Low Interest Rates Drive Improved Earnings
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Conlin.lwl From Page /4

. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . , tion of the FDIC," said Con
Rusling, president of Sheshunoff
OO NONPERFORMING LOANS
1
Information Services Inc. As of
June 30, only 53 insolvent S&Ls
""!
remained with assets of $35.7 billion, most of which already stand in
75
RTC conservatorship.
z
...J
...J
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Annualized
Core
return on capital
average to assets
assets
ration
0.77
536
0.77
4.71

-0.27
0.55
0.06
0.23
0.43
1.47
0.19
0.99

7.21
5.75
7.13
6.62
5.99
8.45
7.47
7.65

0.95

12.71

1.31
-1.09
0.88
0.44
132
-0.28
1.47
0.78
1.12
-032
0.41
1.24
-0.87
1.37
-0.16
-0.66
0.23
-1.06
-0.05
0.98
·5.04
0.82
-0.58
-0.93
0.13
-0.50
0.53
0.91
-1.57
0.39
-1.16

7.44
6.07
8.83
5.14
4.27
6.12
8.95
6.72
6.14
9.18
9.03
12.61
10.41
7.00
8.21
7.66
8.03
4.90
7.40
8.50
5.66
6.68
35.95
6.26
12.18
10.92
16.52
16.91
12.71
16.48
9.45

of 2.59 percent reponed for March
1992 and 2.05 percent reponed for
1991.
This, along with the resolution of
a number of insolvent thrifts during
the first quaner of the year, enabled
a substantial 91 percent of the
industry to attain profitability for
the year so far, up from 75 percent
at Dec. 31. 1991.
"Falling interest rates have provided a much-needed respite for the
S&L industry after so many years of
problems," commented Rusling.
"My concern is that these same
falling rates are exposing S&Ls to a
great deal of interest rate risk.
should rates begin to rise."

carefully managing its exposure to
interest rate risk.."

New Local Bank Takes Shape
A group of local investors are forging ahead with effons to stan a new
bank. geared toward providing needed
financing for the area's small businesses, according to Christopher
Chazin of the Daily Bulletin.
The financial institution - to be
called Empire National Bank. would focus on commercial lending
for the estimated 2,000 small businesses in the Ontario-Rancho Cucamonga area, said Wand Valley devel-

P~tUeS.P~J~CU
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ranked by totlll.u~et~

30 . 0

Redlands
Riverside

Hemet
Placerville
Long Beach
Palm Springs
Hemet
San Bernardino
San Bernardino
Fontana
Riverside
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ILocal Banks Struggle to Survive II
ByBii/Ruh
everal Inland Empire banking
institutions feel the recession
at their bonom line. Bank of
the Desen, with headquaners in La
Quinta, Overland Bank of Temecula.
Upland Bank. of Upland, Valley Bank
of Moreno Valley, and Corona-based
Western Community Bank have all
found themselves with non-perform·
ing assets at a higher percentage than
is generally accepted by today's standards.
Banking analysts calculate this
percentage by talcing the total dollar
value of non-performing assets,
including foreclosed property and
loans over 90 days past due, and
compare them to the total assets.
Non-performing assets in the 3 to 5
percent range is acceptable, but fig·
ures above the 5 percent range
expose telltale signs of instability.
Financial analysts claim that the
current recession, gloomy economic
news and unemployment concerns,
have combined to wallop the smaller
community based banks. "Our non-

S

Jun. JO
S(Mt)

5,956,497
1.560.997
897,906
559,939
558,400
545,743
345,108
145,125
84.501
87,052
77,440

60,058
37,423

Loans
%change
since
Dec. 31
1991

8.5
-2.1
5.5
0.0
-8.6
7.1
-43.6
5.2
-11.7

-13.4
1.2
-10.9
-15

Nonperforming
loans as%
of gross

Net
income

loans
0.9
1.4
1.2
0.6
1.7
0.1
67.5
1.0
2.5
0.9
1.8
0.9
1.3

17,100
6,432
3,662
3.524
1,380
3,436
-8,752
431
459
529
-130
129
252

oper David W. Ariss, chairman of the
proposed bank..
Ariss said the group could petition
for government approval by the end
of the month, with a decision expect·
ed to come within 60 to 90 days after
the application is filed. "We feel
we're coming out at exactly the right
time," he said. "The biggest problem
right now is that no one can get
money."
The so-called "credit crunch" has
hit smaller companies particularly
hard, Ariss observed, especially with
the seemingly shrink:ing pool of area

(/)

1987
1988
1989
• Income bef ore extraordtnary ttems .

Total
assets
1.992

Headquarters
Glendale
Pomona

Bank
Sears Savings Bank
Pomona First Federal S&L
Redlands Federal Bank, FSB
Provident Savings Bank, FSB
Hemet Federal S&L
Eldorado Savings Bank
Guardian FSA
Palm Springs Savings Bank
Inland Savings & Loan
First Federal Savings & Loan
Life Savings Bank, FSB
Secure Savings Bank, FSB
Mission S&L, A FA

r---------------------------,

Non-performing Loans
Falling Steadily
The dollar amount of non-performing loans declined by $1.7 billion, or 8.9 percent, during the second quaner of 1992 to $17.8 billion.
Non-performing loans as a percentage of gross loans fell to 3.1 percent
versus 3.3 percent in March and 3.6
percent at year-end 1991.
"The steady decline in non-performing loans is a very encouraging
sign for the industry as a whole,"
Rusling said. "Tilis trend reinforces
the notion that most S&Ls seem to
be in the process of putting their
asset quality problems behind them
and looking forward to other challenges which lie ahead."
California ranked first in total
non-performing loans with $8.3 billion, reflecting a 4 .6 percent decline
during the second quaner, but still a
net increase of 1.3 percent for the
first half of the year. This equates
to over three and one-half times the
level in New York, which ranked
second in total non-performing
loans at $2.2 billion.
"The second quaner decline in
California's non-performing loans
was a surprise given the current
trends in that state, but it should be
noted that this was somewhat offset
by an increase in repossessed assets
and other real estate," Rusling
informed.
"As long as interest rates remain
stable, the industry should be able
to continue to concentrate on
improving asset quality," commented Rusling. "As we move into an
economic recovery, the key to the
industry's continued profitability
will be to make quality loans while

Performance of Savings & Loans
Serving the Inland Empire

performing loans are real estate centered and surfaced much later,"
explained Doug Mills, CEO of Valley Bank. "We are taking strong
measures to correct this."
While bankers may take strong
measures, the real estate market continues to be uncooperative. In October, sales of new homes in San
Bernardino County dropped 19. 1
percent while sales of existing homes
dropped 21.6 percent National surveys show that would-be buyers cite
an inability to sell their existing
homes and an overall lack of faith in
the economy as reasons for not buying new homes - not exactly good
news for local banks. Banking analysts forecast that because of these
trends, several local institutions will
not meet their December capital
requirements.
In spite of this, local bankers continue to be optimistic. "Economic
recovery is a process, not an event,"
surmised Mills. "People only stan to
realize that we are turning the comer
when we are 75 percent around iL"

S(Mt)

Annualized
Risk
return on adjusted
average capital
assets
ratio

-034

0.48
1.36

9.81
11.61
12.85
11.49
14.92
17.06
-5.48
9.76
9.98
7.57
8.85
12.85
13.89

financial institutions.
According to Ariss, all of the
bank's founders have strong ties to
the area. Three other local businessmen are being wooed to join the proposed bank's 10-member board. So
far, the seven board members have
raised about $200,000. Ariss said
they are planning a public offering to
raise the $3.5 million to $4.5 million
the bank. will need to meet initial government approval.
The founders
have one year following the government go-ahead to raise the needed
capital. 6

BETTER & DIFFERENT
INLAND
COMMUNITY
BANK
The Inland Empire's Best Kept Secret
' custom tailored business
offers
banking that will add to your
bottom line.
9tomestyle :Persmwl ~
'JJeci.sions mo.Je £nJ1y
9(~le 3rienJly Gnployees

, we'\\ shoW ~ou with...
won't
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•courier service .
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. Loans
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• Tax Deposl
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"Estate Loans
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~~mg
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• Payro\\ Service
• consumtt \.,oa!IS
. LoanS
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0.83
0.84
1.27
0.48
1.27
-438
0.61
0.99
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Financial Moves
Chino Valley Bank- r - - - - - ,

D. Linn Wiley, president and chief executive officer of Chino
Valley Bank has

owners for worting capital, equipnenl and
real eslale pi1I'Ctmes for growth aro explllsion. The new SBA Depanment can be
reoched at (81 8) 851-9182 6

arrourrcd the~

muity affairs throughout his banking
career. He most recently served as a member of the Covina Kiwanis and Olamber
of Camlcn:e.
Olino Valley Bank is the largest independent tan\: headquartered in the Inland
Empire with assets over $550 million and
15 olfJCCS conveniently located to serve
the amTllllilies in the Inland Empire and
Sal Gamel Valley. 6

Foothill Independent Bank-Foolhill
~Bank names CWiene Ryan as
vX:e Jmkttt and senior pemnal banlang
offiCer, Joseph Sheaff as vice president
and manager of its Walnut offiCe, Stan
~ as first vice Jmkttt and managa- of its Claremont offJCe and Joanna
Bruno '> lad the newly bmed "SmaU
Business Lcnlq J)q.unall" specializing in Small Business Administration

in Los Angeles County, along with this
8p!Xlintmcnt. is another step in the bank's
,.-----,expanding SBA loan
activity. Los Angeles
County is the leading
area in the nation for
SBA loans and we are
pleased William Morgon will be directing
our sales program. He
txings over 17 years of
WillumL.Morgon banking and financial
eJCperieoce to E.JOOrnOO Banlc and will be a

welcome member of our Joan management

comprehensive Ecoromic Cen-

team 6

sus was lauoched in December,

Chino Valley BankD. Linn Wiley, president aro chief executive
officer of Olino Valley
Bank has announced
the 8p!Xlintmenl of John
w. Haigh as senior vice
president and manager
of the mortgage bank-

r------

Ask your local
Union banker
about a business loan,
anQ you'll get .
something surpnstng.
An answer.
If you want fast service on a business credit application,
you can forget about the other major banks in town.
At those banks the local managers have limited decisionmaking authority, so there's a good chance your Joan application
will have to be sent on to a committee somewhere. But at
Union Bank, our managers have enough authority to make their
own decisions about most business loans. They're part of the local
community, so they can get to know you and your company.
And be responsive to your financial needs as the business grows.
Maybe that's why Union Bank has become a leader in serving
the needs of California's smaJJ and medium-size companies. With
business checking accounts, lines of credit, expansion capital,
trade financing and more.
If you'd like better service for your business or personal
banking, stop in at a nearby Union Bank office. And ask to see
the manager. After aJJ, you might as weJJ go straight to the top.
~\1/~

•

W Union Bank·
JOQIINJ Bn1110

loa.
1be new SBA Dqa•Delll wiD oller a

siqJie IDCibod of cpallyq llld obiiDW

Right people. Right bank.
Jordan Wold
Riverside

Chris McCullough

274-2306

352-6900

'JYler-Magnolia

0.~-<:0il finiiDn& 10 bulinrss

F
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1992 Economic Census is Underway

Eldorado Bank-William L Morgon has
ment of Marco Rugbeen elecled as vX:e Jmident/sales manager
giero as vX:e Jresident
for SBA loans in the Los Angeles region.
and OOnlcing offlCet of
He will be in charge of the bank's newly
the Arcadia Office. Ruggiero joins Chino
established Los Angeles County SBA loan
Valley Bank with over 20 years of convnerolfx:e.
cial banking experience. His most recent
J. B. Crowell, president and CEO of
ing deputment. 6
"',• o•hn- WII..H
_ .aigh
assigmnett was with Califtmia Stale Bank
EIOOraOO Bank, said, ''Establishing an offJCe
where he wao; vX:e pesidcnt and manager ,......J_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___J_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ l ._ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ __
of the Thwer Office in Covina.
Ruwero received his B A. m politi::al
science from California State College,
Hayward. CA and rece1ved his masters
degree from Califorrua State University,
Los Angeles.
Ruwero h&'> been very active in com-

DECEMBER 1992
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991 when the U.S. Census
Bureau mailed questionnaires to more
than 3.5 millioo businesses naOOilwide.
For the first time, activity in finance,

insurance, real estate, communications
and utilities are being m:asured, in a!XIition to sectoo traditiooally covered: retail
and wholesale trade, service industries,
transportation, manufacturers, mining
and construction industries. Censuses
now measure nearly 98 percent of all
ecorxmic activity in the country.
Taken every five years, the economic census identifies vital trends in business activity that relate to measuring
and encouraging growth in the American economy. The Federal Government relies on ctnSUS data to develop
important measures of economic
change, such as monthly retail sales
and the gross domestic !X'(Xluct. State
and local agencies use the Economic
Census in regional plaming, ecoromic
deveiOJXDetlt. and in efforts to attract
11nd keep business activity in their
areas.
Governments, associations and
news media extensively use Ecoromic
Census data, while businesses receiving census f()IT!l$ should be aware that
they too can benefit Businesses use
the data to develop business plans, calculate 111lll"Kct share and compare themselves to industry averages. The Economic Census also assists in businessto-business marketing: the locations of
retail outlets and the design of distribution systems frequently are influenced
by the results.
This census focuses on firms
engaged in transportation, communications, utilities, fmance, insurance and
real estate. The survey reflects the
increasing importarx:e of these industries and the role they play in the
changing profile of the American economy.
It also reflects the nation's continuing sbift away from the largely inc11strial/manufacturing orientation that
characterized the American economy
f~ much of the early part cl this century.
Information requested in the economic census includes number of
employees, annual payroll, and the
value of goods and services provided
during calendar year 1992.
To simplify reporting, the Census
Bureau bas designed over 500 versions
of the basic census questioonaire. each
tailored to a particular industry or size
of flfiD. Many very small businesses
will not receive a census form.

The information provided in the census is absolutely confidential. By law,
only sworn Census Bureau employees
may see iroividual respoo;es, which are
aloo exempt frool the Freedan of Infor-

mation Act

Statistics from the 1992 Economic
Census will be published in more than
500 printed reports and in formats for
computers, including compact discs (Cl).
ROMs). Both printed repons and CO-

ROMs will be available in hundreds of
libraries across the nation, or may be pur-

chased inexpensively from the Govemrrerll Printing Office.

Six Service Sectors
Included In the Economic Census for the Arst Time
In 1992
Services are receiving expanded coverage in the 1992 Economic Census,
reports the Commerce Department's
Bureau of the Census. With this expansion, censuses now cover nearly 98 percent of the nation's ecoromy.

ln December, 1992 Economic~
forms went to 3.5 million businesses,
including one-half million businesses that
never before received an Economic Census questionnaire . Businesses that
received census forms are required by
law to complete and return them The we
date is Feb. 15.
Among the reasons cited for the
increased irnportaoce of services are new
owornmities created by techoologies that
did rot exist years ago.
Pkm~ S« Pag~

AI. I. STAR SERIES

10 HITS. NO ERRORS.

W e asked our customers to help us pick an All Star Team made up of their favorite First
Trust Bank employees. The response was overwhelming. Based on their comments and
anecdotes about the outstanding service they receive. we selected ten employees as
members of our Fir t Trust All tar Team. They are truly team players who consi tently
demonstrate a commitment to customer service which puts them in a league all their own.
First Trust Bank is not only a good. safe place for your mone), but is also one of the nicest.
friendliest banks around, where evef) customer is a MVP So join the winning team today,
and call (909) 983.05 II for the branch nearest you

F I N ANCIAL

The Uncommon Bank
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ichael Schirm is the
Orange County, to the San Gabriel
regional vice president,
Valley, and is now responsible for
Inland Empire, for
the Inland Empire for Mechanics
Mechanics National Bank, a major
National Bank.
Schirm and his wife, Lorraine,
independent bank, who has been a
significant participant in providing
have two daughters, Kristen, sevenvarious business banking programs
years-old and Amanda, three.
in Southern California.
r - -.....--.T~ y presently reside in
For the last three years,
Phillips Ranch.
the regional vice president
Mechanics National Bank
has been responsible for the
was founded in 1964, builddevelopment, and manageing its total assets to over
ment of three of the bank's
$240 million. Since then, the
nine branches, which are
bank has built itself on strong
personal relationships with
located in San Bernardino,
our business customers. Tile bank
Riverside and Orange Counties.
Upon graduating from the Unihas achieved this success by servicing the four major counties in
versity of Southern California in
1980, Schirm began his career in
Southern California, through nine
branch locations, two real estate
commercial banking, as a manageconstruction loan offices, and four
ment trainee to commercial lending
with a major California bank.
SBA Loan Offices. Its corporate
Through his advancement. Schirm
offices are located in Paramount
The independent bank provides
has achieved various commercial
banking experiences, providing
a variety of professional banlting
business services to a variety of
services with real estate and conindustries.
struction lending, SBA loans, and
He has been exposed to busicommercial lending, and many spenesses, geographically stretching
cial business banking programs, to
from west Los Angeles, to southern
help successful entrepreneurs build
their businesses. 6

M

Internships at Directors
Mortgage
th the right management
philosophy, internships can
JIOfit both employers and the
students involved. After sponsoring
three intemS-IWO from UCR 's business
program-Robert Garmen, senior vice
president of Directors Mortgage,
expressed excitemerx about the program.
"I would have no problems telling
any other employers: it doesn't cost a lot
of money to hire interns, and you get
some good, talented individuals," Garmen said.
Businesses and interns must realize
that for a short-term job (the Directors
Mortgage internships lasted three
months over the summer) training time
must be minimal, Garmen said. With
that understanding, companies and
interns alike participate in a valuable
experience.
"I told them (the interns) up front:
'I'm going to use you in whatever
department needs your service,"' Garmen informed. "So they were passed
around. With one individual-I got him

W

United States Must Switch
from Laissez-Faire to
Economic Nationalism

T:

e United States must switch

fran b'aditionallaissez-faire ecooomics 10 the economic nationalism oC other prosperous countries a suffer contiruing decline in competitiveness

and economic strength, according to
Linda Stearns, socio-economist at the
University oC California, Riverside.
America's long commitment to
unhindered supply and demand ecoDOOlics has failed as a policy compared
to international competition that excels
through joint long-range planning and
cooperation between government and
irWstry, says Steams.
America will continue to emaciate
unless business joins with governJJX:Ill in
advancing national interests above
immediate Jrivate gain. That means Jrivate industry must forego short-term
profit in favor of later rewards through
research and development and invest in
plant and equipment Government must
also provide incentives and support for
pro<ilct and market deve~t
As a socio-economist, Steams looks
beyond monetary incentives and costs
studied by traditional economists. Her
list iocludes the influence of such f aaon
u cultural nuances, power, social networts and political inslibltions 011 ceo-
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in a <k:partmelll and his supervisor didn't
want 10 let him go."
While the interns gained experience,
the company received inexpensive help.
When the interns graduate next year,
Directors Mortgage supervisors will
remember the quality of the intern's
work-a big plus in hiring times. "If I
take on an intern, there's a good possibility I'm going 10 get that individual back
upon graduation," Garmen said.
Sarosh Mistry, a 23-year-<>ld M.B.A.
student, said he learned how the corporate world wortcs in a friendly and supportive atmosphere at Directors Mortgage.
"In comparing what we learn at
school to the different aspects of business one is exposed 10 in the real world,
is like comparing the Earth 10 the sky,"
wrote Mistry. "In theory, we are always
taught the ideal way 10 do things, how 10
solve problems using formulas and set
methods 10 do different tasks. In reality'
situations are way more intense with
many more unknown variables." 1J,.

nomic decisions.

She ftnds that laissez-faire policies,
based principally on narrow provincial
and personal gain, run a distant second 10
the economics practiced in such countries as Germany and Japan which map
joint plans with government, business
and labor 10 advaro: national economic
interests.
Stearus argues that the global nature
of our ecooomy demands that the United
Stales abanOOn laissez-faire Jractices and
adopt a national industrial policy. This
approach requires the American government 10 take an active role in keeping the
economy healthy and competitive by
providing incentives and fmancing for
the development and survival of key
industries.
Changing American commitment to
the laissez-faire style in favor of joint
govemrnelUI/busiress strategic plaming
and cooperatioo will oot be easy, StearnS
contirnl$. Americans usually opera1e on
the premise that if left alone, supply,
demand and competition will result in
the most efficient use of resources and
distribution of goods. The realities of
global competition demonstrate this is
not the cue,ICCIOidinlto Sleams. 6
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Rescuing
California's
Economy
Coflliluud From Page 6

works, and to the new social programs and education.
In 1940, there were I 00,000
school districts in the nation. Today,
only 14,000 school districts exist.
This resulted in the major funding
(and administrative authority) being
vested with state government In the
late 50s and early 60s, 16 percent of
the state budget was spent on transportation with the majori ty being
used to build new roads. This percentage has declined since the mid1960s. Today, with most funds spent
on road maintenance, little money
remains for new roads.
Along with the centralization of
revenue in the state, come the new
purposes of the centralized government The state government does not
spend the public dollar for the same
purposes as local government This
type of shift causes the basic job to
be neglected, increases bureaucratic
procedures, making it more costly,
time consuming, and difficult to
accomplish the task at hand. In 1960,
the state built roads, schools, etc., and
had a third higher growth rate than
today and only took 4.8 percent of
personal income. Today the state
collects 9 percent of personal income
and yet has little money for public
works necessary to accommodate
growth.
Local governments claim that their
deficiency in funds to operate basic
services relates back to Proposition
13. However, this is only partly true.
Between 1970 and 1978, the total tax
burden, both state and local increased
from 11.20 percent to 15.44 percent.
This money came mostly from state
taxes and not from property taxes.
Prior to 1979, state income tax was
not indexed for inflation. During the
high inllation of 1970s, a 1 percent
increase in income caused a 1.6 percent increase in income tax revenues.
Growth itself is not the central
problem. If public spending had the
same character it had a generation
ago, state and local government
could keep up with growth, and
growth would pay for itself. We
need to control and manage growth
in the areas of joblessness, crime,
homelessness, deteriorating infrastructure. companies leaving the state,
and the lack of affordable housing.
We need this control to stop the ever
sliding economy and bring California
back from its present financial abyss.
6

Where Top Executives Turn To For The Best
Return on Investment
statewide access 10 peers and vital, quality resources fran San Francisco down 10
San Diego. Key issues and challenges

-The Advice &: Resource Network for
the Nineties-

N

eteors is THE new networking

organization catering to the
unique resource and support
needs of top executives in the Inland
Empire. Wilh a cornanalioo oC services
that leverage your tiire and money, NetCors JIQvides an outside perspective on
rusiness <k:cisions needed 10 survive and
grow in the 9Q;,
Why spend time and money to fmd
and hire the resources NetCors already
provides? NetCors is unlike any other
aganization. It takes the best aspects of
netwoddng groups like ABL and SoCal
Ten and adds more, 10 help CEOs like
you:
• f.OO a sounding board among peers, in
a confi<k:ntial supportive enviroruncnl
• learn survival skills from others, in a
statewide CEO network, who have
already dooe what you need 10 do
• gain access 10 qualified resources others have used with success

• spot new business and economic trends
before they affect your business
• develop a forum to discuss critical
issues and new ideas before you commit
limited resources
• access a resource netwcrt fa finding
new talent and enlwlcing your career.
NetCors IJOVides focused SllpiOt fa
your local challenges, by offering

guide NetCors managers in providing
answers 10 your resource needs, legislative needs. fmancial needs, and university, governmenl and community needs 10
help your business prosper.
NetCors managers have the unique
background of having advised thousands
of top executives in several industries
how 10 navigate the complex twists and
turns of running their business. As a
founding father and managing director of
the ABL Organization and The Southern
California Teclmology Executives Network respectively, Jim Casparie and John
Kunysz strategically put you in touch
with the statewide resources you need.
Top business performers like Safi
Quereshey of AST Research, Robert
Fwwi oC Baxter Pharmaseal, Bob Kelly
of SoCal Ten and Jeff Weiss of the Center for Corporate Innovation are among
the resources available through NetCors.
The NctCors program is a strategically managed concept. It is a fully coordinated, confidential and non-threatening
support network addressing common
member needs, as well as personal challenges. Charter memberships include all
of the following:
• Six small group round tables per year,
wilh 12 - 15 peers strategically matched
10 your needs, 10 discuss your key issues
and 10 snsent case studies
• Six Jrivate, two-hour consultatioos per
year 10 address those issues not appropriate for sharing

• Three group round tables designed 10
involve 5p()(OOrS and expen resources fCJ'
issues common 10 all rnembczs

• One major business symposium per
year
• biannual Directory of Business Issues
and Trends for the Inland Empire
• Onlire job bank bulletin board and job
search coWlSCling

• plus access to Inland Empire's
academia, personal communications programs, and other special services.
Some of the key managerneru issues
NetCors addresses on a regular basis
include:
• flllanCing growth
• business and marketing strategies
• building shareholder and customer
value
• boards of directors
• strategic partnetShips
• sales management
• )X'Oduct <k:veloprnen
• competency issues
If you're a top executive running a
company in the Inland Empire, call us
today to schedule your qualification
interview, a fa more information. Call
either Jim Casparie or John Kunysz at
(909) 941-2560, or write to NetCors,
3535 Inland Empire Boulevard, Ontario,
CA 91764.6

1992 Economic Census is Underway
Cont~d

Census forms went to 3.5 million
businesses, including one-half million businesses that never before
received an Economic Census questionnaire. Businesses that received
census fonns are required by law to
complete and return them. The due
date is Feb. 15.
Arnong the reasons cited for the
increased importance of services
are new opportunities created by
technologies that did not exist years
ago.
Added to this is the disappearance of traditional sources of statistics due to the deregulation of many
industries.
Service industry groups, associa-
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From Pag~ 17

tions, government policy makers,
and the general public all are interested in seeing more detailed information about this vital, expanding
segment of the Arnerican economy.
Expansion of census coverage
into the transportation sector started
in 1987. New for 1992 are highway
passenger transportation, including
taxicabs and bus services; air cargo
companies; and pipelines.
Communications and utilities
industries covered in 1992 are telephone and related services, including facsimile transmission and cellular phones; all broadcasting,
including cable TV; and all utilities,
including electric, gas, and sanitary

services.
Financial industries covered in
1992 include depository institutions; business and personal credit
institutions; securities or commodity brokers and services; and mutual
fund companies.
Insurance services covered
include insurance carriers; all types
of insurance service plans, including HMOs; fund managers; and
insurance agents and brokers.
Real estate industries covered
include land subdividers and developers; real estate owner-operators
and managers; real estate agents
and brokers; and appraisers and listing services. 6
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Cehu ar Phones No Longer Ou of
ince cellular phone service to retail
customers began in 1984, the price
has drowed from more than Sl,<XX>
per cellular phone to as little as $200 for
some models. The cost of service, however, remains at the original high levels. A
recent Public Utilities Commission (PUC)
ruling may affect those JXices soon, finally
bringing cellular phone service within the
reach of more small businesses and the
average consumer.
The PUC, afteT four ~ of investigation and review, decided to limit the profit
the system operato~ get from selling service to companies known as resellers, who
buy air time and resell it to cellular-tele-

S

phone su~bers. The commissioners set a
14.75 percent profit margin on those services. Some cellular firms currently make
50 patent profits.
The ruling also allows resellers too~
ate their own cellular switches- computer
devices that links wireless cellular phone
calls to the wire-based national lelephone
netwooc This allows them to cut their own
expenses and expand the services they
offer.
Cellular access rates in California are
among the highest in the nation, even
though the Stale has the greatest concentration of cellular phones. Under federal regulations, no more than two system operators
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each?

are allowed in any one metro!Xllitan area_
PaeTh! Cellular and LA. Cellular operate
as the two primary facilities-based carriers
in the Los Angeles area_
David Nelson, vice president of Glendale-based Cellular Service Inc., one of
California's major reseller;, referred to the
PUC decision as a move that unbundles
service. "It forces cellular carri~. which
own and operate the mobile phone networks, to seU wholesale services without
requiring buyers to pay fo r unneeded
options," he explained
Nelson applauded the PUC decision.
"CSI is evaluating equipment produced by
switch manu fact~." he said "After we

install our own switch, we hope to reduce
monthly service charges in the Los Angeles
area from $45 to $'1:7 and peale usage air
time from 45 cents per minule to 33 cents
per minule.
"Also, with the advent of new digital
modulation ~eehnologies, cellular capacity
will increase greatly in the near future," the
vice president added Nelson sees this new
category of 'switch-OOsed rescUers' adding
to the distribution capabilities of the facilities-based carrie~. allowing consume~
easy and economical access to wireless
communications. "Now there is room for a
lot of competition, like in long-<listance service," Nelson said
The ruling could lower rates up to 30
percent by next year. However, on Oct
26, PacTel Cellular, one of the state's
largest cellular telephone fmns, filed a
request asking the commission to reconsider its ruling. A decision could take
two to four months.
PacTel official Brian Kidney agreed
that customer rates could drop if the
commission ruling stands, but argued
that "service and network expansion
could suffer because cellular fums could
reduce their investments." PacTel attorneys claimed the PUC panel revmed
prior rulings without giving them a
chance to argue against the changes.
"The commission sees this whole
decision as a way to make the industry
more competitive," explained Karen
Jones, PUC regulatory analyst The PUC
decision document stated that the
unbundling of rates coincides with the
commission's goal of "increasing competitive forces for cellular service and
encouraging the most rapid expansion of
ceUular service and new technology."
PUC President Daniel Fessler questions the ceUular tele!*Jones' role in business and society, moving toward digital
portable phones. He wants to know how
the carrim should be regulated "I'm
interesled in examining where cellular
fits in," Fessler sai<l
'Throughout the 1980s, ceUular was a
luxury," Fessler added. "Government
doesn't care how much a Rolex costs,
because no one really needs a Rolex.
But we know there are certain servK:es ...
that you have to have. Cellular may
have become one of those services, like
the lelephone, electricity, railroads and
trucking, that are needed by individuals
and businesses."
Current customers must face the
drawback of a requirement to change
their cellular phone numbe~ if they want
to take advantage of the lower rates
offered by the resellers. Each cellular
switch controls a batch of phone numbers, and an individual number cannot be
moved from one company's switch to

another. ll
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The Family BIRTHplace at Riverside
Community Hospital is the only private
hospital in Riverside with beautiful LaborDelivery-Recovery rooms and Family
Suites. Patients in The Family BIRI'Hplace
receive comfort and privacy, and the assurance of the Level II Neonatal Intensive
Care Unit should their baby require special
medical care. A program is being developed to offer patients in The Family
BIRTHplace special service, such
gourmet meals and other amenities. t:.
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Health Care in the United States:
Inch by Inch We Move Toward Viable Solutions
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Ontario Firm Benefited from Home Health Care Boom
ByBil/Ruh

By James Taylor, Presilklll
IIIler Valley Health Plan
PomoM, California

T

he defeat on Nov. 3 of
Proposition 166, the

initiative that would
have mandated employerprovided health care insurance, leaves California still in search

Proposition 166 was a
"wake-up call" for California, that we need to do something about uninsured persons and rising medical
costs. Although cost controls
were not detailed in the

on controlling costs and expanding
opportunities for all persons to purchase affordable health care coverage. The Margolin Bill (AB 1672).
which goes into effect July, 1993,
will help by guaranteeing the availability of health insurance to businesses of three or more employees.
Another development that may
severely affect health care coverage
was the McGann case. The U.S.
Supreme Coun, chose not to hear

appeals from two lower coun rulings, and let stand the ability of a
self-insured employer to significantly decrease the benefits of an
employee who contracted the HIV
virus.
The decision has significant
implications for the future of health
care coverage. By ruling that the
company's decision to reduce benefits was economic (i.e., to save
money), and not as an act of discrimination against the HIV infected
employee, the company's move
became defensible against
claims of discrimination under
the recently enacted American
with Disabilities Act (ADA).
The ruling, in my opinion, w_
made for the protection of the
interests of the company, not of
the employee.
As employers seek ways to
contain health care costs, the
breadth of action allowed to
self-insured companies under
McGann becomes attractive.
Self-insured employers are not
subject to federal and state regulations that, for example, require
pre-existing medical conditions
be covered.
As anractive as self-insurance
might be as a way to control
costs, employers should be
wary, and understand why health
coverage-as provided by
HMOs-work.s.
The central foundation of
insurance rests in that risk is
shared. Members joining the
insurance pool pay premiums
from which claims are paid. In
this way, no one insured person,
or company, becomes burdened
with excessive premiums.
HMOs not only pool risks, but
coordinate the care given to
eliminate inappropriate expenses.
With self-insurance, however,
the employer will assume all the
financial burden for health care
treatment, to the extent of the
care agreement between the
employer and employees.
If employers feel that selfinsurance will save them money,
they will bear the risk of huge
medical expenses from a variety
ofillnesses-HIV among them.
While self-insurance may be
an answer for large companies
Pluu Sa PtJge 41
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nh hospital rooms filled to
capacity, increased patient
loads and a reduction in
funding sources, cooswners, health care
recipients and insurers are rapidly turning to home health care as a way to mitigate spiraling medical costs.
Hcrne health care providers took in 6
billion dollars in 1991, up 22 percent
from 1990. Analysts at Smith Barney,
Morgan Stanley and other brokerage
fums look for 20 percent annual growth

ratesinthecomingfuwy~.

can provide better care in intravenous
medication and nutrition at home
because patients do llOl run the risk of
catching diseases or infections from
other patients.
Health care industry analysts predict a
trend away from hospitals citing that as
many as half of the hospital beds could
be empty. ln an effort to reverse this
trend, some hospitals have begun to provide their own home health care systems
to enable them to get some of the patient
revenue that now goes to home health
care operators.

As a whole, brokerage industry analysts believe the home health care industry will continue to grow in the '90s, but
cautioo that with the phenomenal growth
of the industry as a whole, that some
consolidation is inevitable, especially
among the smaller operators. They cite
such ftrms as Caremark, a subsidiary of
Ulinois-based Baxter International, (in
1991 did $2.2 billioo in business), as better able to compete due to their larger
financial resources and corporate muscle. 6.
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This trend has been a boom to
Ontario-based Curaflex Health Services. Curaflex provides national
comprehensive home infusion therapy
and related services, with a full range
of infusioo therapies. These therapies
include antibiotic, total prenatal nutritioo, chemotherapy, pain management,
hydration and enteral nutrition.
The health provider conducts its
home infusion therapy operations
through 22 regional centers and four
satellite facilities located in 15 states,
including Sherman Oaks, Fountain
Valley and San Francisco. Curaflex
also provides infusion therapy for
treatment of complex long-term diseases such as cancer and AIDS/ffiV at
disease specific outpatient centers in
California, Florida and Massachusetts.
Curaflex, which has seen its revenues double from $19 million in
1990 to over $38 million at the eoo of
1991, made an initial offer of3 millioo
shares at $13 per share in March,
1992. Investors have seen the stock
rise to a high of $14 3/4 and drop to a
low of $4 i/4, with current trading in
the $7 to 8 range. Some brokerage
industry sources say that the price
fluctuation was due to their acquisition
this year of Home Health Depot based
in Kansas City, Mo. and 1btal Home
Care Ioc., based in Omaha, Neb.
Whatever the reason, the home
health care industry grows as an aging
American population and new
advances in boole health care technology continue to expand. Insurers and
the insured can save more than $1 ,(XX)
per day in health care costs if chronically or terminally ill patients get their
intravenous nutrition and medication
at bane. Hcrne health care (IOviders
help to keep costs down because they
deliver the medication and nourishment at home; the patient or insurance
company does not have to pay for the
hospital 1000\.
Patients with terminal or chronic
illnesses such as cancer, AIDS or

• •

Leukemia require almost constant medication. Some patients, such as those
who have had most or all of their
intestines removed (because of cancer cr
other illnesses) have to take intravenous
nourishment. 1\vo decades ago, this
required care exclusively in a hospital.
Today, thanks to improvements in the
delivery systems and small infusion
pumps and power sources, patients who
ooce had to face hospital stays, can now
receive care in the comfort of their
homes. Another positive aspect of the
home health care system is that firms

II

If you run a company in today's economy, you kno\v it's a tough enough chalknge keeping the
lights on much le:.s pro,·iding your employees with quality, comprehensive health cover..tge.
That's where Maxicare can help.
Compared to the typical indemnity plan, the Maxicare HMO can co~t your company
considerably less. And your employees benefit too, with features like no deductible::., virtually
no claim forms, prompt, person-to-person service and an impressive provider network that even
lets them choose their own doctor.
But one of the most significant differences at Maxi<.:are is how we listen to our members·
needs. For example, we know our members want to, and !>hould participate in health education
courses. So, we make it possible for member:. to choose from :1 \aricty of popular health das~e:.
and even receive up to $'50 annual reimbursement from Maxicare.
The bottom line? Better co,erage for your employees ,md lower co:,ts for your company.
Call 1-800-234-MAXJ to find out how to keep your company a:. healthy as your employees.

tDMaxicare
HEALTH CARE
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Area Hospitals Face Mixed Future
In addition to recession related problems, local hospitals will keep close watch on healthcare programs.
By Bill Ru.h

' ' M s t hospitals in California did not fmish
· the black, possibly
as many as 50 percent" according to
Boyd Bauer with the Hospital Council
of Southern California. Bauer also
explains that "those that did finish in
the black have experienced sharp
decreases in revenues as compared to
expenses."
Bauer also states, "Locally, hospitals in San Bernardino and Riverside
County are doing better due to the
growth of the region, and a somewhat
better economy."
Chino Community Hospital has
recently embarlced on an aggressive
$14 million expansion of their facilities. According to Oterril Miller of
Chino Community Hospital, "Our
expansion was dictated by our desire
to meet the growing needs of the commwlity and the region that we serve."
When completed, the facility will
boast state-of-the-art medical equipment, services, 12 emergency room
bays, a $2.5 million radiology depanment and have in-bouse capability for

most testing, lab work and related
diagnostics. This expansion will
bring the facility, that once served an
almost entirely rural population, closer to becoming a full-service medical
center.
For other hospitals, the picture
bodes not so bright San Bernardino
County Hospital, which serves a more

"Locally, hospitals In
San Bernardino and
Riverside County are
doing better due to the
growth of the region,
and a somewhat better
economy."
indigent population takes a careful
look at the future. According to
spokesperson Cllarles Jarvis, "We are
doing O.K. this year, but we are concerned about next year. Our customers are a result of the recession."
Jarvis continued to explain that the
hospital has seen an inaease in people
who have lost their jobs, and have
exhausted or lost all of their medical
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benefits.
The changes experienced by the
county facility, may provide valuable
clues to the future of all area hospitals.
The Office of Statewide Health Planning and Development gathered
statistics from the two county San
Bernardino/Riverside region, regarding patients on Medi-Cal. The figures
show that California's program for
indigent care accounts for 21.0 percent of hospital patient discharges.
Medicare, the federally funded program for the nation's elderly, accounts
for 25.8 percent of hospital patient
discharges. All other types of discharges: irtsurance related, privately
funded and charity cases (those who
do not qualify for any program, have
no insumnce and no private ability to
pay) account for 53.2 percent of the
remaining discharges. If the recession
continues, these figures will not likely
decrease.
In addition. to recession-related
problems, local hospitals will keep
close watch on healdH:are programs.
The trickle of funds from state and
federal programs is slowing or down,
or, in some cases, are simply inade-

quate. Medi-Cal covers only about 60
percent of the patients' medical costs,
while funding for Medicare does not
keep pace with the skyrocketing costs
of care for the elderly. MediCal and
Medicare try to reduce costs, which
have to be absorbed by hospitals.
The general cost of doing business
adds to the financial constraints for
hospitals. Hospital equipment needs
to be constantly replaced as it
becomes worn-out or out-dated, and
the cost of some state-of-the-art
equipment can run in the millions of
dollars. Couple this with the ever
increasing costs of purchasing land
for expansion and the related construction expenses, disposing of trash,
hazardous and toxic waste, salaries,
liability insurance, workers' compensation, and facilities maintenance, and
you have the potential for fmancial
disaster.
With no new source of money on
the horizon, many hospi!al administrators probably echo in private the
sentiments of Jarvis: "In this business
you carefully plan for the future. But
take nothing for granted, and take
everything day by day." !J.

rst Professional Bank was

responsiveness, responsibility, service-minded and an attitude of hel~
fulness. The key factor emphasized in
training is the lack. of time professionals invest to dwell on banking services.
First Professional Bank puts a premium on relationships, requiring the
entire banking relationship to reside at
First Professional. Loan demands
substantially less attention than the
deposit relationships, therefore, the
bank is inherently deposit driven.
Excess funds, by policy, are invested
in direct obligations of the U.S. Government, assuring confidence and
safety. The bank, by policy, is "underloaned" and highly liquid, with about
half of its total assets convertible to
cash in one day, again assuring safety.
The Inland Empire Regional Office
opened in Redlands in October of
1991. Key personnel at the Redlands
office are Anne Segura-Valdez, vice
president; Donna Steidle, vice president; Penny Brown, operations officer; Dave Gumpertz, new accounts;
Kelly Budd and Veronica Torres.
account representatives. !J.

F:

staned in 1982 by Dr. Joel

w.

Kovner and a group of his
associates. First Professional is a
national bank as opposed to a state
bank. The Comptroller of the Currency and the FDIC regulates the bank
with such a designation. The American Stock Exchange lists the stock in
the name of Professional Bancorp, the
holding company, of which the bank
is a wrolly owned subsidiary.
Original capital raised totalled $6.7
million representing 650 shareoolders.
As of the end of the first quarter of
1992, the capital had increased to
$9.195 million through earnings.
First Professional Bank provides
banking services primarily for outpatient health care professionals. All services provided are organized and
structured specifically to the needs,
requirements and convenience of the
health care industry.
The bank emphasizes the quality
and responsiveness of its staff, training them in both banking and the
needs of the professional clientele.
The key elemenlS of training include
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Physicians Focus on Preventative Health Care
By Suran Albano
l111er Valky Htabh Plan

know we have struck a responsive chord
lead in guiding a slow shift to a more
program is the area of experimental medAs a physician, 1 am delighted to see
healthy diet and healthy lifestyle.
ical or surgical technologies.
hysicians have had few times in
that many patients today show as much
Modern technological advancements,
1bday, patients exhibit a greater openhistory in which their profession
interest in staying well, and in tald.ng the
such as transplants and bioengineering
ness, certainly in a philosophical sense, 10
has been more exciting and perstep; to make that happen, as they show
devices combined with new medicines
medical or surgical procedures and techsonally fulfilling.
in seeking professional help when they
and solid prevention programs, will !X'obnologies that are either new or are teing
Over the past I 0 years, I have seen
are ill.
ably expand the human life span well into
used in new applications. Each day, medsome age-{)ld traditions, and percep.ions
Over the next I0 years, cancer, stroke,
120 and 130 years.
ical directors undenake the difficult task
of my jrofession, shattered. In their place
lung disease and other chronic illnesses
The success of such programs will
of interpreting and adminisiJating benehas come a refreshing openness to new
open new avenues for all health care proare largely going to be diseases of the
fits conlracts in the context of life-threatideas-among them that the physician
fessionals. The economics of health care
past-as our society shifts away from
eningdiseases,astonimmg~lo~cal
should not only heal the sick, oot maintoday demands that we examine every
developments, vigilante consumerism
adverse health experiences such as expolain the realth of the well
and unp-ecedented judicial interventiort
sure to smolce, alcohol and foods heavy alternative to keeping costs down. WellFor many physicians, the transition
in fat and cholesterol. Physicians take the
ness programs are one example. Anotrer
ll
has not been easy. For example, the 00c- r----------:===-~=----------=='==---::---::=-===::-
tor in private practice always took
IeSIX>nsibility as the sole arbiter of which
tests and jrocedures were to be used in
patient care. For some doctors, additional and often re<hmdant tests WOI1red as a
hedge against a litigious society. 1bday,
the threat of frivolous malpractice suits
has lessened for many physicians who
have affiliated with professional practice
group;.
The barriers slowly fall between the
practice of mental and physical health
care. We see our patients more as whole
people whose emotions can have as
major affect on their physical well being
as genetics, the food they eat or the smog
they breathe.
Physicians today continue to change
the focus of medical care to preventive
health care.
Early this year, Inter Valley Health
Plan started a Wellness Program in
which we addressed not only the whole
patient-emotionally as well as physically, but the patient's total environment-their work place, doctor's office
and home.
The program hopes to empower Inter
Valley members to make lifestyle choices that imjJ'Ove, achieve or mainlain the
overall quality of life. Classes, which are
held at Inter Valley sub&:riber work sites
and service area couununities, focus on
specific issues, such as smoking cessation, weight control, diabetes education
and stress reductiort
You would expect a surgeon to be thoroughly
Hospital has been developing ways to better serve
The key elements of this program
prepared for surgery. Now thanks to joann Sousa,
the people of San Bernardino County. And
evolved in our discussions with some of
the patients are, too. As a Pre-Op Nurse Educator,
joann's caring approach is standard operating
Inter Valley's provider-physicians.
a position she created at Redlands Community
procedure at Redlands Community Hospital.
Yolanda Williams, head of our Health
Hospital, joann developed an outstanding
Joann often sees patients pos!-{)p where she
Educa1ioo Departrnett, asked IDysiciaos
program that helps patients preparelor their
encourages patients to do exercises that will aid in
to name those areas in which patients
upcoming operations.
a speedy recovery. 'They're often so surprised to
had the greatest need for educatioo leadShe answers their many questions. Translates
see me, but it's important they know we care about
ing toward beuer understanding of the
the medical jargon into English. And alleviates
them." To any patient that's ever worked with
patients' physical and emotional welltheir fears. "Telling them what they can expect,"
joann, that philosophy is wonderfully obvious.
ness. The respooses became key factors
says joann, "they become much more relaxed, you
in the evolution of a mind-body
can just see it in their faces." And joann's caring
appoach to wel1ness that today attracts
approach is standard.
Redlands Community Hospifal
member's attendance in droves. When
For more than 60 years, Redlands Community
The difference is the people.
employees opt to attend a wellness lecture during lwx:h or after work, we can
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HMOs and PPOs Surge Ahead of Economic Hard Times
any industries are being
orced by the recession to
urb spending and even
face declining profits, according to a
special report in the Los Angeles Business Journal by Jeff Ballow. Inland
Empire managed care companies HMOs and PPOs (preferred provider
organization) - continue, however, to
grow and show few negative signs of
the economic slowdown.
Craig DuPont, chief financial officer of Aema Health Plans of Southern

M

California said that the catalyst for
growth in his company has been integrating multiple product lines offered
and the ability to address the needs of
both national and local companies
from a health care/insurance stand
point.
The growth has been experienced
throughout the industry in areas such
as enrollment and revenue, which are
two important economic indicators.
Some industry leaders have gone as
far as to say that the health care indus-

try is recession proof and recession
resistant.
DuPont has seen Aetna grow sulr
stantially in membership during the
past two years. "We compare the Oct.
3 I, 1992 membership to our ending
membership as of Dec. 31, 1991,
which is the end of our last fiscal
year," details DuPont. "We've had
about a 13.7 percent increase in membership in the HMO and our MediCare senior product. As of October,
1992 we had almost 102,<XX> members

YOU CHOOSE
YOUR DOCTOR.

San Antonio Community Hospital is the hospital of choice for many West Valley
residents. Unfortunately, some have chosen HMOs which require them to use other
healthcare facilities.
If you choose an HMO you will be required to use only the hospitals and medical
groups affiliated with that plan. San Antonio Community Hospital and it's medical staff
has affiliated w1th many fine HMOs to serve local res1dents who prefer their own
personal, private practice phys1c1an. Cons1der the value of quality care, convenience,
and the familianty of your own ne1ghborhood hospital when choosmg a health plan.
And remember to ask your doctor 1f you will be admitted
to San Antonio 1f you need to be hospitalized.

PHYSICIAN REFERRAL SERVICE
The only way to be sure you won't have to leave
town for your health care is to choose a medical group
wh1ch prefers to use San AntomoCommumty Ho.p1tal.
For help in choosmg a medical group, call our Physician
Referral Service at 985-3627.

SAN ANTONIO

COMMUNITY HOSPITAL'S
PARTICIPATING
IDIO PlANS
Aetna/Partners Health Plan
Aetna/Partners
Senior Health Plan
Blue Shield
Blue Cross CalifomiaCare
CareAmerica
FHP (Except Senior Plan)
Health Net
Health Plan of America
Inter Valley Health Plan
Lorna Linda Health Plan
M~tLife

PacifiCare
PruCare
TakeCare

SAN ANTONIO COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
999 San Bernardino Road • Upland, California 91786 • (909) 985-3627

and we had approximately 90,000 as
of the end of last year."
Although this strength is largely
unrelated to the recession, some health
care executives believe that managed
care- and health care in generalcan withstand downrurns in the economy.
DuPont attributes Aetna 's current
success to their full range of product
stock and their cost effective means of
providing health care. "Annualized
revenues have increased almost 17
percent," states DuPont. " In my
opinion, (the current recession) has
helped it a lot more in terms of forcing the lawyers to look at more cost
effective means of providing health
care benefits to their employees as
opposed to the ttaditional indemnity
"Another factor that I think has
contributed to Aetna's success,"
continues DuPont, "is that we have
a full range of product stock from
the traditional indemnity type of
health insurance to the managed
care to the fully managed HMO
product"
Vast opportunities exist for
HMOs to grow due to economic
factors, according to DuPont. "I
think that the potential (for growth)
in the health care industry is tremendous as costs continue to escalate,"
offers DuPont. "Lawyers and consumers are going to be looking for
more cost effective means of obtaining their health insurance. Quite
honestly, the HMOs are obviously
the most cost effective when it manages the health care knowledge most
efficiently. That plus the economic
factors are going to make the HMO
a real viable product in the future.
The opportunities are tremendous."
~uth Grossman, director of public relations at Blue Shield of California sees growth in her company
stemming from growing market
demand for their managed care
products. "Over 80 percent of our
commercial enrollment is in either
an HMO or PPO product Grossman has observed an increase of
enrollment of about 200,000 members and an increase of about 23
percent during this time."
Cost has been the main contributing factor to this growth. Due to the
drastic rises in the price of medical
and health insurance costs, a growing number of consumers and companies have opted for HMOs and
PPOs, which offer premiums that
PleaM See PtJ&e 27
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sometimes rate 10 to 40 percent lower
than those offered by fee-for-service
packages, according to Thaine Allison,
a health economist at USC.
Through doing research, employers
have found they can save quite a bit by
using HMOs and PPOs, instead of the
traditional methods. "The recession
has caused many employers to take a
serious look at managed care products," says Grossman. "When they
do, they find that these plans reduce

to the substantial reductions in the
defense iooustry work force."
"Our commercial membership is
membership from our employer
groups," informs Jackson. "Resulting
layoffs impacted the company's staff
model membership which has traditionally been the delivery system of
choice for the defense industry
employees. They're located in Long
Beach and Orange County area and
they go to our staff models provided

there."
Jackson shows optimism for the
furure, especially regarding the senior
citizen segment of the population.
"We expect to see a significantly
strong growth rate in the managed care
industry in the next five years. Recent
marketing srudies have soown that 50
percent of our seniors living in San
Bernardino County currently belong to
a managed health care system and that
the trend is even increasing." t:.

r-;====================::::;rn:=============================j

medical
to them.
Forinexample,
there wascosts
a survey
earlier
1992 by I
the consultants, Towers-Paron, and
they found that many companies
with HMOs or PPO type plans
report that they are reducing health
bills by one third."
Grossman sees managed-care
products as the wave of the furure.
"Managed care products will continue to eclipse standard indemnity
products," states Grossman. "Managed health care products that have
had a regional and strong statewide
network will be the ones that survive. Blue Shield has a very strong
commitment toward this . We
already have a very extensive PPO,
physician and hospital network in
California. We have almost completed a very extensive HMO network in California as well. We're in
nearly every major population center."
Karen Jackson, public relations
manager of FHP Health Care offers
some explanations as to the growth
of her company in the health care
industry. "A major contributor in
FHP's Inland Region's growth, is
attributed to our network expansion," expresses Jackson. "We are
able to offer a large dloice of delivery systems provided by established
community medical groups and
providers who work in premier hospitals. Another contributing factor is
the popularity of our new FHP
Senior Plan Plus Program which
offers extended benefits."
Health care companies also fare
well as memberships continue to
grow. Jackson has observed an
increase in enrollment during the
past couple of years for FHP. "Our
Inland Region has had nearly a 52
percent increase in enrollment in the
past two years," she points out.
"Today we have close to 96,000
Inland Region FHP members with
716,000 members company wide.
FHP's Inland Region has experienced a 66 percent increase in rev-

• •

enue over the last two years."
According to Jackson, regional differences within Southern California
exist as to how these organizations
handle economic hardships. "Here in
the Inland Region we were not directly
affected by the recession," she notes.
" However, in our Orange County/
Long Beach Region, it has experienced a decline in its commercial
membership, which is believed to be
caused by the economic recession due

Generations of Dedication
In a world w here medical knowledge is updaced by the
minute, the traditions of imeg>icy and indiv idual dedication
become inc reasingly valuable.
At LLL'MC, we ·w served cite healch care need s of O'OOT fo ur
generacions ofSouchem Californians. During those years, we'w
grown w beco me cite major reaching a nd resea rch hospital within
the Inland Emp rre, prO'Viding service 10 an area one-quarcer the
size of Califo rn ia. LLUMC now offer~ you cechnologically ad oorwcd. com prehen&-iw medical care-from an emergency s urger)•
w pre'Vencive healch education
-and the entire m nge between
the CWO .
We may be known to the
world/ or our major projectssuch as our irifanc heart
cransplanc program, our new
procon acceleracar, or our soonco-be-opened children 's hospi·
wl-buc our goal remains
ca ndidly simple: uncompromisi11g dedicat.ion co the health of
each person we serve.

Lorna Linda Universitv Medical Center
11234 Anderson Street • ~rna Linda, CA 92354
For Physician Referral Call909/824 4011 or 11800-872-1212
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Health Clubs Try to Pump Up During Recession

opulent setting; and the more plentiful
management programs that include
ofits have disappeared at
Family Fitness Health Centers is
Sports
Connections, which attracts a
light exerc ise classes as well as
$173.12 a month."
Southern California health
more
cost-conscious
crowd, according
weight
management,"
Young
said.
1lle YMCA also offers fmancial
clubs, according to an article by
to Niclc Taylor, regional general man"IBM, Maguire (which owns many
Jim Hathcock published in the Los
assistance plans to members who canager for the Sports Connections.
downtown Los Angeles office buildnot afford to pay the full membership
Angeles Business Journal. The two"Because of the diversity offered
ings) and First Interstate Bank are
price, according to Los Angeles
year slump relates back to the clubs '
our different types of clubs, we
by
using
the
YMCA
programs,
according
YMCA
Executive
Director
Mark
members' woes. Many executives
tend to tell ourselves we' re recession
to Young.
Yowtg. Bucking the down trend, tr.
and anomeys have been laid off or
proof," Taylor said.
Los Angeles-based Spons Club
said, the YMCA has started to develtransfe~ due to the lingering recesKevin Goodwin, district manager
Co.
lnc.
operates
clubs
such
as
the
op programs with downtown building
sion and are unable to renew their
of
L.A. Fitness and Bob Fryer, manSports
Qub
Los
Angeles
for
members
and
businesses
to
bring
exerowners
membership.
ager of Bally's Health Spa refused to
who want a full-service atmosphere;
cise classes into the work place.
After a 1980s boom, some clubs
respond to IEBJ's inquiries. 6
the Spectrum Oubs, a slightly less
"We are providing on-site stress
have gone out of business and some
have closed branches. Others, such , - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - j __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ L_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

P

as Family Fitness Health Centers,
have expanded in hopes of a quick
economic recovery and return of
local residents. Members can spend
IWlywhere between $15 to $300 per
month to keep in shape.
Membership has declined at Beverly Hills-based Beverly Hills
Health and Fitness Center, especially in the past year, according to
Michelle DiGuillo, an administrative assistant for the seven-year~Id
health club. 1b COUIUract the low
attendance, the club has decreased
the monthly membership from $29
to $25 and have reduced the annual
renewal rar.e from S99to $49.99.
Stacy Justin, advertising manager
for Family Fitness, said that the
recession "has not really affected us
at all . We find that people are
spending money, as opposed to
entertainment and travel, on their
health."
Family Fitness Health Centers
have locations in Moreno Valley,
Ontario, San Bernardino, Fontana.
Riverside, Redlands, Rancho Cucamonga and Victorville, and have
leases pending for future clubs in
the Inland Fmpire.
"Since we're expanding, and we
constantly are having specials, I
could probably say that (membership) is up," sunnised Justin. 'The
servicing of our members and our
expansion have contributed to the
rise in membership."
'Through advertising and promotions, we have encouraged outside
people to join our club," added
Juslin. "Rigtx now we're offering a
six-months membership for $99
which started at the beginning of
November."
"On the bigger price memberships, we have financial assistance
plms," Justin informed. "Our corporate membership prices are lower
than our regular member prices.
Our colpOr'IK membership rate right
now, if you waDI to aaend all the

•

We're working Extra Hours
to reduce your company's
employee down-time!

IN THE lAND OF MILK AND HONEY, EDISON BELIEVES
A BUSINESS SHOULD BE ABLE TO FIDURISH.
• California has long been considered the land of opportu nity. But
rising costs and strict air quality regulations have c reated some real

Extra

c hallenges for businesses in th is state. At Edison, we understand your concerns,
HOO-HDISON

and we 're doing something about them . Our Business Retention Consultants

offer a variety of free , confidential services that can help your business nourish. • Our services

Extra Care- 7 days a week- for the special needs of
the children of today's working parents.

include econom ic and demographic studies. Permitting, expansion and site selection
assistance . Technical eval uations and environmental compliance strategies. • We also work in

793-2896 ¥ 798-KIDS

partnership with state and local governments, oth e r utilities, and economic development

Early Hours

Late Hours

Monday· Friday 7 am ·8:30am
(no appointment required)

Monday-Friday7pm · 9pm
(appointment required)

organizations to help find the right solutions for your specific needs. And we offer a wide

•

Weekend Hours

Saturday 9:30am - 3 pm &Sunday 1pm · 3 pm (appointment required)

vac;oty of onocgy pcogcam• •uch a. onocgy offi6oncy cobat" and ;ncont;v.,, cato

options, free energy audits, new technolog..v applications and more . • For more information,

Board Certified Medical Staff
Charles J Hyman. M.D.. FAA P
Jorge R. Mazlumian. MO.. FA.A.P
Praful C. Shah, M.D., F.A.A.P
Mary M Mailander, MO. , FA. A P

Oeepak K Rajpool. MD. FA.A.P
Varomca L 01xon. MO.. FA.A.P
Glenda Cas/11/o. R.N , CP.N.P
Jonnel Pomeroy. R.N . C.PNP

Myrna Slater, R.N., C.P N.P
Karen E. LeRoy, R.N., C.PN.P
Carol 0 . G1ese. M.N., C.P.N.P., Or.PH

give us a call at J-800-3-ED ISON . Because we feel with a little creative
e nergy, California can remain the land of milk and honey for many years to come.

Memb8r ol

PEDIATRIC MEDICAL GROUP

REDLANDS

providing comprehensive care since 1954

MEDICAL

.,rtl

245 Terracina Boulevard, Suite 202, Redlands California 92373
Most Insurances Accepted

GROUP, INC.

Southern California Edison
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A
OK. Let's get down to business:' Funny ho" the two obJeCt~ belo"

r~mble one another But1fyou had to m\e\t a >1zeable

chunk ofvour~h flo" m a nc" phoncsy~tem.you m1ght fa1ltosee the humor Wh1ch is why you hould kno" about Centra et' '>ef\ICC
from GTr Wuh Centra et~ you get all the fea ture~ and fl e,iblht) of the moM sophisticated bus1 ne~ telephone >ystem. wuhout a large cap1tal outlay So there's no nsk of buymg too much system. or too lillie. In fact. there\ hardly a risk at all. Because
everythmg you need for CentraNet• to work on your phones 1s located at our office, not yours. And, you can add lines or change features
an)11me. For example. 1fyou have an office m one location and expand to another, you can connect the two Without mcurring a ny
additional expenses. Call us at 1-SQ0-462-6000. Because you do have a cho1ce. Go with CtntraNtt ' sen·ice. Or go WJth the flow.

lexander Bokor, M.D. has
been named chairman of
the Medical Affairs Com mince of the California Association
of Health Maintenance Organizations (CAHMO). CAHMO is a
state wide HMO trade
association whose mission
is to promote high quality,
cost-effective health care.
Bokor works as vice president and medical director
of Inter Valley Heal th
Plan, a non-profit health
maintenance organization.
The committee, which
consists of medical directors of California HMOs, advises the CAHMO
Board of Directors on legislative
proposals and other maners. Additionally, the committee members
will cooperate on HMO projects
with common interest
Under Bokor's leadership, the
committee will address issues such
as quality assurance, medical outmanagement and preventive
in the state's HMOs.
Bokor received his medical

Bokor joined Inter Valley
Plan as medical director in
1987. Previous to joining
Inter Valley, he worked in
private practice and operated as associate medical
di rector at a staff model
HMO in Southern California. He joined the American Academy of Family
Practice as a member.
lnter Valley Health Pian is a federally qualified, non-profit HMO
which serves the Southern California communities of San Gabriel
Valley, San Bernardino and Riverside Counties, Eastern Los Angeles
and North Orange County.
Among his duties at lnter Valley,
Bokor takes charge of quality management and utilization review for
all of Inter Valley's services and
contracted facilities. 1:1

A Full-Service Florist Serving
the Inland Empire with Pride
• World wide delivery
• Banquet & office arrangements
• Gift baskets
• Plants, flowers, stuffed animals
• Exotic arrangements
• Balloons
If you have a special occasion, we are here to assist
you in making it everything you want it to be.
Phone orders welcome
All major credit cards accepted
Mon-Thurs 9am-7pm, Fri 9am-8pm, Sat 9am-7pm

Now Two Locations to Serve You

cw~cw~~
7270Victoria Park lAne #3A
Rancho Cucamonga, California 91739
(71 4) 899-8175
10431 Lemon Avenue, Suite L

Alta Lorna, CA 91737
(71 4) 989-{)778

IUCR Monitors Auto Emissionsjl
e University of California,
Riverside is working on develping a computer model integrating auto emissions and the Inland
Ern pire 's transportation systern. The
university hopes to have the ability to
reliably predict total auto emissions.
Results of the study will also help
planners in developing new highway
systems that minimize air pollution.
The project is funded by a grant of
nearly S 153,000 awarded by the
South Coast Air Quality Management
District to the UCR College of Engineering's Center for Environmental

T:
• ••

••••

•••••

•••••
•••••

•• • •

Research and Technology.
The cornerstone of the project
relies on relatively new technology
that allows auto emissions to be measured under real driving conditions,
according to Matt Barth, a research
engineer in the College of Engineering . A van used in the research
comes equipped with an on-board
emissions monitoring system that
measures up to 20 different pollutants
emitted from auto tail pipes, including hydrocarbons and NOx-some of
the chief constituents of urban smog.
1:1

Two len week evemno courses help practiCing and prospec11ve superv1sors develop
a broad range ol capab1h11es Upon completion panlclpanls rece1ve cen1hcates
•

5uP£RvtSORV ExCElLENCE I

•

resource managemenl and

developmenl

Le- .ship

•

(619) 321-2000
(800) 527-3624
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Employee Care Serv1ces

S TAATS JANUARY 12

I I l i i 1 \ I \101 . " ' .! -itl

THE POWER IS ON

S TARTS JANUARY

When your employees are not healthy, neither is your
busmess. Employees with problems JUSt can' t be effective.
Canvon Springs offers FR££ ass1stance with Employee Can•
SrrPICt'S, one of many serv1ces and programs offered to help
local busmesses and industries deal with problems wh1ch
1mpact job performance.
Employee Can• Sm;1ces 1s a confidential information and
evaluation serv1ce available to employees as a company
benefit. Your employL't.~ can make a pnvate and strictly
confidenllal ca1124 hours a day and rl'Celve help w1th the1r
immediate problems We'll evaluate the <,ituation and provide
them with information to develop a pos1tive action plan for
resolving personal problems which affect thc1r performance.
So, Lf your business IS being affected by troubled
employees, take the first step to get them and the
oomi""Y "'"' oo <h•~doo
~

Call to learn more about

• Team Bu11d1ng
• Tra1111ng
• Cost Control
•

Are lifestyle iSSIIt'S, alcohol a11d drug problrms or otl1er ~Jf'rsmml
a11xieties affectlllg your cmployrt'S a11d 1/0IIr />ottom /1111'?

We're Changing Lives!

ProductiVIty
Counsei'"IJ

Mollvabon

Planning and Problem
Solving
AssessmeniS and
Evaluallons

liji:l

II

Concenlrales on human

skiHs and slrategl8s
CommunlcaliOflS

•

SuPERVISORY E XCI!UENCE

Concenlrales on key concepiS,

HEALTHY MINDS
====== EQUAL ======
HEALTHY BUSINESS

I \I.

t 'Jli'I J 7 H 7

~
N~

HOSPITAL
69696 Ramon Road
Cathedral City, CA 92234
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California Health Care
in the 21st Century:
A Vision for Reform
By John Garamotdi

II'I.SIVOIICe Commissioner
SIIU ofC4JijonUa

Pr1nclpal Features
• The health care compooents of all insurance policies-worters' canpensatioo. auto and heallh-woold be consolidated into a
single. unified bealth care syslml.

• All Californians wwld be guaranteed oomprehensive bealth
care benefits.
• All employers and employees woold pay p-em.iwm into a single fmd on an equitable basis. Small employers and low income
waters would pay lower premiwm.

50 Largest Health and Disability Insurers Operating In California
Insurance Co.

Hd ts. C

I

Blue Cross of California
Prudential Insurance of America
Principal Mutual Life
Aema Life Insurance Co.
Providem Life and Accident
Connecticut General Life
Travele~ Insurance
Employe~ Health Insurance
Massachusetts Mutual Life
John Alden Life
Guardian Life of America
Lincoln National Life
New Yorlc Life
Metropolitan Life
UNUM Life of America
John Hancock Mutual Life
State Farm Mutual Automobile
Standard Insurance
PM Group Life
United American Insurance
Pioneer Life of lliinois
Pacific Mutual Life
Union Labor Life
Life Insurance of North America
Continental Assurance
Western Life
Mutual of Omaha Insurance
Equitable Life Assurance Society
Hartford Life and Accident
PFL Life Insurance Company
Northwestern National Life
United of Omaha Life
Paul Revere Life
Great-West Life Assurance
AMEX Life Assurance
Pan-American Life
Transport Life
Congress Life
CalFarm Life
Crown Life
Security Life of America
American Western Life
General American Life
American Service Life
Home Life Insurance
Anthem Life Insurance
United Insurance of America
Banke~ United Life Insurance
Phoenix Mutual Life
Continental Casualty

Woodland Hills, CA
Newarlc, NJ
Des Moines, IA
Hartford, Cf
Chattanooga. TN
Hanford, Cf
Hartford, Cf
De Pere, WI
Springfield, MA
SL Louis Parle., MN
New Yorlc, NY
Fort Wayne, IN
New Yorlc, NY
New Yorlc, NY
Portland. OR
Boston, MA
Bloomington, IL
Portland,OR
Phoenix, AZ
Wilmington. DE
Rockford, a
Newport Beach, CA
Baltimore, MD
Philadelphia, PA
Chicago, IL
Woodbury, MN
Omaha, NE
New Yorlc, NY
Hartford, Cf
Cedar Rapids, IA
Minneapolis, MN
Omaha, NE
Worchester, MA
Win.,epeg, Canada
San Rafael, CA
New Orleans, LA
Fort Worth, TX
Phoenix, AZ
Sacramento, CA
Thromo, Canada
Minneapolis, MN
Salt Lake City, UT
St. Louis, MO
Fort Worth, TX
New Yorlc, NY
Encino, CA
Chicago, IL
Cedar Rapids, IA
Hanford, Cf
Chicago, IL

2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
II

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23

• All coosumm wwld have the right to enroll in any of the certified pbos. 1'hcle woold be no Jre.wsting cooditioo exc1usioos
oc waiting periods.
• The pwchasing cocpaatioo woold pay each cenifkd health

care plan the same amount for each individual enroUcd (with
adjustDJCDS foc such risk facurs as age. sex and family SlatliS).

• At least two health plans in each regioo would clwge conswners nothing foc the state-guaranteed benefits. Other plans
would also offer the guaranteed benefits, but could charge conswners 1 small additiooal amount tcY moce amenities oc flexibility
(e.g. wider choice eX povidcrs). 1'hcle would be a ceiling on the
amount 1 health plan could charge COOSUIDCfS.

25
26

27
28
29

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

42
43
44
45
46

47
48
49
50
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State

In millions

$2,366
618
459

427
229
201
176
168
163
158
146
137
135
132
116
100

98
98
98
94
84
77
71
69
68
66
65
62
62
61
61
60
58
57
52
49
44
44
44
44
40
39
39
38
38
38
38
37
36
34

• Rqkcts California premium WJlume only. Allnwnbers are for calendar year 1991 .
Source: California Department of Insur011ce.

THE PRESCRIPTION FoR
WHAT AILS YouR OFFICE.
Lackofspacend•tis.
You know the symptoms.
F'lbng cabmets that won't shut.
Drawers that won't open.
Desk tops that can't be found.
Ca!Space IS the remedy.
Our custom· designed work
stations are flexible, spacesmart, and crafted using
top· grade laminates
Take two aspmn and call
us in the morrung

HEALTH
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Cal. Prem. Vol.

Rank

24
• Private/public health insurance purchasing corporations
(HPICs)-governed by employers and consumers and operating
regiooa!Jy throoghoot the state-WOUld coUect all premiwm and
purchase private health insurm:e for all Californians. The purchasing cocpaatioo woold certify health plans capable of delivering the guaranleed bcneiits and high quality care.

DECEMBER 1992

Riverside Medical Clinic
Congratulates Dr. Fred Z.
Havens

ConJilwed From Pag~ 32

A single unified system for all
Californians
• All Californians would obtain coverage from one health care systemmanaged by a public/private partnership-rather than through multiple
employer systems that deliver coverage
inefficiently and distribute it inequitably.

to buy insurance, a particularly important consideration for small businesses.

• Managerl care plans-which generally have lower administrative costs
than traditional insurers-would be promota!. Inefficient insurers would be
unable to compete.

with better information and direct access
to health plans, the overhead cost of
insurance broker commissions would be
unnecessary.

integrated arrangements, the administrative costs associated with hospital and
physician billing would be reduced dramatically.

• ll is expected that competition
would drive health plans to become
more integraterl (i.e., that they would
form networlcs of physicians, hospitals
and other providers). Through such

24-hour care: the consolidation of
health coverage
• The consolidation of the health care
components of worlcers · compensation
and auto insurance would reduce the

• A HPIC would certify private
• With a HlPC providing consumers
Pleas~ Su Pag~ 36
health plans to offer coverage. The
plans would compete for enrollees on I~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
The Heal thcare Solut1on for Bu smess
the basis of quality of service and
price.

When Every Healthcare Dollar Coun5,
Businesses Count on CareAmerlca

• The health care components of all
private insurance policies-workers'
compensation, auto and healthwould be consolidated into a single,
unilierl health care system. Individuals would receive the same proc.ection
and the same care regardless of when.
where or why an injury or illness
occurred
• The system would blend the best
of regulatory and competitive features

I

of health care reform approaches. It
does not make a final determination of 1
the appropriate blend. instead allowing the mix to vary over time and

across regions.
• The proposal would keep California's strongest economic players in
one health care system, providing the
impetus for them to make it wor1c for

.. 1"anted to offer
m~ emplo\CC' a
health plan that "a'
allordablc. but abo
pro' tdcd a "tde
chot~c ol dn~tor-.
and hmpttab. \ lmt
wmpett tncl~ pnced
plan-, dtdn·t offer
the chotce' m}
empiO}CC'> wanted:·

..Can:America had

the '>Oiutton-a plan
"hich gn e<, m>
employee' thetr
chotec of more than
8.000 doctor. and 60
ho,pttal-. throughout
Southern Cahfomta.
\ nd the co't "'a.-.
" ell "tthin my
budget:·

everyone.
Built-In mechanisms for
controlling costs
• An overall health care budget
would provide restraint. Public costs
would increase faster than wages only
if the state increased employer/
employee premium rates, always a

We helped Dan
Chrisn find the
rig hi health planand we cw1 help

difficult political act
ide Medical Clinic congratulates Dr. Fred Z. Havens on his
nt appointment as a qualified medical evaluator by the Departof Industrial Relations and Governor Pete Wllson 's office. The
Industrial Medical Council and Rive~ide Medical Clinic appreciates Dr.
Havens' commitment in providing objective medical legal evaluations for
insured workers for the state of California. 4

Coming Soon • The Inland
Empire Business Journal's
1993 Book of Lists
(909) 391-1015
CARE

your busmess. too.

• Placing greater choice in the
hands of conswners would encoorage
them 10 spend dollars more wisely.
• Inefficient insureJS that now cornpete on the basis of their ability to
avoid high risk indivi<hlals would be
forced to compete oo the basis of the
value they offer 10 coosumers.

Dan Christy, owner of Christy's E:dltorlal Film Supply

-

CaeAmerica

• Much of the administrative waste
in the current system woold be eliminated:

®

-----

Health Plans
Call Your Broker or CareAmerica Today at 1-800-CARE-4-US

• Fmploym would no longer need

HEALTH

CARE

•
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T

join the patients in the dining room
to help the patient with their food.
Chino Community Hospital
opened a 14-bed TCU on Oct. 22.
This specialty unit is dedicated to
high quality and cost effective care
for patients who do not require the
intense services of an acute care
hospital. They may, however, need
health care support until they are
able to return to their home or a
skilled nursing facility.
Geriatric patients, or those
patients that require short-term
nursing support can receive the

Patients are
encouraged to spend as
little time In bBd as possible, moving freely
around the unit to
socialize with the staff
and other patients.
appropriate level of suppon without being in the medical/surgical
areas , yet the patient will have
access to Chino Community Hospital services as orde red by the
patient's physician. The TCU features a dining room and recreational activities to support the patient's
integration back. into their pre-hospital environment.
The Chino Community Hospital
TCU is Medicare, but not MediCal certified and will accept nonMedicare private insurance
patients. Medicare and insurance
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Transitional Care Units-A New Trend in Health Care
he Transitional Care Unit,
provided by a team of qualified
or TCU, opens an entirely
licensed nurses and certified nursnew concept in specialized,
ing assistants;
appropriate health care. It is used
- Individualized rehabilitation
exclusively for those who no
services, including speech, respiralonger require extensive acutetory, physical and occupational
level care services but for a short
therapies;
period of time need a higher level
- Nutritional assessment by a
of care than is ordinarily provided
registered dietician;
at home or in a long-term facility.
- Pharmaceutical assessment and
This approach offers all the
pharmacy services;
health care elements patients need
- Advanced clinical laboratory
services;
in an improving state of health, but
not the ultra-sophisticated medical
- Diagnostic X-ray services;
care services needed to care for the
- Radiation therapy;
more acutely ill. The personnel,
- Immediate emergency medical
equipment and care meet the highcare available;
est standards, but the overall
- Social and pastoral care serpatient costs are lower because the
vices for patients and their famipatient pays only for the services
lies:
they use.
- An activity director to coordiAlthough the operation of a
nate a program geared to the social
TCU looks similar to the rest of a
and rehabilitation needs of the
patient.
hospital, and the unit has access to
many of the same services-it
The environment of the TCU
remains different. The TCU has an
seems quite different from a hospital.
Informal style and is especially
concerned about the increased
Since patients run the road to
recovery, they are encouraged to
patient participation in recovery.
wear their usual clothing instead of
The average length of stay usually
hospital gowns and slippers .
lasts 20 days or less.
Patients should bring comfortable
A TCU is staffed 24-hours a day
and casual clothing. Laundry serby specially trained teams of nursvices are provided.
es, therapists and support personPatients are also encouraged to
nel. Some of the services provided
spend as little time in bed as possimight include:
ble, moving freely around the unit
- Comprehensive medical assto socialize with the staff and other
essment and management under
patients. All patients, except those
the direction and supervision of the
with physical difficulties, take
patient's personal physician and
their meals in the dining room.
the unit's medical director;
Visitors are welcome and may also
- Extensive nursing management

DECEMBER 1992

companies appreciate this type of
unit, as it reduces health care costs
while providing the appropriate
level of care. Furthermore, if the
patient's condition deteriorates, the
full services of an acute care hospital become immediately available.
The TCU completes the link of
Chino Community Hospital 's provision of health care services to its
communities, which include:
I . Babies born in a nurturing
environment in their modem birth
place;
2. Children recovering from
life's maladies in the pediatric unit;
3. Adults taking advantage of
state-of-the-art surgical technologies through out-patient surgery;
4. Community members receive
urgent care for minor and/or life
threatening situations in the emergency department;
5. Critical care patient s are
treated in their ultra-modem intensive care unit;
6. Medical and surgic::.l patients
recover in e ithe r th e d efini t iv e
observation unit or medical/surgical unit;
7 . Older adults return to their
home environment in the TCU;
8. Patients receive care in their
homes provided by the Center for
Home Health.
The TCU is an integral component of Chino Community Hospital's construction/expansion project, focused entirely on providing
health care services for the surrounding communities. l:J.

Make your Christmas Party
a huge success!

Stewart•Holt Advertising

~~®If{PJ®Ifffift~ lFif®irnll~

II

On the Move in the Inland Empire

E

.

Steve Holt and MX:hael Stew<nned an advertising partnership
on a single principle: to provide

clients with tqJ quality creative advertising
from a foundation of strategic market planning.

Today, with 12 clients and gross billings
in excess of $3 million for 1992, Stewart• Holt advertising rises in the Inland
Empire business community.
"We've built this agency by approaching our clients' business llOI as an agency,
but ~ a marketing partner, understanding
their business, helping set gools and objectives, and developing strategies that produce results," <>OOerves Steve Holt, president
The key in achieving results, occooling
to Holt, rests in strategic annual planning.
Full-service plans are tailored to meet both
a client's objectives and budget parameters. The agency specializes in selecting
the right mix of media, public rela!ions and
collateral materials to successfully market
a client's JX"(lducts and services.
The Stewart•Holt portfolio of services
includes market research, advertising
Slralegies, campaign develqlment, creation
of advertising materials in both print and
lxoadcast, JXJblic relations and media buying.
"We are n~ a design boutique," says
Holt. "It is not our intent to produce
brochures, ads or television spots as projects. Instead, we strongly believe that
m<rk.eting success requires a commitment
to a well-roonded plan which addresses all
elements...

Beginning as a "twoman shop," agency principals Stewart and Holt
opened the doors in December of 1989 with five clients.
all of whan marketed products in the highly competitive automotive aftermarket New business quickly followed with the addition of
new clients, most of which were also in the
autom<Xive-related markets.
Within just a few months, the panners
decided that in order to provide true balaoce to their business, it~ vitally important to diversify their client base. They
launched a concened effon to attract
clients who provided products or services
that were non-au1001otive in nature.
The first success came with the development of a campaign for the medical
JX"(lducts division of Neward Enterprises. a
manufacturing firm based in Rancho Cucamonga. This success was followed shon·
ly thereafter by a full-service program with
Otino Community Hospital. By ye;JI end
1990, billings totaled just over $1.8 millioo
and the company had added two full-time
employees.
Despite the recession of 1991, the agency continued to grow steOOily, adding three
new clients. The company also grew in
other ways, adding more employees to the
team, greatly expanding the Macintoshbased computer systemS and moving into
larger quaners. At year end, billings were
up 25 percent over 1990.
Although the economy remained relatively cool in 1992, the agency forged
ahead adding new and diversified clients to
the roster, several new personneL and once
again expanded the office and creative
facilities.
In its fourth year of operation, Stewart•Holt Advertising now has 10 full-time
employees including the principals. The

ageocy currently serves mae than a dozen
clients in widely diverse yet equally competitive fields.
Along the way, the agency has won its
share of prestigious regional and national
awards which include among others:
recognitioo by the Los Angeles Ad Oub's
1991 Belding Awards, three Awards of
Excellence at the Los Angeles BC&MA
West Awards and the National Sweepstakes Award for best Campaign Series
from the National Association of Cable
Operators. Most recently the agency
received an award of distinction, one of
five presented, in regional ADDY/POrtfolio Awards ronpetition.
"We are very proud of our creative
product," says Mike Stewart, who serves
as the agency's creative director. "Our
direction has always been to find creative
solutions that work equally well as an
image vehicle and a marketing vehicle for
our clients."
Stewart takes primary responsibility for
the agency's creative output fran coo:ept
and design through JX"(lduction. He interprets client objectives and produces work
that ochieves tang~ble results. He has won
numerous awards for his work in disciplines ranging from television commercials to package design.
"We are pleased to have a creative team
capable of producing a wide range of highimpact materials and presentations from
point-<>f-purcha1ie displays and packaging
to television spots and outdoor media,"
says Stewart.
They are llOI beyond having a little fun
with their w<rt. They once pitched a new
account by sending an anonymous package containing a tape recorder and a
~ oo the agency, Missioo Impossible
style. As a host of this year's Inland
Empire Ad Qub AnDY/Portfolio AWllflh,
the agency produced a package of malfri-

als with the reoccurring theme of an accep-

tance speech gone bad. The materials,
from poster to invitation, were replete with
splallered trolatoes and an ongoing speech
that said it all
Although the formalized partnership of
Michael Stewart and Steve Holt is just
four-years old, their working relationship
spans more than eight years. They first
worted as associates at Chandler, DuBois
& Holt, where Stewart served as creative
director and Holt as agency president, and
secondly as co-workers at PooVSarraille
Advertising in Los Angeles.
The agency has headquarters in
Ontario, where the two partners share a
solid commitment to the Inland Empire.
Both Stewart and Holt, as well as their
entire team, live within the two-county
area, and a major portion of the client ros-

ter is located in this region.
"Both Mike and I have lived and
worked in the area for a number of years
and have a great deal of oonfadeoce in the
area's economic potential," says Holt.
"We feel that it is both a great area to live
and in which to have a business." t:.

What Price for Clean Air?
By William Ruh

In a California
Closet, every fine suit,
every power tie, every
accessory has a cus tom-designed place of its own.
Where it's well cared for. And displayed so creative
combinations are easy to see.
A California Closet protects your investment in your wardrobe.
And it1J never ask for the night off.
C ALl. FOR A F R EE IN- H OME DES I GN SESSION

(909) 623-0347
Contractor's license No. 580032
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The Magical Artistry of

STEFAN CLARY

CLOSET COMPANY"

Strolling Close-up Magic - Illusions- Comedy Magic

•

For Bookings Call: 909/889-1498
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public input, they ostensibly eliminate
any special interest lobbies from controlling the process. This policy runs
counter to the accepted and expected
citizen democracy.
When city and county governments
wish to use Community Development
Block. Grant (CDBG) funds, an extensive period of public comment, input
and testimony transpires before any
project can be approved. This type of
proceedure enhances the voice of the
tax payer in how their money is spent,
and places the burden for accountabil-

ity squarely on the shoulders of the
city or county officials.
In regards to the AQMD policy
and proceedure, no accouRtability
exists to the public at large. The
AQMD board members who vote on
these projects become elected officials
by receiving appointment to the board
by their peers. Again, this lessens the
direct responsibility to the public, and
effectively removes the citizens from
the decision making process.
If AQMD officials believe that
$222,575 of public money should be

spent for six issues of a newsletter
(another recommended project), then
they should have to bring their cause
to the people. Let the people decide
the projects based on their merits.
Ultimately, this surcharge seems to
be an ill contrived way of funding the
AQMD goals. AQMD officials
would better serve the citizens by
using their collective clout to lobby
for legislation that would grant tax
credits, tax incentives or other financial inducements to lure private sector
finns to locate in people and housing

rich regions such as the Inland
Fmpire.
Doing this would have a threefold
effect; generating employment opportunities in subwban areas; creating a
job rich tax base for communities; and
reducing air pollution by reducing the
commute distance. By nature, people
would prefer to drive 15 minutes to
their job site, rather than spend an
hour commuting in even the most
high-tech hybrid form of mass transit
l:J.
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cost ci such coverage foc employers and
coosumers, as well as reduce the admin-

billion 10 bealth care costs.

istrative costs involved in fighting over
who pays when someone gets sick or
injured.
• Preliminary estimates indicate that
consolidation woold save an esti.maled
$2.8 billion in workers' compensation
costs (about 25 percent of rota! premiwns), and add only an estimated $1.8

• Under the proposal, employees
would be accepting some limits on
health coverage for woric -related injuries
(e.g., using ooly providers affiliated with
their health plan). It is therefore proposed that a portion of the savings from
consolidation be used to increase disability benefits under workers' compen-

II

10 tl:looe now provided by HMOs, ~
viding comprehensive medically necessary care (in-patient care, primary care,
prescription drugs, in-patient and outpatient mental health care, home health
care. etc.). Modest co-payments would
be required for some services, though
they would be waived for low-income
individuals. There would be no
deductibles.

Access to quality health care tor
all Californians
• All Californians would be guaran-

teed access to comprehensive health
care benefits.

Selecting the right hospital is every bit as
important as selecting the right health
insurance. And while there are many
important things to consider.

regional public/private sponsorsHPICs. The purchasing corporations- which woold be governed by
employers and consumers-would
insure that all health plans delivered
quality care, and would assist individuals in choosing among plans by ~
viding consumer information (e.g.,
complaints against plans, waiting
times, eiC.).

in the Area

InterValley Health Plan Service to
Seniors
Met Elect
Met Life
Pru Care
Pru Net

For more information, call

(909) 788-3530
I',

~HIRIYERRDE

""' conmuniT'I
HOIPITRL

4445 Magnolia Avenue • Riverside
Fully accredited by .IC'AIIO

,

coosumers.

•

FHPisnot
just an HMO

less. These frrms now pay about 8
percent of payroll on average for
health coverage.
• Employers who do not now provide coverage would begin paying
their fair share, but the payment would
be more affordable for small businesses than having 10 purchase coverage
directly:
- Firms with fewer than 10
employers would on average pay 5.8
percent of payroll, and firms with
fewer than five employees would pay
5.2 percent of payroll on average.
This does not reflect savings of about
20 percent on average in workers'
compensation premiums from the
consolidatioo of the health care compooenl of such coverage.

• The purchasing corporation would
pay each certified health plan the
same amount for each person enrolled
(with adjustments foc such risk fac!Ors
as age, sex and family status).
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• A sizable majority of employers

• Health plans would not be allowed
to compete by avoiding high risk individuals.

• Other plans would also offer the
guaranteed berefits, but could charge
consumers a small additional amount
roc more amenities or flexibility (e.g.•
wider choice of providers). lbere
would be a ceiling on the maximum
amount a health plan could charge

SELF-EMPWYED: The self-employed
would pay a premium based on earnings
and reflects the combined employer/
employee premiwn.

in HMOs today is less
what employers and employees are
now spending on health insurance premiums. This amount would guarantee
access for all Californians to comprehensive benefits. Total expenditures
would ultimately depend on how much
consumers chose to spend in addition 10
this (i.e., on their decisions about which
plans 10 enroll in). t:J.

than

who now provide coverage would pay

• Consumers would be able to
choose from among all of the health
plans certified by the purchasing corporation 10 provide coverage in their
region. Health plans would ioclude
many of those providing coverage
today (e.g., HMOs and insurance
companies).

• At least two certified health plans in
each region would offer the state
guaranteed benefits at no additional
charge.

anteed benefits. This amount is less
than what is oow deducted from their
paychecks for health insurance (about
$45 per family per month on average).

cost of coverage

• There would be no additional
charge for non-working dependents.

• Paying in while employed would
guarantee Lhe same coverage while
financing
The estimated $34 billion cost (based on
unemployed, in much the same way that
All employers and employees would
state employment figures and the actual
unemployment inswance works today.
pay health care premiums based on rr=:==========================:;;:::~==;;:;;;;w;;;;;;;;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
ability to pay:
EMPLOYERS : Each employer
would pay a premiwn based on payroll. The overall average premiwn
would be 6.75 percent of payroll,
which would include the cwren1 cost
of heallh care under workers' compensalion. Small employers would
pay less.

Expanded consumer choice

V Comprehensive Health Care Services
V Modem Facilities and Teclmology
V Best Patient Outcome Statistics

• Coosumers would pay oo average
$30 per family per month for the guar-

Equitable and affordable

• The system would be managed by

quality of care is what really counts.

Some of the health plans accepted at
Riverside Community Hospital
include:
Aetna Elect Choice
Aetna Open Choice
Aetna Select Choice
Aetna Senior Choice
Blue Cross Prudent Buyer
California Care
Blue Shield HMO
Blue Shield Preferred
Care America
Lorna Linda Health Plan
InterValley Health Plan HMO

job. Changing jobs-<>r becoming
unemployed--would not mean a loss of
coverage, or even having 10 switch to a
different health plan or doctor.

• Cost-effective preventative care
would be encouraged. and would be
provided with no co-payments.

Riverside 's finest hospital.

eal Ca e i the 21st Century:
A Vision for Reform
c-ilwed From Page 36

• Coosi.DllCI choice and cootinuity of
care would be enhanced by removing
the link between health coverage and a

• The berefits would be comparable

Riverside Community H~pital

•

[
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sation--Califoolia 's temporary disability benefits are now ranked 35th in the
nation-and that the remainder of the
savings accrue 10 employers.

HEALTH
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- The existing health insuraoce tax
credit for small businesses would
apply, funher reducing their p-emiums
by about 25 percent.

1
\

- Employers would be freed of the
responsibility for purchasing health
coverage, a particularly important
coosideratiort for small businesses.

FMPWYEES: Eoch employee would
pay a premium based on wages and
salaries. The overall average premiwn "WOuld bt 1.0 percenl ofwages and
salaries, with low-income workers
paying less.

•

And our continued growth in tbem~~na-JI!II
now including Victorville and Palm
more and more businesses are
plans. In fact, whether you are lll!IM!IIIdovecl.•!li'i
business, or are one of the largest of the

lr--------------------------------------,
Please tell me more about FHP
l health care choices in the Inland Empire.
!l
l
CCNtNttNANE

AWIES5

l
l

em

! "'J"'f_ (
! Complete and mail to: FHP. tnc.,

STATE

ZIP

Sales and Marketing Deputment.
3400 Central. Suite 225. Riverside.

CA 92506.

HEALTH

CARE

~CIR~JOU
with a wide range of plans tQ
meet your particular needs.
It's all a part of our
dedication to providing the
Inland region with comptehensive, affordable and coovenient health care.
If thats what you're looking for, then find out more
about FHP. We're much more
than just an HMO.
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IJapanese Firms Believe in the Productivity of the Mexican Worker II
S,ErikGrdlir JDC:IJbrandW'IlDmt

Co4asiorw>
Mexican worm in a u ......ilada"a
"-r'

base a business decision exclusively upon
cost runs counlr'Z 10 the J~..........,. business
...-pulosophy that we know of as lbtll Quality

Tijuana, "Deming's ideas areessentia!IO ~
1~............. ..~ aro 1blal Quality Man...-- ........--agement is now ingrained in the Japanese

mett envirorunenL 'Ihlditional Meltican vaiues of loyalty 10 family and neighborhood
_ .... '~a stable ......... '~

......., ''--

wvu. '"'""'

planl e.m abnost a tmh c1 what
Managemcn.
psyche...
Pioneer Speakers along with Sony,
American would receive for the
Slotly afll:r v.utd WarD, the Japanese
Pioneer ~ers does not have an offiSanyo, Casio, Kyocem and Cannon an have
same job. Given this cispopatiouate JliY·
ird1stry laid in ruin. At that time, the Amercial JIO&lillll rrodeled upon Deming's 1blal
Maquiladora plants in Tijuana as well. Dr.
scale, ~ would ttmt that large Japanese
ican business philosopher, w. Edwards
Quality Management. The comjlllty, oowGail Dimitroff, who teaches Deming's rnethCU)XI'IIioos invest in ~ faciliDeming, ciQe 10 COIXb:t a lecture tour of
ever, runs much lilce Olher Japanese coqxraods fCX" Process Management lntemalional,
ties aloog the United Slales' llr.ltkr solely 10
Japan. His audieoce was receptive to the
lions. Its management prizes loyalty and
has noced the efforts Japmese factories take
take ldvanlage of Mexico's abundance of
lbtll Quality Manageme!t concep1. whX:h
cooperation from its employees. Chriss
in regards to cleanliness, safety and povidctap 1lboc
soon became the Slalldard Japmcse managebelieves that Japmese Maquiladoras have
ing heallh care. Dimitroff~ visited numerJapftse busilesses gladly IllY the lower
mert ~ Aa:m1ing 10 FIX: Oliss, the
been successful because Mexican wa-ters
ous manufaauring operations throughout the
wages. ~they do mt llrild mMexicontroller fCX" Pioneer Speaker's factory in
can fit easily into the 1b1ai Qiality ManageUnited States and Mex.ico. The Japanese
_co_sn...:~...:Y--'>_sav_e_money_...:._in_this_._mamer
_ _._Th:.......t._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _......L_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ efforts to live aro worlc within Hispanic
culture irnp-essed her the mosL
Not an of the successful MaquilaOOra
opt'2'llliom have been influenced by Thlal
Quality Manage:mn Ameri::an COinJllnies own most of these plants and have
little use fCX" this pu!osophy. American
MaquilaOOras are often run through shelter comJllllies like MOOe in MexX::o loc.
Sider companies handle ~ Mexican bureaucracy, deal with the Mexican
suppliers aro lake care of employee benefits for American manufacturers. This
allows the American firms to use the
managernea melhods for poduction that
they use in the United States in their Mexican plants.
Thny Ramirez, executive vice jJ'CSident of Made in Mexico Inc., takes a
"hands off' awooch 10 how his Fortune
500 clients manage the factory flooc in the
Maquiladoras. Ramirez, like Chriss,
believes that the MeU:an worker can be
poductive. The shelter comjlllty's experiero: is that the American management
style can succeed in Mexi:o as well.
The Maquiladora system was originally designed by the Mexican governmen to reduce border region unemployment aro to !ring 10 MexX::o han! currency and technology. The basic concept
w~ 10 have an enler]Xise zone !hal filed
with the foreign~wned manufacturing
plant devoted 10 the assembly, repair or
pucessing of unfinished JYOdlcts or raw
marerials.
The Uniled States has SUPIX>rted this
concept by lowering ttade barriers to
goods from these factaies. Over 95 percent of these materials, supplies and
machinefy poilt 10 a source in the United
States. Most of the products are then
l'dUn1ed here fCX" sale (a Mexican law puhibits a Maquiladora from selling more
than half of its poduc1s within Mexico).
Even wilh this enormous American
presence. the Japanese concept of Total
Quality Management has been well
received in the border regiom of Mexico.
Wilh the Mexican ability to work with
Japmese management, ~ should expect
for the Japanese presence to increase in
this location. 6
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causes less than half of ~ PM 10 emi.ssi<>rn.
eqJal redtcOOn in PM I0 levels.
The OOiaoce results from ~ transformation
In 1990, ~California coostructi>n ilxlusof gaseous emissiom from fuel combustion
tty as a woole p-c:loccd 1.7 million FiJs and
by Nick Lee,CNJimm t!the
The Cons!ruction lndus~n~ Air Quality
and coatings iniO sulfa1es. nitraleS and <rganic
gener3led $46.3 billion in volwne. The four
Cmstn«:tiat lflllustry Air QIMliity Coalitim
Coalition (CIAQC) was f~ in <ktotxr
rnalerials.
a.ssocialiooi k>gelher, !ring the total lll.llltxf
ack in the good old days, dust was
I989torep-esentits rrernbe1s in ~airquali~y. lh:AQMD did oot look. at its
of coalition memlx:r5 to 3,900compulies. In
dust, everyone had a job, oousing
ty planning, rule making, permitting and
own PMIO emissioo inveruay to see if there
nun, the COI1lplnies empk>yed over 400,(XX)
slaltS were up and everyone aweared
enfortement pocesses. CIA~ ~ comJXlSCd
has been a recent reduclion in PM10 levels
people in Southern California in 1990.
to be haWY· Now, air quality burealOaiS and
of the Associated General Contractoi'S, the
from ~ OJt OOds. Ben Bart.o1ooo
The conslruction industty must lead the
air quality exper1S infonn us that dust can no
Building lndustty Association of Southern
of the Consi!UCtion Irxlustty Research Board
way in developing affordable essential serlonger be callerl dust, it is PM10. They say
California, the Engineering Contractors
calcu.latfd that in the current recession, convices like OOusing, oospitals and highways.
~matter equa!IO a- smaller than 10
~iatXJn and the Southern Califocnia Consttuc:tioo has been reducOO by Z/.7 ~L
Our iroustty has and will rontinue to do its
llli;roo; (that ~ small dust k> us uneducated
traaors AssociaOOn.
It starXls to reason then that emission of
Jllll in lrlping 10 !ring clean air 10 ~ South
folks) will kill you if you do oot redoce the
According to a Technical Report in the
PM 10 sooukl also be reduced by a similar
Coast Air Basin. However, the construction
arrowt in the air.
!99! AQMP, the construction iOOustty conamount if. the construction indUStty is, in fact,
industry strenuously questions any new or
- n .r...... IA ~"A ~..:~A..:-• .._...
~ible fa- as much PMIO nnvt.~tion as
amended rules that may cause economic
We •«WY ouuwu """'a lllOWJJ\..ciJ ...,.,.. at
tributes to only 17 pertent of fugitive dust
·-.-·~"""""
the dust problem of Southern California
emissions. It also states that fuoitive dust
has been implied. Despite d!astic reductions
hardship to our industty witrout producing
before making such statements. Prioc to r--L--------_.,.._ ___JL.:.in:..:.constJU:.:...::..:...:..:..:...tb:....n_actJ:.:.....:.vity::..:.,..::..there~has-=-oot...:...:....:been..:..:·
.......:._an__..L....:.SI..:::
·gnifican-·.:...:..::...--terruss::.=:
· :.:m=reductions=.::.:.:.::.::·....:.l!:....__ _
the wblnization of Southern Califocnia and
the arrival of over 8 million automobiles,
local Indians called the South Coast Air
Basin the Valley of Smoke.
So, on May 7, 1976 the Soutlrm California Air Pollution Control District (now
know as AQMD) adopted the first fugitive
can transmit one line of text per second.
This is the future. At least, it's one
dust rule in California. Originally Ruk 403
A f1ber optic equipped SmartPark cenartist's
idea
of
how
the
future
is
going
to
was designed 10 reduce the emissions of
ter can transmit the entire 29,000 pages
look.lfwe
had
asked
ten
different
artists,
fugitive dust that remained visible in the
chances are we would have ended up with of the Encyclopaedia Britannica in the
atmOSphere beyool the puperty lire of the
======::1 same second.
ten different ideas.
emission source. In laymen's terms, that
And because
That's why we
meant to take re3SOI1al>le !J'OO'Utions and
we
monitor the
apply water to surface areas that were
created SmartPark
performance
of
extremely dusty. It was simple, and everytelecommunicaone undastood iL
this
system
tions services for
In July of 1991, to cocnply with state
24 hours a day,
selected business
and federal air quality standards, the
7 days a week,
centers around the
AQMD aOOpled ame:IXlmenls to the 1989
you get superior
country. Because
Air Quality Management Plan (AQMP).
reliability along
American
business
This pocess triggered a maja" restruCtUring
with
superior
has
just
as
much
of Rule 403 so that it has become much
technology.
rroe complicaled. restrictive and ca;dy.
trouble deciding
But the biggest
On Nov. 6, 1992 the AQMD Governing
what the future is
advantage of a
Board ream testimony from district staff
going to be like.
SmartPark busiand members of the construction iroustty
By working with
woo must comply with Rule 403. lestiness center isn't
select
real
estate
fiers from fnvirorrnental Prolection Age&
what
you can do
developers, we've
cy and California Air Resources Board told
today.
built in a telecomthe board that PM lO makes up the only
This system is
munications
syscomJXliiCilt of smog linked 10 respratory
designed
to work
tem that's ready for
illnesses, cancer and 60,CXX> American
with
technology
anything the future
deaths a year.
that hasn't even
On the other hand, David V. Bates of
holds. So when you
been invented yet.
the University of British Columbia, Vanneed the virtually
So you, like
couver, a crest !XJysician ard air !X)llution
unlimited voice,
epidemiologist stated in a recent Science
so
many
people
in
American
business,
data and video transmission that is capNews (SN: 4/6/91, p. 212) article, when
were
surprised
by
mobile
phones,
fax
able with a digital fiber optic network,
aslced alx>ut exactly oow ~te might
machines,
modems,
fax
modems
and
we can install it within days. Without
cootribute to mooality, answered, '1 have
personal computers, take advantage of
incredible cost.
no irea what the mechanism is."
our SmartPark services.
How much better is this kind of a
Com!ruction contractorS, 1aOOrers and
They make you ready for the future.
system for your business?
business Ownt'IS told the AQMD GovernNo
matter which one arrives.
ing Board that the latest amendments to
An ordinary phone line and modem
Rule 403 could costs jobs. Today's
emplo~ figures for the construction
industry are down by 21.4 percent when
~to 1990 ~yment dala. Construction contractors, laborers and field
1-800-828-7280
foremen testified that Rule 403 would
lxing even nm: umecessary, bl.lldemome
regulalions 10 an already recession weary
ildlslry.

For the Record
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When It Comes To Telecommunications,
Were Already There.
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SmartPark Services
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million square feeL
Net absorption. or the net change
in occupied space from one quarter
to the next, totaled 137,764 square
feet for the third quarter. This figure
rose from the previous quarter's total
of 107,879 square feet. as well as the
129,056 square feet recorded during
the third quarter of 1991.
"Rancho Cucamonga am Ontario
were clearly the focus of activity
during the third quarter," said
Copelin. "The vacancy rate in this
submarltet has dropped two full percentage points over the past year."
Tile amount of office space under
consuuction in the Inland Empire in
the third quarter equaled 68 ,937
square feet, down from 108,947
square feet a year ago. Submarlc.ets
with office space under construction
include Victorville with 32,497
square feet and Riverside/Corona
/Moreno Valley with 36,440 square
feeL l:J.

Ad deadline for January Issue is December
20th. For advertising information, contact
Doug Tucker (909) 391-1015

square foot. two-story Sears Roebuck
& Co. department store and 17,000
square foot Sears Auto Center have
recently been completed at the

-

-

rs OFF-CAMPUS MBA FEATURES:

Superior Faculty - Practical Schedules
- Up-to-Date, Practical Curria.llum

Convenient Locations -

On-Site Services

Join us for on

INFORMATION MEETING
Tuesday, December 1, 6 pm or
Wednesday, December 16, 6 pm
2980 Inland Empire Blvd in Ontario
(10 Fwy at Archibald)
Call Office of Continuing Educauon at 909-869-2288.
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Management Associa!ion.
In addition, he serves on several

Moreno Valley Mall, Moreono Valley . The facility is designed by
Irvine-based Architects Pacifica, Ltd.
l:J.

Pacific Craft Upholstery Co.
• Custom Reupholstery
• Custom Made Furniture

• Ottomans
• Love Seats
• Dining Choirs
• Cushions
• Antique Restoration

• Sofas
• Choirs

30% oH All Fabrics
Call tor Free Home Estimate
24 Hours

J

71 4-954-0586

Cal Poly's Conference
Center/Hotel Serves
Inland Empire

MBA
CAL POL

IDI

uon capable of thnvmg tn today's health
care environment is C".11tremely rewarding."
However, work does not consume all o
DeValle's time since he manages to stay
active in the community by serving as treasurer of lhe United Way of the East Valley
and vi% pesidcnt of the California Medical

DoN'T REPLACE REUPHOLSTER!

THE OFF-CAMPUS

(Winter Quarter Begins in January)

n

Sears Roebuck & Co.-A IS2,(XX>

CLASSES OFFERED IN ONTARIO

Applications are Now Being Accepted
For Cal Poly's Off-campus
Master of Business Administration Program

II

Owens-Corning-Owens-Coming,
the world's largest producer of fiberglass material, has entered the Inland
Empire industrial market leasing
112,655 square feet of industrial space
in Fontana for a term of three years,
according to Grubb & Ellis Commercial Real Estate Services. The transaction was valued at S700,726.l:J.

Expand Your Career Options in 1993

A PRACTICAL ALTERNATIVE
FOR THE ACTIVE PROFF..SSJONAL
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Inland Empire Absorption
Up in Third Quarter
ffice leasing picked up in
the Inland Empire in the
third quarter of 1992, while
the vacancy rate continued to fall,
according to Grubb & Ellis.. Commercial Real Estale Services.
"Despite the sluggish economy,
we're still seeing tenant expansion
as well as new office users entering
our mmet," said Les Copelin. office
properties specialist. "As a result.
our vacancy rate continues to
decline, unlike many Southern California office markets, which are
experiencing negative absorption
am rising vacancies."
Tile vacancy rate stood at 23 percent in the Riverside/San Bernardino
County area as the third quarter
ended, unchanged from the previous
quarter and down a full percentage
point from the 24 percent posted a
year ago. In the region. 2.9 million
square feet of office space remained
vacant from an existing base of 12.5

DECEMBER1992

ellogg West Conference
Center/Hotel for Continung Education, located on
the campus of Cal Poly UniversityPomona, is a conference center,
hotel. am learning center comprised
of 12,000 square feet of well
equipped meeting space and 84
hotel rooms and suites. Kellogg
West bas a unique am special environment. which provides many of
the same amenities of a commercial
hotel. What it does not offer may be
its most important product-no distractions.
Kellogg West provides an optimum environment for training and
education for both the corporate and
academic communities. Annually,
the center hosts organizational training seminars, strategic planning sessions and management development

K

CARE

seminars for many Fortune 500 corporations.
If you are planning a training program, a special meeting or event, or
need a "retreat" while traveling in
this area. the Kellogg West staff can
help with the details. Conference
package pricing includes: conference rooms of appropriate size for
small or large groups, continuous
refreshment breaks which include
coffee, tea, hot chocolate, assorted
juices, soft drinks and snack items.
Lodge rooms, for conference attendees as well as corporate travelers,
are available for competitive rateS.
Tile Kellogg West Dining Room can
meet group dining needs with buffets and elegant served meals for S
or 300. For funher information, call
(909) 869-2264. l:J.

•

coverage amounts.
For companies with less than 100
employees, meeting the needs o f
health care treatment costs through
self-insurance. places a tremendous
strain on a company's asset base. In
today's competitive mmet for quality employees. employers must offer
the best health care coverage they

• GRAND OPE NINGS
• CONVENTION BOOTHING
• CORPORATE PARTIES
• CANOPIES
• WEDDING PLANNING

can.
HMOs meet the need for quality
health care at an affordable cost to
most employers. Enrollment in
HMOs since 1976 has increased by
more than 500 percent- from 6 million to 38 million. More than IS percent of the U.S. population belong to
HMOs- almost 18 percent of the
insured population. California has
one third of its residents enrolled in

• COMPLIMENTARY
CONSULTATION
CONTACT JACK UPTON

4168 Holt Boulevard
Montclair, California 91763
(714) 624-1697

HMOs.
Tile question now is, " Will there
be federally mandated health insur-

•
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nland Valley Regional Medical Center in Wildomar
recently retained the firm of
Heliplanners to finalize the
approval process for its helistop

I

used for transporting patients in
critical need of medical care. The
hospital, located in southwestern
Riverside County, receives help
from emergency medical service
helicopter operators including
LifeFlight and Mercy Air. The
helipad is used when helicopter
transport will increase the probability for a patient's survival. 6

Answer Sought on School
Violence
ecent nationwide study
laimed that about 90,000
andguns are taken onto
school campuses every day in the
United States. That figure does not
include switchblade knives or other
types of dangerous weapoos.
What causes this penchant for
violence? Is it gangs or drugs?
What is the school's liability for failing to provide a safe environment?
What is the solution?
1bese questions and others highlighted the subject of a recent
School Safety and Security Workshop sponsored by the San Bernardino County School District. Kenneth
T. Kreeble, a local attorney specializing in public entity defense, and a
speaker at the workshop, raised the
awareness of educators and law
enforcement personnel on the ever
increasing threat of litigation.
"Unless schools take reasonable precautions to insure student safety,"
Kreeble said, "they could be open to
lawsuits that might seriously damage their school district, their city
and their county."
Two high-school student deaths
within the past year- a fatal shooting at Colton High School and the
recmt stabbing death at A B. Miller
High School in Fontana - had
already given high priority to the
resolution of increased violence in
local schools. Colton High School
closed their campus. "A closed
campus not only keeps studerus on
school grounds throughout the
school day," Kreeble explained. "It
also keeps troublemakers, gang
members, and drug dealers away
from them."
The Fontana School Board
reopened for consideration the question of arming school police officers.
This sensitive and controversial subject provokes many parerus, some of
whom claim armed guards will

Ai

edical history has been
made in the Inland
Empire with the signing
of an affiliation agreement uniting
St. Bernardine Medical Center of
San Bernardino and Cedars-Sinai
Medical Center, Los Angeles in a
liver disease and transplant program. This is the only center of its
kind outside of Los Angeles and
San Diego.
Patients with chronic liver disease require constant medical monitoring. Now Inland Empire residents will have a nearby liver disease program at St. Bernardine
Medical Center, eliminating the
inconvenience of traveling the long
distance to Los Angeles or San
Diego.
Patients diagnosed with liver
disease will be treated pre- and
post-operatively at St. Bernardine.
The actual liver transplant procedure, if needed, will be performed
at Cedars-Sinai. Leonard Makowka, M.D., Ph.D, director of
Transplantation Services and chair-

M
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increase the danger of violence
rather than decrease it
School metal detectors, such as
those in airports has been discussed
as another solution. State Attorney
General Dan Lungren responded to a
request from California Assembly
member Charles W. Quackenbush
for a study on the legality of school
metal detectors. He recently issued
a 30-page opinion, confirming that
no laws existed which would prevent schools from installing this
safety feature.
"'The problems with using school
metal detectors would be economical and logistical," said Kreeble,
who works with the San Bernardino
law firm of Lewis, D'Amato, Brisbois & Bisgaard. "In the current
financial crunch, schools could not
afford the equipment or personnel to
stand by all gates throughout the
day. Even if they could, how do
they stop kids who are determined to
take guns on campus from having
friends throw them over the fence
once the kids are inside? Are they
going to have to put block walls up,
like prisons?"
The real solution seems to lie in
education. In a recent lecture to the
Bar Association, California Coun of
Appeals Justice McDaniels promoted a state-wide Values Education
Program in the schools to combat
the attraction to gangs and drugs.
Another speaker at the School Safety and Security Workshop, San
Diego School Police Director Alex
Rascon, gave a thought-provoking
address on programs that promote a .
safe school climate.
If children are not made aware of
the danger of gangs and drugs at an
early age in their homes, it seems
that schools must take on that
responsibility. The awareness protect them as well as society. 6
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St. Bernardine and
Cedars-Sinai Unite

Healthcare News
Hellplanners
Completes Approvals
for Inland
Valley Helistop
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man, Department of Surgery at
Cedars-Sinai, heads their program.
Since the Cedars-Sinai Liver Transplant Service began in August
1989, their team has performed
almost 150 transplants with a
patient survival rate that is among
the nation's highest. They have
successfully transplanted patients
who range in age from 9 months to
72 years old. It is anticipated that
each year about 50 new liver transplant recipients will be cared for at
the St. Bernardine Liver Disease
Center.
These transplants will mean high
quality, specialized patient care
will be available locally for Inland
Empire residents with liver disease.
The establishment of the St.
Bernardine Liver Disease Center
will also allow local residents with
liver disease an opportunity to participate in multi-center research
studies of new treatments. Full
health care services will continue
to be available to patients at St.
Bemardine Medical Center. 6

Canyon Springs Hospital
Adds New Staff Members
an yon Springs Hospital
welcomes six new members
to their staff, each with special responsibilities. Dr. Charles J.
Sophy, D.O. has joined the staff of
attending psychiatrists who specialize in child and adolescent treatment. Sophy was associated with
several hospitals in emergency
room and in-patient settings in
Philadelphia. The doctor served as
an adult psychiatrist seeing 5,000
patients a year.
Frank Patti, M.F.C.C. (Marriage,
Family and Child Counselor)
serves as director of program
development functioning as lead
therapist for the adolescent program. His responsibilities include
organizing the overall schedule of
services, conducting group therapy
sessions and intensive out-patient
therapy at Canyon Counseling Center and arranging outpatient services associated with Canyon
Springs Hospital.
Dixie Vieira, R.N., M.S., C.N.S.,
assumes the position of director of
Clinical Case Management. Her
responsibilities entail overseeing
and directing the case management,

C

social wort., adjunctive therapy and
information and referral departments of the hospital. She was
director of the Center for Assessment and Referral at Mills Peninsula Hospital in Burlingame, Calif.
The psychotherapist, Anthony
From hart, L .C.S. W. (Licensed
Clinical Social Worker), does
intensive out-patient therapy at
Canyon Counseling Center. He has
four years experience as a social
worker and graduated from Spring
Hill College. Fromhart has held
positions as a teacher, counselor,
associate pastor, chaplain and campus minister.
Marty Herbst and Randy Vaughn
join the Community Relations
Department as community relations
representatives concentrating on
referral development. Herbst, formerly a sales representative for
Pepsi Cola Company in Indio,
served as Captain in the U.S.
Marine Corps from 1986 to 1990 as
Battalion Intelligence Officer.
Vaughn, who was previously assistant manager of Winston Tire, has
had health care experience as
employment representative for FHP.

Celebrate
The
New Year
WITH CLASSIC
AMERICAN MUSIC
Savor an eclectic array of
Dixieland, big band, ragtime, blues, country
swing, gospel , be-bop, steel drum,
Zydeco and mainstream jazz

December 30, 1992 to
January 3, 1993
In the spectacular desert resort of
Indian Wells, CA
at the Stouffer Esmeralda and Hyatt
Grand Champions Resorts
sponsored in part b} the Cit) of Indian Wells
and The Inland Empire Business Journal

Black Dogs, one of the trad c1rcUifs favontes
Blue Note Six, th1s renowned Austnan band. sponsored by the Austnan Cultural
Institute, New York. has been Influenced by the LOUIS Armstrong Ali·Stars and Edd1e
Condon. among others
Blue Street, a savory m1x of authent1c trad 1azz blended w1th Mard1 Gras & sw1ng
Boris Gammer and Aaron Chan kin of Israel's famed Jerusalem Jazz Band

Doug Mattocks, banJO v1rtuoso
Fulton Street, dancers w1ll delight'" the Ch1cago sound of th1s hard-dnv1ng band
Igor's Jazz Cowboys, endlessly energet1c trad 1aiz & country sw1ng
Janet Carroll , th1s fabulous actress/s1nger d1shes up everyth1ng from Broadway
tunes and gospel to hot Jazz standards

Special Events Each Day:
Dec. 30 - free kickoff party 7 - 11 p.m.
Dec. 31 -choose from two New Year's Eve Parties
Contemporary Jazz at the Hyatt or
Traditional Jazz at the Stouffer
Jan. 1 - An Evening of Mainstream Jazz
Jan. 2 - Big Band Night
Jan. 3 - gospel service with Stumptown

FOR TICKETS & INFORMATION
CALL OR WRJTE:

Just Jazz

Jean Kittrell and the Jazz lncredibles, the soptust1cated tno from St. LoUis
Jeannie & Jimmy Cheatham & the Sweet Baby Blues Band, extend1ng

5011 Argosy Avenue • Suite 7
Huntington Beach CA • 92649
(31 0 ) 799-6055

the Kansas C1ty tradition

Joey DeFrancesco, 21-year·old organ protege from Ph1ladelph1a who was "d1s·
covered" by M1les Davis and played on one of his last European tours
lance Buller and the Monarchs, an eclectic blend of trad and sw1ng style Jazz
Maiden· Voyage, 15·p1ece all-female b1g band thafs performed at v1rtually every
maJor jazz festival in the country includ111g the Playboy and Monterey Jazz Festivals

Mark Allen Jones, ragt1me p1ano v1rtuoso straight off the Miss,ss1pp1 R1ver
Mike Fahn Quintet, th1s band's leader has been credited with "s1ngle-handedly
bnng1ng the valve trombone into the 1990s" ·Los Angeles T1mes

Misbehavin' Jazz Band, pure foot tappin' D1xie
Phil Korman & the Desert All Star Big Band, an 18·p,ece b1g band of the
desert's f1nest mus1c1ans

Professor Plum's Jazz Band, voted California's most popular D1x1eland jazz
band 111 a recent poll conducted by the West Coast Rag
Ray Templin's Chicagoans, a 7·p,ece Ch1cago style band laden w1th superb
mus1ciansand a smattering of comedy
Stumptown, a stylish rrux of 2·beat & 4·beat songs. tin pan alley & novelty tunes

Swing Savant, "Bob Crosby on LSD" • Los Angeles Times
Trinadad & Tobago Steel Drum Band, JBZZ never sounded so refresh111g
Twilight Memories, th1s enterta1n1ng tno from Napa Valley makes its desert debut
Vocal Works, a quintet that performs regularly w1th the Disneyland Big Band whose
t1ght vocal arrangements of sw1ng era hits thnll dancers and listeners alike

Zydeco Party Band - back by popular demand'

muldpk d4J passts:
four-day pass@ $125 does notmclude NYE buffet
three-day pass (Jan 1.2.3 only. does no< onclude New Year"s E.e) @ $65

sillgk-d4J passes tut4 New Yt4T's buffet tidds:
Dec. 31 New Year"s Eve@ $75 (does nottnclude NYE buffet)
Jan. 1@ $30
Jan 2@ $30
Jan. 3@ $15
Optional New Year's Eve Buffet Otnner@ $42

Spectal room rates are available. please
make your reservations dtrectly through the hotels:
Stoutrn Esmeralda Resort

Hy•tt Grand Champions Resort

(619) 773-4444
(619) 341-1000
4 nights $99 per mght
3 nights $119 per night
2 mghts S 129 per night
1 mght S 139 per night

Erawan Garden Resort (619)346-8021 $80/mght
Holiday Inn Palm Desert (619) 340-4303 $68/night

Beginning and advanced dance lessons each day with Jimmy Bontemple'

FOR A FREE BROCHURE, CALL (310) 799-6055
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Chamb e r s
commerce

Chambers of Commerce in the Inland Empire
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(619) 247-3202

Tom Perry

Marla Rlnchh130

('909) lW9-4695

Roblll Calder

Stewlr1 Ackley Jr.

N/A

(619) 2.56-8617

Dale Ream
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200

N/A

('909) 845-9541

550
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1981
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1909
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1949

('909) 624-1681
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61-100 Ptlu d. IS, 92234
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13134 S. Caitnl Av., Suile C, 91710-4125

~
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205 N. Yale Aft., 91711

Ltt Howell
Brad SuiUvan

A.

·

Joelt Diu

has returned to the

Saturday & Sunday
January 30 & 3 I, 1993

~"' - - ~

(619) 398-5111
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1947

('909) 825-2222

c-a

710

1915
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Prior Careers: Did farming and
has wo!Xed for his pareniS.
AMliations: Board of Directors of
the Preservation of Route 66, to preserve the history of the highway.
M*r accomplishments: Running
a restaurant. "If you can do that, it's
a major accomplishment"

Jec1t Hllltr (h V.P.)

NIA

9:30 a.m. in Downtown Redlands
For more information call (714) 793-2546

'Go od B usifttSS B u i l ds a Better Co m mun lly '
The Moreno Valley Cham ber of Commerce exists to
Promote, SUpport. and Educate ou r Busin ess Community.
Committees:

Ambassadors
Education
Membership

Publicity
Merchants
Economic DCYelopment

Governmental Affa1rs
Ways & Means
Mihtary Affa1rs

Monthly Newsletter
Economic Development
Educational Seminars
Shop MV Campaign
Trade Show

Cbamber Offtce:
22620 Golden er..t Dr.• Sle. 110

Products l!r Senlces:

Best aspect of the Inland Empire:
The growth of the area which is a

192'7(App.)

1.200

Inland Empire Profile
Anthony Vernola

JWfe ArU,_ (h V.P.)

NIA

~~'The Magic of Christmas'~~
{.!/ ~
December 5
5.!J ~

Moreno Valley Chamber of Commerce

(Mp-.llllenl)

fZjl1

77-450 Y.ziU.. 1104,92591

YIIUIIV*J

a-It~

Join Redlands and Celebrate

Call (909) 737-3350

nice community.

Full name: Anthony Pat Veroola

1907

G61MiiiS...mG1

Drawing for Round Trip for Two to Maui, includes air fare and 5 nights
lodging (provided by Corona Travel SeNice Inc. and Halcomb &
Associates) Plus many other prizes.

S..TaftW... (h V.P.)

1193

.,......

Cresta Verde Golf Course
$70 Members and Guests $85 Non-members
9:00 am Shot Gun
New Car Hole in One

l'ollal••

La ()Uta

5Dl Beailo A•.• 91~
Mer..VIIeJ
22620 GokleD tJal Dr. 1110. 92553

at the Chamber's Monthly Luncheon
When: Thursday, November 13 at noon
Where: Magic Lamp Inn 8189 Foothill Blvd. R.C.
FOR RESERVATIONS : (909) 987-4542

Invites you to meet Santa

51 -331 A....UBamudu. 92253

~u.dll

JOHN LE COMPTE
General Manager
Rancho Cucamonga Quakes
TOPIC:
Minor League Baseball

Trade Show Concept • ~imited Number of Booths • Opportunity to Display
what the Greater R1verside Area Offers • First Com&-First Serve Basis • In
Conjunction with Special Week-End Clearance Sales Throughout • Early
Bird Special Rates

Rlcllard Da-

119,- ], 92350

!32 W. a..... Awe.. 92530

presents :

r.....ALLERIA
\jrl

904 E. Simi Sl., 91719

GriM~

RANCHO CUCAMONGA
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Sylvia Caldllo (~Manager)

1967

Daa1lhts.rtllll
11711 W. Dmie, 97240

.

H a p p e n t .n g s

Carol Donoy

110

620 N. La Cadcaa Dr., 92324

of

The Greater Riverside Chambers of Commerce
Business Expo
~./7

w. LaBrtche

COIIdMIIa

P.O. Box 126,92236
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Euaadn Director ol Chamber

(619)246-.5711

Roger Ftagtr
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Occupation: Restauranteur and
owner of the Magic Lamp Inn,
located in Rancho Cucamonga.

Your greatest concern: To see this
country prosper as a world les.1er
with other countries.
Favorite drink: Red wine

Short biography: Born in Upland,
and lived in Southern California all

Favorite sport: Tennis

his life , graduated Upland High
School, attended Chaffey O>llege.

Last movie seen: "Dracula"
Last vacation taken: Vin Italy, the
Italian wine exposition in Verona

Family: Single
Hobbles: Antique
drag racing

spons cars and

Favorite restaurant: Rlstorante
Nuovo M.aR:oni in Verona b.

Referrals
Community Maps
Business Directory
Ne tworking
SCORE Counseling

Moreno Valley. CA 92553

( 714) 697-4404

LOMA LINDA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
First Annual Lorna Linda
State of The Community Luncheon
Tuesday, December 22, 1992
11:30 a.m . to 1:00 p.m .
Lorna Linda University Campus Cafeteria
Tickets - $15.00
By Reservation Only!

••••••••••••••••

Call the Chamber at 799-2828 today!

TEMECULA VALLEY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
The Essential Tool For A Successful Business

The Temocula Valley Chamber ofCornmerce ia dedicaled to ..vin&. JliOIDOiin& .nd
aupportin& lhe local buaiMu C!IIVirouncml with four Mmdin& cammi-: Civic .nd
Developnallal. MaJketin&. Waya .nd ~. llld Memben!Up Orowlb md R-.aiGD.

Get involved with the Largest Business
Network in Te~Mcula Valley!
TEMECULA VJt.llE'f CHAMBER Of COMMERCE
27450 Ynu R.o..t • Sub 104 • Tenwcula. CA 92591

(114) 676-5090
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RESTAURANT
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....,_,ling Calltomla'a
Mollt PrMUgloua Wlnerlea.•.

Ruth's Chris Steak House Has Plenty of
SIZZLE

• Jorden Vlneyanta

• Tfetlthen Vlneyarda
• Scttram.berg Vlneywda
• Ridge Vlneywda
~ 8lld San
8emllrdlno CountiM

Serving

1-800-859-3001
taxi 619-77&-1578

TABLE
FOR

TWO!
Catch 30 minutes of the best
Inland Empire restaurant reviews
two times a week on KVCR TV 24,
the Inland Empire's PBS station.
Table for Two Is the only restaurant review show of Its kind on
television. The show airs ••.
6:30p.m. on Tuesdays
and 6:30 p.m. Saturdays.
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This column is written for the
business person who finds travel a
necessity, as well as for those who
believe that tilling a fint meal with a
very pleasant wine is a reward of
travel and even life.
Each molllh we shall commelll on
different restOJ4rQIItS in the various
cities that, I believe, are most often
visited by busiMss persons from the
Inland Empire. These restaurants
are chosen strictly on merit. All
restaurlllllS were personally visited.
I p/QII to offer you brief surveys, in
lieu qf long reviews.
earning for a thick and
juicy piece of steak? If
you are in the Palm Desert
area, these cravings could be well
satisfied by stopping in at Ruth
Chris Steak House located on the
northeast corner of Portola and
Highway Ill.
Their specialty is steak and it is
served sizzling. These super-star
steers are com-fed U.S. Prime beef
that is bred in the Midwest and
aged--never froze~so it's exceptionally tender and flavorful. The

Y

The
Wonderful
World of
Christmas
A festive
Chriltmaa Musical

Nov.27, 1992
to

Jan.3, 1993

~231

'VU>C'Yillc ~

awa 1oma, California 91n2
(71~) ~-H76

portions are large from eight to 16
ounces (larger cuts of meat retain
their natural juices during cooking).
The atmosphere at Ruth's Chris
Steak House is also inviting. Rich
cherry WQOd surround the dining
room areas-and the large and
comfortable booths are faced so
that one can view the world passing by. It just opened last February so it is fairly new to the area.
In addition to U.S . Prime beef,
they also offer fresh seafood such
as salmon steaks, swordfish and
halibut. U.S. Prime lamb chops,
veal chops and chicken are also
available. Not only are their steaks
outstanding, but their potatoes are
sensational-seven kinds to choose
from. Appetizers include a traditional Creole favorite-shrimp
remoulade. Tempting desserts,
such as cheesecake, bread pudding
with whiskey sauce, pecan pie are
also offered. Their wine list is
extensive.
This restaurant features an a Ia
carte menu and dinner entrees
range from $16 to $34-it is not

inexpensive. In addition, banquet
facilities are also available. Ruth's
Chris Steak House is located at 74040 Highway 111, and reservations
are recommended by calling (619)
779-1998.
The food is plentiful-so be
hungry when arriving.6

Mead on Wine
l7y Jmy D. Mead

Down Under Delights
si~e from the fact that the
wmes are very good, I suspect that one of the major
reasons Rosemount Estate wines
have been so successful in the U.S.
is that the company employed a
fellow with considerable California wine savvy. So many foreign
wineries enter this market thinking
they'll do what they do at home,
with wines packaged the way they
are at home and with whatever
style and taste is typical of home

A

P

"Many times our clients don't
have a clear idea of what they want
for their event. especially our private
clients, those who are preparing for a
wedding or perhaps a special family
gathering," says Sherry Powell, business partner and
manager of food service and preparation.
"That's when we
feel our approach is
at its most valuable"
she reports. "We can
discuss past presentations, with photos,
make suggestions
for incorporating
new ideas, and along
with what the client
has already considered, make an event rememberable."
Both owners echo one another's
view that, ''Nothing is more rewarding than having someone come to us
during or after an event with smiles
and words of praise."

Rouyer states however that, 'The
true 'proof of pudding' comes when
past clients enthusiastically refer
their friends or associates to us, or
come to us again themselves. It's
usually earlier in the process, when
their ideas are not at all
clear or set, trusting
that we will help them
develop a truly unique
and memorable presentation for their next
affair."
The list of past satisfied clients includes:
Vineyard National
Bank, Pace Incorporated, Inland Empire
Business Journal, Century 21, Chino Valley
Bank, Alcon Surgical and many others. "Paris LA Catering has recently
catered two functions for my company," informs Dena DeWin, marlc.eting coordinator of Oak Distributors.
"On both occasions, we were most
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& ENTERTAINMENT GUIDE
turf.
The folks at Rosemount have
wines that are definitely about
Australia and its soils and microclimates, but whether tailored to be
so or not, they are of a style that is
compatible to the California palate.
The packaging is sharp, too, and
frontline pricing ranges from $7.50
to $16 which means real pricing
from about $6 to $12 or $13 and
well within the range of California
competitive pricing. There is one
single vineyard wine that is priced
considerably higher.

Rosemount 1991 SemlllonChardonnay ($7.50 or less)

Paris L.A. Catering Presents International
aris L.A. Catering is a family
owned and operated full-service caterer. The business specializes in unique and creative presentations and international cuisine.
Located in Montclair, they have
catered affairs from the Inland
Empire to Laguna Nigel, ranging
from outdoor barbecues to black tie
formal dinners; from a small and
intimate dinner for two, to large corporate presentations fer trade shows.
"We take the responsibility of
making our client's vision of their
event a reality," says Linda Rouyer,
business partner and client representative. "We stay away from the
'canned' approach to evem presentation. We spend as much time as necessary to make sure we and our
clients have the same view of the
event."
Paris L.A. has scores of prepared
menus from which clients can begin
their search for just the rigm combination for their special occasion.

DECEMBER 1992

A little background information
before the review. Major plantings
of Chardonnay in Australia are relatively new and Semillon was the
grape the Aussies previously
turned into a "White Burgundy"
style. When Chardonnay did start
gening planted more, it was often
blended to Semillon to get more
mileage out of what little there
was. Guess what? The two seem to
have an affinity for each other, previously undiscovered. The first
California SemChard was made by
imported Aussie winemaker Daryl
Groom at Geyser Peak Winery.
Since that debut, several other
American wineries have joined the
club, including Buena Vista in California and Columbia Crest in

Cuisine
impressed."
"Our open house is an important
event for our company since our
clients purchase thousmis of dollars
from us on this day," continues
DeWin. "Everything must be perfect
to make a great impression. Paris
LA Catering helped us do just that!
Our clients commented that the food
was wonderful and Paris LA Cater·
ing really made it feel like a Western
Roundup should. They put on the
finishing touches that were appreciated and stayed within our budgeL"
In keeping with their commiunent
to excellence in food service, they
have also demonstrated to be proactive supporters of their community.
Paris L.A. has arrangements to provide flowers from events to local
hospitals and convalescent homes,
food overages to charitable organizations like the Salvation Army, and
recycle coruainers and receptacles to
help clean the enviromlent. 6

Washington. This Rosemount version is 65 percent Semillon and 35
percent Chardonnay, and is as
food-friendly, user-friendly a white
wine as you could ask for. A lean,
earthy, citrus base with nice oak
vanillin flavors as a bonus. Good
wine. Best Buy. Rating: 84/91

vineyard, some of which is 100·
years old, with yields of only 3/4
tons per acre. I think it could have
been as spectacular as the Reserve
Cabemet except for the Aussie
belief that Syrah (or Shiraz, as they
usually call it) likes to be aged in
coarse American oak. (The Cab
was aged entirely in French oak.)
Americans had the same attitude
about Zinfandel for eons, but much
of the renaissance in Zinfandel
quality is due to more use of
French oak. If you'll permit a
small aside, I often say that American oak is good for three things:
Aging Bourbon whiskey; aging
Sherry; and bonfires. Still, the
wine has wonderful plum and cherry flavors and is nearly as complex
as the Cabemet. Rating: 89/85

Rosemount 1991 ShlrazCabernet Sauvlgnon ($7.50)
Remember, all Australian wines
are six months older with the same
vintage date than American or
European wines . Down under the
harvest comes six months earlier.
The technically oriented will want
to know that this wine underwent
partial "carbonic maceration,"
which contributes to its youthful,
grapey, chillable, drinkable style.
It's all of that, but it's also more
serious and substantive red wine
than the current crop of California
Gamay Beaujolais. Good value.
R~ting: 82/85

Rosemount 1989 Roxburgh
Chardonnay ($25)
An expensive wine that's worth
the money for those who can
afford it Very stylistic, barrel-fermented Chardonnay, with roasty,
toasty, coffee bean complexities ...
but with fruit maintained throughout. An elegant structure with flavors that dance in your mouth.
After-flavors could be timed with
an hour glass. Rating: 94/84

Rosemount 1989
Coonawarra-Show Reserve
Cabernet Sauvlgnon ($16)
A delicious wine worthy of the
"Reserve" designation and a good
value at $16. Very ripe, but
extremely complex, black cherry
and chocolate (bittersweet, of
course) flavored red wine, with
dam p-1 eaves -on- a-forest- noo r
earthy complexity. Very intense,
very deep, very long, very great
wine. Rating: 92/87

Rosemount 1991 Chardonnay
($9.50)
Full, ripe, tropical flavors, with
toasty, spicy (nutmeg?) complexities and earthy, mineral-like undernotes. Very good value. Rating:
89/89.

Rosemount 1990 "Show
Reserve" Syrah ($16)
Produced from a McLaren Vale

Wine Selections and
Best Values
By Bill Alllhony

VINCENT ARROYO
1989 Melange Reserve ....$8.50

DRY CREEK
1989 Merlot .......................$14

CUVAISON
1990 • Napa CamerosChardonnay ........................$14

KUNDE
1990 • Sonoma ValleySauvignon Blanc .................$10

MERIDIAN
1990 • Edna ValleyChardonnay .......................$15

SIGNORELLO
1990 • Napa EstateSernillon................................$18

FERRARI-CARANO

SIGNORELLO
1990 • Napa EstateChardonnay.......- ...............$iS

1989 • Sonoma-Merlot .......$15
RENAISSANCE
1986 • North YubaCabemet Sauvignon ...........$15
CHATEAUSOUVERAIN
1990 • Sonoma-Barrel
Fermented-Chardonnay _.$10

CHESTNUf HILL
1989 • Napa-Merlot ............$10
CHAPPELLET
1989 • Napa-Chenin
Blanc .......................- ......$7.50
(or less)

Ten Dollar Trio
Remember the name Hahn
Estate. It's going to join a handful
of brand names in consistently
offering quality and value beyond
what you expect for the price you
pay. The total number of such
brands is few because one of the
prerequisites is that they be vineyard driven.
Many brands offer really good
value sometimes, but they are
dependent on the vagaries of the
bulk market, both for grapes and
wine. In a time of surplus, there are
plenty of bargains available. But
when the market tightens up, these
same brands either have to raise the
price or lower quality. Alas! It's
usually quality that suffers. That's
why owning vineyards, as Hahn
does, is so important Quality, supply and a stable, fair price is
assured in every kind of marlc.et.
The Hahn Estate takes its name
from owner Nicky Hahn, a former
banker and computer software
impresario who fell in love with
California wine before it was fashionable and invested in prime Monterey vineyard land when it was
still affordable (back in 1974). That
long time ownership means lower
overall grape costs, which Hahn
passes along in the form of really
reasonable prices.
"Hahn" is also German for
rooster and inspired the redcombed cock which adorns the
striking black and gold label by
award-winning designer Wesley
Poole. 6

Orimtal CJ(ou~
8038 Haven Ave.
fWlCho Cucamonga

(714) 944-5751
Sptdalisin1 in
Thai Cuisine
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Summary of Workers' Compensation Proposals
Issue

Insurance

Conference Report
(SB 1539, SB 1904, AB 69,
AB 2329, AB 819)

Repeals minimum rate effective
1-1-94.

Wilson Proposal

5126192

Repeals minimum rate.

Wilson Proposal
Leonard/
Horcher (AB 2968)
8129192

Council on CA
Competitiveness
(Ueberroth
Commissions)

Mainlains minimum rate.

Repeals minimum rate.

DECEMBER 1992

II

Summary of Workers' Compensation Proposals
Issue

Authorizes the establishment of
an assigned risk pool after
1-1-97.

\bcational
Rehabilitation
(VR)

Establishes the medical fee as

Requires changes exceeding the
fee schedule to be justified.

maximum rather than
presumptive fee subject to
exttaordinary ca<>es.

Institutes cost Contairunent
measures as in Medicare.

Places restrictioos on selfreferral with the following
exceptioos.
• No alternative
• Preauthorization

Prohibits self-referral to
facilities in which doctors have
an inlerest. subject to $5,(XX)
civil fine.

Authorizes self-insured
employers and W!C insurers to
use an HMO as a managed<are
organizal:ioo to provide W!C
medical benefits if the employer
provides health insurance,

Conference Report
(SB 1539, SB 1904, AB 69,
AB 2329, AB 819)

Wilson Proposal
5126/92

No excepl.ion for !XJblic safety.

Public safety officer would be
Public safety officer would be
exempl
exempl
Prohibits post-termination
claims or lawful personnel
actions such as terminations and
layoffs.

Prohibits post-termination
claims or lawful personnel
actions such as terminations and
layoffs.

Requires a study on the effect of
the repeal.

Medical
1'reab:J:Iett
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Requires injured wolt.ers
without previously designated
personal physicians to seek
treatment at state-sanctioned
managed-care providers.

Requires injured workers
without predesignated personal
physicians to seek treatment at
state-sanctioned managed-care
organizations.

VR plans capped with
exceptions for severe) y disabled
VR (40% permanent partial
disability).

E1im inates as a benefi L

Wilson Proposal
Leonard/
Horcher (AB 2968)
8129/92

E1im inates as a benefit

Council on CA
Competitiveness
(Ueberroth
Commissions)

Limits the scope, duration and
cost of existing rehab programs,
but no specific details offered.

Limits VR plans to:
1 plan per employer
18 months in duration
lnstate plans only unless agreed
to by the employer.
Benefits

Increases maximum temporary
disability benefit from $336 to
$448/week, effective 7-1-93.

Utilizes HMO & PPO in
conjunction with existing
employer realth care whenever
the employee does not have
predesignated physician.

Increase benefits for injured
wo!Xers (no explanation given).

Uses overall saving to increase
ternrx>rary benefi IS to:
$396- 1994
$436-1995
$476-1996
$516-1997
Increases maximum pennanent
partial disability of 25% or more
frool$148to$158effective 1-194.

Uses overall savings 10 increase
benefits.

Not addressed

Same as conference repon.

Re<pires prosecution of false
advertising.

Increases maximwn permanent
partial disability benefit from
$148to $17<¥week > 25%
disability; $140 to $162/week
for< 25% disability. Effective
1-1-94.

Wolt.ers may still use their own
predesignated Jitysician.

Adopts and expands Council on
CA Competitiveness proposal.

Fraud
Medical-Legal

limits employees and employers
each to only one evaluation
Wlless a referee finds good cause
otherwise.

Employers liable for only one
evaluation done by a physician
who has been mutually agreed
upon by the employer and the
injured wo!Xer.

\\bdqUce evrms must be
predonlinn cause of the injury.
Meml-maJial only.

FJimima amnalalive ttauma

Requires sudden and
Requires sudden and
exlraOidinary employmctt even exoaortlinary employment event
to be predominant cause of the
to be predominant cause of the
injury. Menial-menial ooly.

injury. Mental-mental, physical-

FJiminaaes cwnulalive trauma

menta1 am mezta~-Jitysical.
Eliminates cwnulalive trauma.

HEALTH

Establishes tighter staroards for
determination of impairment and
disability.

Requires new warning on ads
("informercials'') stating that
wolt.ers' comp fraud is a felony.

Reforms process for making
permanert disability
Medical evaluation fees limited
to no more than comparable fees
for nonindusttial medical
evaluations.

Limits evaluation and teSting
costs to $2500 each.

Ps)dUbic
Jr9wy (Sires)

One medicalftegal evaluation
perpany.

CARE

determinations:
• Treatment physician to
make initial evaluation.
• Establish and use pool of
impartial (Qualified Medical
Examiners to evaluate
contested cases.

Improves fraud reporting.

Improves fraud reporting.
Prohibits medicalftegal
evaluations for 60 days.

Urges State Bar and Supreme
Court to impose professional
stan:lards on lawyer advenising.
Encourages employers to be
proactive in fraud prevention
through wo!Xer education,
cooperation with prosecutioo,
and pressure on insurance
com~es.

$1.15billio!Vyear beginning 11-93 (author's estimate).

Savings to
Employers

Designed to save California
employers $2 billion (per
5{26/92 press release).

Requires stress-inducing event
to be sudden, extraordinary and
Wlexpected in the wodcpl.ace.

E1iminales cumulative trauma

•

.

$12 billion. (Elimination of
vocatiooal rehabilitation is the
only certain savings claimed by
the autror.)

Prepared by tltt Colifo171ia &NJJe Office ifR~arch 9117J(Y}.

HEALTH

CARE

Repon states that its proposed
reforms will result in
"significant" savings, and that
when the savings are verified
am documented, 50% of savings
sOOuld be allocated to benefit
increases for woric.ers.

•
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Executive Moves

L

ynda J. Snyder-national marketing
director for Work
Recovery Centers,
Inc. of Thcson, Arizona announces that
Kathleen
Stott

Hairston has joined L nda 1 s .,A.
their organization as Y
· n.f'K'r

Kincannon is chairman of the firm's
Banking
and
Fmance Department.
He specializes in
corporate regulatory
compliance issues
affecting members
of the financial ser- G x ·
.
.
ary IIICa/1/Wn
VICeS mdustry. He
also serves as special outside counsel
to many banlcs, savings and loan associations, thrift and loan associations,
mongage banking and credit corporations throughout the United States. A

D

ale E. Eazell, president and
chief executive officer of
Casa Colina Inc., Pomona, is
the 1992 recipient of the Gold Key
Award, presented by the American
Congress of Rehabilitation Medicine

board of directors. He is a Diplomate
in health care administration, a lifetime Fellow of the American Academy of Medical Administrators and a
Fellow of the American College of
Healthcare Executives. D.

(ACRM).

The Gold Key is one of the most
coveted honors in the field of medical
rehabilitation. It has been awarded by
the ACRM annually since 1931 to
recognize individuals who have provided extraordinary service to the
field.
Eazell is chairman of the Medical
Rehabilitation Education Foundation

B

yron Adams , assistant professor of Music at the University of California Riverside, had his work "Quatre illuminations" premiered by XTET at UCR.
It was also performed in the Monday
Evening Concerts at the Los Angeles
County Museum of An in April
1992. A

regional marketing manager for their
Rancho CUcamonga center.
Work Recovery Centers, Inc. uses
the ERGOS,. Work Simulator for
post-injury work capacity assessment
and pre-employment/post-offer for
physical capacity evaluation. r < - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ j L ______________!_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __
ERGOS, utilizes nonbiased DOT
and NIOSH standardized testing to
evaluate an individual's capacity and
potential to work productively and

successfully. 6
m S. Bellows, professor of
Entomology, and Timothy D.
Paine, assistant professor of
Enomology at the University of California Riverside, have received the
U.S. Department of Agriculture Distinguished Service team lx>nor award
for their leading role in managing the
ash whitefly in Southern California
The two scientists were recognized
for a two-year biological control program using a tiny, stingless wasp that
reduced ash whitefly pest population
densities up to lO,<XX> fold in Southem California A

11

D

ebbi Huffman Guthrie was

recognized as the "Outstanding Woman Business
Emerprise" by the Minority Business
Association during its 10th Annual
Minority Enlerprise Week.
Guthrie, president and owner of
the Roy 0 . Huffman Roof Company,
was booored for her OUlStanding service to community and business
organizations. Guthrie has been
presidelll of the Roofing Cormctor's
Association of San Bernardino and
Riverside, vice chairman and board
member of the Greater Riverside
a.nben of Commerce. and is listed as a Wbo 's Wbo of American
Women A
Kincannon has been

managing shardloldthe law fum of Saxon,
Dean, Maul. B~ & Kincannon,

a professional oorporation.
IGncamon will ovence the finn's

SBA LOANS
High Rent? • No 'Working Capital?
Excessive Monthly Payments?

A Long Terl'n SBA Loan Can Help You:
• Buy Your 0W"n Building-With 10% DoW"n
• Replace Your Mini-Perm With a Long Term Loan
• Obtain Capital to GroW"!
• Consolidate Debt and REDUCE Payments

Loans from 7-25 years
$75,000 to $1,500,000
Fast Response

Orangei\Jationall3anl<
Member FDIC

...

~
lAadar

three offices located in Orange

County, San Diego and the Inland

Empire.
A

foundin8 principal of the fum,

Call Joan Earhart at 714/771-5133 Ext. 337

posal does not get out, a trusted
lower level informant reveals a problem, or a key job is not shipped. It
looks like a rail yard and it has got
chimneys : it must be the target!
"Bombs away!" cries management
as it drops its load of solutions all
over the general area of the briefly
glimpsed micro-process.
How many incinerators get
bombed instead of the real target?
How many times are worse problems created downstream by fixing
the wrong problem or wasting
resources while the real problem
grows under the clouds?
Consider what happens when
the quick-trigger bombardiers end
up as the corporate managers who
fly so far up they cannot even see
the tops of the macro-processes.
They look down at the tops of
mega-processes such as engineering, manufacturing and materials,
each containing thousands of
macro and micro-processes. The
breaks they see in the cloud cover
are only big enough to reveal a
brick or two in a macro-process:
we have no way to tell what they
will hit o r how far off target they
will be, or what damage their solutions will wreak as they fall
throu gh the macro-processes on
the way to gemba (where the work
really gets done; "gem" means real
and " ba" means place).
The essence of a world-class
process orientation drives decision
making about micro-processes
down to the level of the employees
who do them. Traditional dinosaur
managers argue: "How can they
know what is imponant when they
do not understand the business."
That may be true enough in a traditional business, but therein lies the
problem.
Nobody knows the micro-processes like the hands-on employees
do, so it becomes absolutely necessary to completely involve them in
identifying and solving problems.
That is the essence of empowerment. Empowerment means that
employees at each level fully
understand the cost, quality, schedule, profit, and customer satisfaction impacts of everything they do.
Thus informed, through considerable training and continual feedback about results, they make the
right decisions about their own
micro-processes without management's day-to-day direction.
In essence, management does
not have to waste time flying

ConJirwed From Pagt 8
around looking for breaks in the
Japanese word Kaizen means
cloud cover so they can deliver their
improvement, used by Masaalci !mal
load of solutions. Instead, sman
to connote continuous improvement
bombs (the employees) seek out and
by everyone in the work place. The
destroy problems before managephilosophy of management can be
ment even hears about most of them .
used as a blueprint for organizational
Read William Sherkenbach 's, Ihl;
design.
Deming Route to Quality and ProPoka-yoke, systematized by the
~ for a good introduction to
late Shigeo, means "mistake proofprocesses and how to work on them.
ing" (a "poka" is an inadvertent misA fanatical devotion to fixing
take, "yokeru" means to avoid).
things at the micro-process level
Poka-yoke is an approach that
rests at the heart of two related,
enables true zero defects by focusing
intertwined approaches called
on eliminating sources of micro-proKaizen and poka-yoke.
The
cess errors. We will ta1lc about these

concepts and how they work in the
next two articles. Meanwhile, keep
your twitchy management fingers off
of those bomb sights-you never
know what is really down there
beneath the clouds. D.
Dr. Lareau is r~ direcror of World-wide
Toral Qualiry Managemenr lmplemenrarionfor r~ TIT Defense and Elecrronics
and is also on rhe faculry of r~ Execurive Managemenr Program ar r~ Uni·
versiry of California Rivusiik. His
mosr recenr book ikaling wirh worldclass business pracrices is~
Samurai' A Warrior For r~ Coming
Dark Ages of American Business

When Getting From A To B Isn't Enough!
Avant Garde is a Full Service Transportation Company. We
can satisfy all of your corporate and personal needs and
make them memorable. We take pride in servicing our
cl ients on a regular basis and catering to every detail. Call
us and find outwhatwecan do for you.

•Corporate Accounts
•Airport Transportation
•Concert Specials
•Tickets
•Group Rates
10 FWY

Holt

ONTARIO
_M_
,s_si_on_+-....,---- AIRPORT
Q)

~!~

2

rA_-+-·- t:J - -

Avant Garde is conveniently
located near the Ontario Airport

80 FWY

1332- B South Grove
Ontario, CA 91761

(800) 924-4914 • (714) 923-4411
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Imperial Hotels Reorganize
in Competitive Hotel Market
ampered by the financial
Imperial Hotels reorganization promalaise of the nation as a
vides for full payment of all claims,
and the new company will exit Chapwhole, the hotel industry's
performance reflects the nation's
ter II a highly competitive hospitalieconomy. Despite modest improvety concern." added Godshall.
ments in occupancies and room rates
Accordi ng to the plan, claims
for the lodging industry, as many as
against Imperial Hotels will be divid40 percent of the nation's hoteliers
ed into separate classes of claims and
will exert great effort next year just
interests in Imperial Hotels. Godshall
to meet their debt service.
said the confirmation of the plan will
Although the industry's over-supcall for distribution of payments on
ply of rooms will be tempered by a
all claims, in full and in pan, of the
virtual halt in new construction,
effective date, and in installments
demand growth is inhibited by the
from cash flow generated by lmperislow pace of the -<=========>- al Hotels' assets and
nation ' s economic
Despite modest
the sale of one hotel
recovery.
concern.
With the flattening
Improvements In
1be most significant
of room rates and the
occupancies and
claim against Imperial

H
How to Get Things Done in Organizations
By
Ray Maghroori, Ph.D., Associate Dean
Graduale School of Management
University c(California. Riverside
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he study of power has usually
been associated with the study
of governments and politics.
Traditionally, it has been political
scientists who have written on power.
Yet, power is as crucial to the operation of business firms as it is to the
ojjeration of government Thus, it is
delightful to read Mana&in& wjth
Power: Politics and Influence jn
Owanizations. written by Dr. Jeffrey
Pfeffer who is professor of Organizationa! Behavior in the Graduate
school of Business at Stanford University.
Pfeffer's thesis is simple: vision is
important, but it is the ability to
implement vision into action that
accounts for organizational success.
But what accounts for the ability to
implement decisions and making
visions into reality? The answer
according to Pfeffer is power: the
effective use and management of
power accounts for the rise and fall
of leaders; it accounts for the success
and failure of business plans.
According to the author, it is the
effective use of power that helps
leaders, both in public and private
agencies, to go beyond the act of
making decisions since making decisions is not the er.d in itself, but
rather a means of achieving goals
and getting things done.
Thus, successful organizations
need both the decision sciences and
the behavioral sciences. 'The former
will help them with complex organizational plans; the latter will help
them with getting things done. That
is why it is important to teach managers about the use and management
of power, because it deals with the
implementation stage of decisions.
It is Pfeffer's thesis that "the prot>lems of implementation are, in many
instances, problems in developing
political will and expertise-the
desire to accomplish something, even
against opposition, and the know!edge and skills that make it possible
to do so." p. 7-8
He defines power as the "potential
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ability to influence behavior, to
change the course of events, to overcome resistance, and to get people to
do things that they would not otherwise do." p. 30
Pfeffer notes that many people
relate to power in its most elementary form: authority, power associated with hierarchy. "Hierarchical
direction is usually seen as legitimate, because the variation in formal
authority comes to be taken for
granted as part of organizational
life." p. 23.
However, there are problems with
sole reliance on hierarchical authority to get things done in organizations
because more often than rot, we need
to wort with people who don' t fall
within our direct chain of command.
Further, our recent cultural tendencies do not support the hierarchical
use of power (for example, the recent
emphasis on participative management). Hence, the implementation
process of decisions has become a lot
more difficult and demanding.
Unfortunately, we don't train our
managers in the use of power, since
power has a negative connotation in
our culture. Further our education
system is based on individualism and
personal accomplishments; we scidom encourage team wort among
our students. The result is that universities send to business organizations each year people who are well
educated in the science of decision
but poorly trained in the science of
implementation, individuals who
have very little knowledge about the
use and management of power.
As Pfeffer points out: "'The private
knowledge and private skills that are
so useful in classrooms are insufficient in organizations. Individual
success in organizations is quite fre-.
quently a matter of working with and
through other people, and organizationa! success is often a function of
how successfully individuals can
coordinate their activities. Most situations in organizations resemble foot67
Plttasc See PotC
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softening of occupancy, giants in the hotel
industry, such as Marriott Corporation, are
brainstorming longterm basic solutions
to debt problems by
restructuring.
In such a stalled
economy, Imperial

room rates for the
lodging Industry,
as many as 40 percent of the nation's
hoteliers will exert
great effort next
year just to meet
their debt service.

Hotels was filed by
Signet Bank with
regard to restructuring
about $15.4 million of
secured debt and $2.4
million unsecured deficiency claim. Under
the senlement, lmperia! Hotels will transfer
title to the troubled

Hotels Corp. plans to .....c====::;::::====>- Signet properties to an
reorganize in order to
affiliate of the lender.
pay, in full, lenders and creditors.
Signet will waive the $2.4 million
The plan should receive approval at a
deficiency claim in return for a
November hearing and confirmed in
$600,000 second trust deed on a Las
the United States Bankruptcy Court
Vegas hotel property. The lender will
in Los Angeles in January 1993.
receive about $3.5 million in debt
Imperial Hotels Corp., which
and interest payments.
owns 30 Econo Lodges and similar
In the current economic climate,
discount hotels throughout the Unitexamples of companies restructuring
ed States- filed its voluntary Chapoccurs throughout the hotel industry.
ter 11 petition in Aprill991. The filMarriott Corp.'s planned split into
ing coincided with the resignation of
separate companies has been met
Giancarlo Parretti, a former director
with cautious optimism on Wall
of the company, amid charges of
Street, the community that the
mismanagement and other questionrestructuring intended to entice.
able business dealings.
On the one hand, analysts say the
Attorneys wort with management
move would gain the desired isolato create and structure the plan of
tion of profitable business holdings,
reorganization for the insolvent comin Manion's case, its hotel and food
pany with a commitment to repay in
service management business, from
full and with interest the secured and
the unprofitable real estate holdings.
An upturn in the economy will
unsecured creditors.
really provide increased means for
"The reorganization of Imperial
hoteliers such as Marriott and ImpeHotels has been an extraordinary
rial. Only that will allow them to get
success for the many parties
their
occupancy and room rates
involved," said Brad R. Godshall of
beefed up again.
Pachulski, Stang, Ziehl & Young
Some signs show hope for the
attorneys for the debtor. 'This is a
hotel industry in 1993. 'The weakcase that showcases the benefits of
ness of the dollar on the currency
the bankruptcy process. Without
exchange market could attract more
Chapter 11, we wouldn't have had
overseas travelers to American
the opportunity or the time to resolve
shores. It also tends to keep U.S.
disputes and improve operations of
travelers home because of the prothe company."
hibitive costs to travel overseas. f.
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Top Travel Agencies Serving The Inland Empire
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good reason."

"For years, hospitality-industry
sales team members spent thousands

of dollars and hours of their time
attending national conventions in
hopes of lwinB 1a1Je runbers of aJSIDIDC:rS," she said. "By <XliUUJMing
those eneqies and dollars in the ammunity, you can predict a solid return
011 inveslmed."
Return on iJMstme.ol is imponant
but not • importam • the good ammunity relations earned from the
eft'on.. ''first. the title of a 'good corporate citizen' can be earned and that's
important in the place you do business." said Latin.
'"The local politicians and business
JeaderJ can actually ace lhe lDOUill of

interest and good-will you are generating and that yields long-term dividends."

Latin arx1 her staff have made several ~endations to increase the
"corporate citizen" image.
1. Invest in local groups by organizing specials. "We CIJI1'tmly offer the
Civic Ugn Opera a three-ticket special," commented the director. "One
opticn includes play tickets so we're
helping them sell space; another
oplion c:oosists of tickets and dinner
and a third ~on is tickets dimer and
a nigm in the hoed. By working with
our organizations, we've created a
win-win situation...
2. Network with all city-based
organizations. "We're very active in
various non-profit groups in our city,"
informed Latin. "We're always glad to
offer suggestions to these groups on
fund-raisers, or offer rooms in an
effort to promote them."
3. Become or remain active in the
chamber of commerce. 'This is net-
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working at the best level," explained
Latin. "A chamber consists of all the

organizalions and business leaders in a
community. We attend all functions
like the Koffee Klatch's, Mixers and
special events. We want to be lmown
and seen. We're always pleased to
offer solutions to short-term situations.
For example, we bad five days to
arrange a press conference for Governor Pm Wilson arx1 we wolked handin-band with the chamber arx1 various
government agencies to set up the
meeting."

4. Get to lmow the community arx1
its needs. "I can now tell you how
diverse a city is," said Latin "If we
speru all of our time al national shows,
I probably couldn't get to lmow the
community. I believe everyone now
knows me and the staff, and that's
important. Community people lmow
they can call us for help in arranging
events, even if the event isn't at this
hoteL We're here to help."
S. Make suggestions for activities.

"Once you're lmown in the corrununity, you can offer suggestions for
events based on the lmowledge you've
gained from working with other organizations," suggested Latin. "You
lmow if this head table approadl will
wolk because you've tried it before on
another group. Or you can offer
insight picked up from a meeting
you've had in another aspect of the
hospitality industry. This cross-communication is important and helps
establish you as a good source of
information...
While many aspects of the hospitality industry have changed, marketing
within the community and setting a
standard for community leaders to see
arx1 respect is critical.
"It really isn't business as usual,"
offered Latin. "We're in the business
of building partnerships with our community members. Once those partnerships are built, we recognize that
we've become a much stronger organization because of it" t:..
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Weekend Time Out

t's a city of gard~~ by the s_ea,
ancient angled bmldmgs. bustling
wharves and markets, squares and
alleys and old-fashioned neighborhoods--a place where gentility and
tradi lion still hold sway. In its rich
architectural heritage, effervescent
history. and belief that civility can be
part of a modem city, Victoria is rare.
Clean, green and gracious, and
built on a humbler scale the way cities
used to be, Victoria invites a stroll.
Views here are unobstructed so wherever you wallc, you can see the active
harbor, quiet neighborhoods with
well-tended gardens, flamboyant Victorian structures buttressed against

I

Great Gifts
British Columbia's unique cultural
and ethnic history is reflected in its
crafts. The following make excellent
gifts for YIPs:
•West Coast Indian arts and crafts,
including carved jade sculptures and
jewelry, whaleOOne scrimshaw carvings,
and Cowichan Indian sweatr:rs.
.Chinese crafts from Chinatown.
•Artisans • wares at Granville Island
Market and Westminster Quay. 1!.

Georgian revivals and, along the
oceanfront, houses that recall Hollywood in the '30s. On a clear day, you
can see all the way across the Strait of
Juan de Fuca to Washington 's
Olympic Mountains.
Located at the tip of Vancouver
Island, Victoria is where the Hudson
Bay Fur Trading Company established a fort in 1843, where coal
barons built their mansions, and
where miners heading for the
Klondike rested between attempts to
go for the gold. Today it is headquarters of the provincial government.
Conde Nast Traveler readers have
rated it one of the world's top-10 travel destinations.
Getting to Victoria from Vancouver
is half the fun, and transportation
options take full advantage of the
scenery. By ferry, it's one hour and 35
minutes; by catamaran, two hours and
35. Or, for a view that captures history
and progress in one breathtaking
blink, there are Helijet and float plane
services.
Inside the Inner Harbor, a lively
waterfront of worlc.ing boats and pleasure craft, there's plenty to see and do.
Landmarks include Fisherman's
Wharf, the Royal British Columbia
Museum, parliament buildings, and

=

Not Just Business as Usual

' ,; T:'s not 'just business as
usual' in the hospitality
.
," said Angela Larin,
direaor of sales at the Radisson Holel
San Bernardino Convention Center.
"Today, all of us are much more
focused in our communities, and for
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eginning with a $10,000 investment, Alton L. "Sandy" Sanford
bought a small candied fruit business known as Griswold's in 1950 and
built it into one of the Inland Empire's
biggest companies that included hotels,
JCSiaW'ants, sho~ and theaters.
This small roadside stand
along the old Route 66 (Rx>thill
Blvd.) in Claremont soon
became a frequent stop for tour
buses, and in 1961, Sanford
opened Griswold's Smorgasbord to satisfy the demand that
was created Soon after, a second smorgasbord was opened
in Redlarlm.
The Sanford's Smorgasbord became so
popular througoout Southern California.
that he opened Griswold's 1m and expanded it t1n:e times. In all, OOing the last 43
years, Sanford owned two hotels, three
candy ~ eight res1aUJaltS and the old
Claremort High School. which he turned
irm a shopping center on the Griswold's

B

popeny.
Always the C'llll'ep'CIICU. Sanfool was
forted to fmd his own financing for the

building and expansion of the Griswold
enterprises. Bank financing came later
after the property was already developed
and successful
In 1985, Sanford turned the high school
gymnasium irm the Candlelight Pavilion
dinner theater, now regarded as
AmeiU's pemier dinner thealer.
Finally, this year, Sanford
renamed his Claremont p-openy
"Griswold's Fntertainment Center" to reflect the company's
emphasis on live entertainment
By poviding the resources netded, Sanford made it possible for
his son Robert to create Hotel
SystemS International, a leader in hospitality management and quality control-systems for use in res1aurants and hoceh.
A graduate of the University of Maryland, Sanford serves on the Board of
Direct.on of Foothill Independent Bank.
was past president of the Claremont
Chamber of Commen:e and the Califoorla
Reslaurant Associalion and a fonner dircc·
n of the California Hotel & MOld ANI.>ciation. 6.

EXECUTIVE

the recently restored CP Empress
Hotel, where afternoon tea takes on
ritual proportions.
Wharf Street leads to Fan Tan
Alley and Canada's oldest Olinatown;
Bastion Square, where the Hudson
Bay Company's fort once stood, and
Market Square, alive with shoppers,
browsers and diners.
Two other shopping streets, Government and Fon. draw crowds in search
of something decidedly British or
authentically old. Fon Street is Victoria's undisputed Antique Row.

For garden lovers, the big event is
the world-renowned Butchart Gardens, a sunken English garden of
spectacular proportions. Flowers also
spill from planters. hanging baskets
and window boxes, and border wallcways throughout the city.
Other highlights include Craigdarroch Castle, a gothic fantasy built by
coal baron Roben Dunsmuir in 1887;
the Maritime Museum; the Art
Gallery of Greater Victoria, and
Marine Drive, lined with opulent
homes and gardens. 1!.

For More Information

• Greater Vancouver Convention & VIS:itoo Bureau. Ste. 210,200 Burrard Street
Vancouver, BCV6C3L6 (604) 682-2222; Fax: (604) 682-1717
• Tourism British Columbia Conventioos & Incentive navel Department, 865
Hornby Street, Suite 802, Vancouver, BC V6Z 2G3, (604) 660-2861; Fax: (604)
660-3383
•Thurism VIC!Cria, 1175 Douglas Street. Suite 710, Victoria, BC V8W 2E I (604)
382-2100; Fax: (604) 361-9733
• Thurism Associatioo of Vancouver Island 45 Bastioo Square, Suite 302, Victoria, BC VSW JJI, (604) 382-3551; Fax: (604) 382-3<i23. 6.
Special Activities

Some of the most characteristic activities in Vancouver and Victoria focus on
wood lore, wildlife and native ttaditioos. Consider the following:
• An authentic Indian Potlalch Dinner Show, complete with son~. dances, and
traditiooal Indian foods.
• Harbor cruise
• River rafting for 200 or less.
• Dine-around and Chinese banquet with oriental entenairunent and a magic
show.
• British Columbia-style logging show with pole climbing, country and western
daocing and salmon barbecue dinrer.
• Pub tour in VICtoria on a private double-deckf'l bus accanpanied by a costumed
English guard-includes pub dinner, a go-round of four pubs and a round of darts.
• Butchart Gardl'ns twilight tour, followed by dinrer in a Thdor marxx bouse, a
cruise up the Saanich Inlet with special firewats, and a nightcap at an Englisb pub.
6

MID-WEEI(
BREATHING SPACE ...

$39 per night,

Monday- Thursday. includes:
"body & soul" restoration, all-mineral pools.
aerobic workouts, spa fitness and Continental breakfast.

MURRIETA HOT SPRINGS RESORT & Spa
1-800·238-6357 e MURRIETA. CA e (714) 677-7451

GETAWAYS
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ByJamesW.

CasparieMQIIQgillg

Dirutor,
Cas~

Re:sources

Benchmarking: Do you really know how
you measure up?
~is a marteMg ll!duriqwe o{tot
used 10 see /tow a company ampores 10 tile

competitio11 ill OM or~ fwtdmtmtoJ ways.
111 ils cla.uical cwlicotioll, r11e artaS ~
mt!tl.SIII'eli rr1ll8t frmt product aNi custcmer
perr:qltioM 10 tile 1IW1Ibo q soles rtp«SV~kl
tives COI!eri/lg a give/! art:Q. Today' s working
c1a.u compo1lies Kilt a Wiriety q lltW teduwJID.
gi.ts 10 opand rile bctefil aNI defotilio/1 q
beltdrrrtattUtg 10 -aNI adMg levels.

If yoo think benclu:nning
sonedling ooly "the big boys"
alfad 10 do, real (II. If yoo
dlint you already know everything there
is 10 know alxn the subject. Ibm I challenge you 10 read Ibis article lDI see if yoo
- lrUiy up to dale. If you do ... know
wba bc:rx:lmating is (and yow busiral
is doin& fine wiJOOg it), Ibm IUm :he page
on the res~ of us 1£ going 10 ~ran how
10 lap . , yow most wdl-kqJt !CCI'dS! ! )
Berdanarking is a subsc:t d the ~
tet Sc:Dsing Systems section of World
<lass Maltding. In its sBnplest fonn, it
involves comparing how your company
loc*.s relalive 10 me or more ~ of
your competition. Thus, if you were to
bcndunad how your poduct compares to
me of your competitors, the following
proc:cdwe migbl be applic:d.
First, you would either hire a market
research finn, call yOU" market research
departmeDt bead or, use the no budget
app-oach and "hit the streets." In any
case. the objcaiYe wwld be 10 galbcr cuslma fecdbld 00 wba dclermmes their
JUCha.te dccisiom,mcding da ~
lioos,lDI wwld they lxly the SEe JX'Oductapin.
M you ga1bcr dala. you begm 10 Iran
... ooty who buys fmn yow oompclita
. . wily, but als> what the ideal poduct
kds lite. Procb:t maps dten reveal a
. . . d ideal ptXb:IS. . . the cblllcnge
10 find lbo8e - - where the IIIOil buyers
aJIIIIq&
"Ytu" pocD:t seems 10 do wdi in the
low price, minimum feature calegory.
Ycu 0104dikll' dlqes Dllft and gives
more, but it is apptmllly not mough to
gam a following. Howew:r, in Ibis exanplc. if you wm: 10 c::mlJ*e )"'ODdf ooty
10 your ccmpcliaor. you would miss the
fact lballll ewa bigler DIIB4 ~
ry awaits wilb a higher priced. full..fea-

llftld pocb:t.

nu.

yoo (31 lee where bc::ndnaltiDg can be an excellent tool, but only
when il is used poptrly. If neitbtr poduct meeas lhe mainstream of their cusaomer's demands, then the martel is
underserved and there exists a good

a

ByBillRWI
nts who visit the Cenaremark
ilding in Onlario and climb up to
third flo<r, would fird whal kxlks
like any other incomplete Inland Empire
office suite. Uncarpeted concrete floors
cover the sptce along with open dueling,
open ceilings. walls without benefit of dry
walling c:r pla<ia:r, aJ¥1 the~ of rudi-

isys signed a five-yell' lease agree:rnett with
an option to renew with Ofle-)'l:llf free rent
Suddenly, what staned out as a dream,
eMed with a nightmare. When Offisys amn.
OOned the Cenlremait: building at l...akeslxre,
lalaniS, such as nT Small B~iness Fmance
CorpJra1X>n. found themselves scunying to
re~ in othcr buiklings. For Offisys • ten~ this meant the down-time and expense
of moving. jXinting new Slalionery and busi-

NEED ADDITIONAL BUSINESS
PURCHASE GOODS AND SERVICES
WITHOUT CASH-BARTER

parit Re:sowces, II t:IOIUllltiltf fimc Jp«idiziltf U..llltd a1leTiltf 10, dtt lllliqw ,_;/$ tfdtt
CEO. FMfwtJteT ~pletuectJllltim
tii(714)921-JU8.
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IOffisys Abandons CentremarkJJ

opportunity foc a shrewd competitor to
cane in and capture a significant share of
menlary e.lec1rical wor1c.
ness cards, Jllying for new plx>ne lines, notiThis visitor would be hard pressed to
the marlcet.
fying cl.imts of their new <O:Iress, acq..aintenvision that only a few months ago, this
So far, we have covered ooly the basic
ing tiU cu.storner 00se with their new locashell of an office that bu2zed with activity
appl.icatims of be11Chmarldng. What are
tion. and the headacres and problems that
from clients and tenants. The occupants
the world class companies doing to carry
any business experiences when they find
west about their daily routine in the richly
benchmarking to its next logical level?
their operations alxujXIy inlenul'*!d~ lushly carp:ted aM well aw>inled
Wcll, did you see the promotims recently
Centrernark's Dennis S. Cruzen said that
Inland
Fmpire
locaOOn
of
Olmys.
for a news program that was repc:rting oo
''the SJllre is being JICJllltd fc:r OCCUJlllion
Offisys.
founded
in
1979,
operated
two
how much dala is now available on yoo to
by Fireman's Fwxi"
Onlario sires. They fooro a ni:he market in
anyone with a modem and a computer?
In San Diego, (once Offisys strongest
the locrative Southern California executive
We are all JYObab!y just a little bit frightarea), the ~ has fooro itseJf i1 finaJr
suiJe game by leasing entire fkxn of pestiened by what Big Brother knows (or can
cial jeoplrdy with at least two arnpmies. La
gious buildings, dividing the space into
find out) about us.
Jolla Village Professional G:nter ~
smaller units Clld then leasing that SiBCe to
Yet. did yoo ever stop aid think about
has sued Offisys fc:r Sll7,<XX> fer JliSl due
other ~ or rrofessionals. Offisys
whal yoo coold learn about your competirert on two suites in that center. The Hamd
anract.ed businesses to their office suites by
tion if you really put your mind to it?
Building in Mission Valley has cnleled an
offering state-of-the-art electronics, voice
Thanks to the mncie of modem technolounlawful delainet suit alleging that Offisys
mail, scmcrial sm'i:es, Desblp PulnWng
gy (and some ingenious companies that
owes SI4ii.<XX> for an 18-month period in
and any accoulremellts that a rising execuspecialize in geaing hard to find dala), it is
which the amputy Jllid no reJt.
tive, or suca:ss-<riel*d busiR:ss woukl w.w
now possible to learn almost anything
Offisys Corporate Headquartezs in San
at a !Rfllier lllkftss.
about your market and your competitors.
Diego greeted my calls with an electronic
This cost-effiCient aprroach to office
Suppose. for example. yoo wanted to
answering machine, which urged callen to
SiBCe setrned ll be the ped'ca JJU:b.up foc
know how lllllly markding and sales pe&
leave a message. The messages I left foc Offbusinesses waOOrlg an ideal adR.ss- Busipie your competition employed; how
nesses locating in the Offisys complex felt isys Chainnan David Bourne went unanswered t.
much they spend to promote their prodcmfidert about their slay. In mid 1991, Offucts; and what, if lllything, they are work- 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - L - - - - - - - - - - ing on as a new product introductim. Just
to be complete. yoo would like to know
??
how much they are spending on research
and developnent. Such informati<:n could
reveal substantial differences in market
aggressiveness lllCI could. if not llllicipaled. C3ICh yoo signifialldy off guard.
What if yoo found Oil that me competin ~ spending twice what yoo were
on advenising? Would you catch on
immedialely or only aftrr you found oot
how much market share you lost? What if
they have three times the number of marketing managers? Does this mean they
• just mere inefficicm or will thal Slalistic ~ affect yow busilx:ss? Fmal• Buy At Your Wholesale Cost
ly, applying the prirx:iple Icamcd above,
what wwld be the idtal example for these
• Save Your Cash - Use BXI
meauements in yow market? Can yoo
use a truly world class company os a
model d bodl efficimcy mel aggressive• Network With World's Oldest and
ness?
Largest Trade Association
The level to which your company
applies the principles of benchmarking
will depend-lite most things--upon
• 1000's of Other Southern
your visim for ils pocential benefit in your
California Businesses
situation. Just be sure that. while you
decide if it is wmh the ilvesllncd. someme~ is not bcndl1lading you. ll

.r, C41pt1rie is rile IJIIIIIIIIiltg dUr:t:tix q Cos-
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Call Now For
More Information
(Business Owners Only)

(714) 592-7727
(800) 649-1229

It~

about time.

How a small watch company improved its
business by worrying less about its computers.
Sterling Woody knows how he feels about
computers: "If I wanted to be a computer
!:'xpert, ICI be one. But I don't. We're a watch
distributor. Thats complicated enough.''
So Mr. Woody, who runs Th!:' King Co. in
Austin, Texas, called OCS Software &
Consulting, an IBM Business Partner.
" DCS, backed by IBI\1. is my computer
department," he says. "They run the whole
thing. There'S literally nobody here who gets
paid to think about computers. What we t.IUnk
about is our customers."
'Ibgether, DCS and IBM plan ned a system
to fit Kings needs-for now, and years &om
now-with a network that links sales, inventory
and finance to a customer database for faster,
more accurate order fulfillment and billing.
It features a low-cost IBM AS/400®
computer serving a network of multivendor
terminals, including high-performance IBM
PS/2®computers.

''They were open to whatever worked best
for us. Now OCS runs our networ~ gives us
advice and tailors our software. IB~1 maintains
the system, and they financed it, too. Since it
went in, we've cut costs and doubled our
revenue. And we've only had to hire two
people.''
Mr. "body says the syst!:'m s had a direct
effect on new business.
just signed a
contract with one of Americas biggest retailers.
They wanted a supplier with an ordering system
that could talk to theirs. Ours does, so we won.''
However, don't a k him how it works. Res
too busy with hi real business, the watch
business.
But you can ask us. Just give us a call at
1800 635-8878.

""e

IBM Customer Center
3403 Tenth Street

Rhu-side
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REAL ESTATE

Focus
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a venda" f<Y the sile, with final selection 10
be announced by the end of the year,
acccxding to Nehm
''With the new facility at Agua Mansa
Industrial Cenle:r, Riverside County will
be leading the way in recycling," Nelson
said. "The county's jX'OillOiioo of a recy·
cling martel deveklpnent zone signals an
inlellt to suppat reuse of rccyclables as
one aspect of industrial growth in our

Realty World-Preferred
Properties Wins Award

esaablisbment of a recycling cen1er in Agua
Mansa Industrial Center helps defme the
direction of future development by povid-

eahy 'M>rtd-Prdem:d Prope.rties of
Ontario recertly received an award
the top production real estate
office in the area for the Realty Wor1d Sys-

ing a ready feedstock f<Y recycling related

The Agua Man sa Enterprise Zone

industries," Kanselbaurn SlaiCd.
Bob Nel<ion, d.irecta of the Dcpcrtment
of Waste Management f<Y Riverside Coonty, repMS that the site is 10 be used f<Y both
recycling and as a transfer point f<Y residual
waste destined f<Y the landfill. The county
currently deals with the selection process f<Y

became ooe of the first 12 recycling nwket development zooes in the state. The
recycling martel developmelllal zone JXOgran is the first of its 1dnd in the nation,
and povides tax a-edits and assistance to
business while potentially creating thousands of jobs over a projected five-year

Iml.

Realty Worid-Prderrcd competed wilh
ocher Realty Wor1d ofiX:es klcated houghout Riverside, San Bernardino Coomes as

lr'Ca."

Benson & Howard
Purchases 38,857-SquareFoot Industrial Building in
Rancho Cucamonga For
S1.2 Million-Less Than S31
Per Square Foot

B

ensoo and Howard, an iml'OOtt

and exporter of clothing, has
purchased a 38,857-squan>foot
industrial building in a transactioo valued at $12 million, according to Grubb
& Ellis Commercial Real Estate Services.
Benson and Howard has already
occupied the building, which is located
at 9047 Bridgeport Place. The firm reJo..
cated from a smaller building in Raocho
Cucamooga. ll

well as the San Galxiel ~· The real r:::======= - - - - - - - - . J . . . . ;pen!:.=.·oo.=...:ll=---------_J_-:.:
---------

eslate office also earned honors as the 10p

dol.lar volume offiCe per agent and the
lOp sales office per age~t.

ll

Glen Helen Amphitheater
to Open Next Summer
troction of the Glen Helen
kbuster Amphitheater will
in early November at San
Bernardino County's Glen Helen
Regiooal Part. 'Illrget opening date for
the pelforming arts CCiliCr is July 2, 1993.
The San Bemardiro Courty Board of
Supervisors rccently awarded a $5.9 miiWn constructioo contract kl Berry Constroction Company of Upland. The
architectural fll1ll of Wolff, Lang and
Christopher of Rancho Cucamonga
designed the facility.
The amphitheater will lritg pmtier
concert performers and stage shows to
San Benwdino County, similar to the
enlertainers who currently perfonn at
Irvine Meadows and die Greet Theater.
ment and cultural resource for our
region," said Second Disbi:t Supervisor
Jon Mikels, who represents the Glen
Helen area. "Not only will local people
be able kl see big-name pcrfarnm without bavilg to drive kl l.ns Angeles and
Orange Counties, but Glen Helen will
also be die COWJty 's biggest mgle auractt of visiJors to our area." ll

Frrst land Parcel Sold at
Agua Mansa Industrial
· MadWn Ltd., developers of
Mansa Industrial Center
die S5 million sale of
26 acres of land within the park to
Riverside Coooty f<Y a swe-cl-the-art
recycling center. This marts the fust
Slle d..., within die 300-aae industrial subdivmoo, 1oatec1 a1 the center of
the Agua Mama Cmm in 111incaporatcd teniiOries of Riverside and San
Bernal dB> COII1Iies.
Martin J<anselwllll, pna in Erin
MadiDI Ud., llftSICd the inpMance o(
the projeciiO the area's 111ticipated
beavy indusuia.l development "The
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!Energy Efficiency: A Good Business Decision!
"As.t the Califo rnia Venture Forum·
addr~ses qutStWIIS o{ iJuer~t U1 business
OW/IUS IJIId eiiiTeprenews IJIId i.s a project

cf facu/Jy from CalifonU4 State Polytechnic

Univusity, locaJ busille.ss leaders. IJIId the
Jnlalld Empire Business Journal. R~poiiS~
ore prepared l1y Forum lf'ltn1ben. The Cab·
fornia Venture Forum showcases
e111repre~~ews IJIId busi~~esses every other
month in an effort to help them obtain
jiNJitdng . If you ore illlere.rted 111 beconung
a pr~tlllU or would li.te more v(ormtJliora
about the California VeiiiiUe Forum, con·
tact Professor Deborah Brazeal at (714)
869-2368.

Ask The California
! : Venture Forum
(PART Ill) By Dina L.anL
e hear that California is the
tamisred state and that Californians are an endangered
species. Every day we read about the
inlustrial exodus and wonder how can

W

businesses remain competitive in this
economically chaJlenging time. In
many cases, becoming more competitive means cutting expenses and consolidatioo. resulting in relocatioos and
significant staff reduction;.
Qurently we are losing manufactur~ jobs at a rate of about 2 percent per
year. Unemployment jumps to an aJ1
time high. When people are out of
wort. they do not have the resources to
buy the goods and services produced.
When sales drop, business is faced
with reality-become more competitive, find a new nwtet ~ or close
down So, the vicious cycle goes.
How can we at Southern California
Edison help change this cycle? One
solution is through energy efficiency.
Energy efficiency significantly
redoo:s operational costS, and in many
cases inc~ productivity. Another
positive clemett improves energy efficiency in that it reduces air pollution
ani improves the envirmment.. Also as
energy efficiency, as an industry grows,
so do new job opportunities.
A few examples show how energy
efficiency reduces costs and improves
the environment. A heal pump water
heater uses heat from the surrounding
air to heat water. Commercial units
typically raise the waler tempenmre to
140" F. The heal pumps waaer reater
typicaJly produces four to six times
more efficieltly than convcnlional gti
water tam do ani about three times
more efficiently than conventional
dcaric water healers procb:e.
Variable Air \tiume (VAV) ~
allow individual temperature control
within each room of an office in an
eDeiiY dfident llllmU. Through the
uae of lhenmlba IIIII C11C11Y eflic:ied
fan 1D0b1. VAV JY*1D1 can adlieve

I

significant energy savings.
A UV curing oven can cure UV
coatings in seconds as opposed to the
typical houn; or days it usuaJiy takes
the industry. UV curing significantly
reduces erergy costS and increases productivity. The UV curing process also
vittually eliminates hydrocarbon emissions from air drying solvent-based finishes.

Southern Cal ifornia Edison has
developed a menu of programs
designed to assist customers to become
more erergy efficient in their OOsinesses. This year, Edison representatives
will perfonn more than lOO,<XXl customer energy audits. Eartier this year,
one of these audits resulted in ooe large
industrial customer saving 15 million
kWh- over Sl million annuaJiy on
electric bills for their pumping operation.
Through an energy audit. businesses
are given the necessary infonnation, to
choose a cost~ffective energy efficiency improvemert that make good business sense. Edison also assists customers by providing rebates to off-set
the financial investment in making recommended energy efficiency improvements.
Over the past decade, many successful energy efficiency programs have

been introduced by utilities. These
programs have reduced energy costs
helped businesses become more competitive and have helped to improve the
environment These programs have
also created a new highly slrilled wor1c.
force of energy experts, installers and
products.

Energy efficiency can easily be
credited for developing new jobs, new
technologies and services - all of
which have contributed to economic
growth for those involved. As an
example, within the coming year,
another new program called the California Home Energy Rating System
(CHERS) will be introduced in the residential sectot
CHERS will provide home buyers
and sellers with an opportunity to have
homes rated for energy efficiency.
Homeowre!S{tuyers will be able to use
the efficiency rating to more easily
qualify for lone loans and energy efficiency improvement financing .
Through CHERS, new jobs, products
and services will be creaiCd which will
add to the home impruverned martel
If you wonder how your business
can reduce costs, become more productive. meet air quality stftlaJds and
operate more competitively within
Southern California Edison's tervice
tenitory, give us a call at 1-(800) 3EDISON. ll

Old Baldy Council Honors Boy Scouts

II

Spanish Trails Girl Scout Couocil.
Descombes resides in Claremont.
His civic affiliations include Pomona
VaJiey Hospital Medical Center Foundation Cancer Center Campaign,
Pomona VaJiey Hospital Medical Center Board, Old Baldy Council, Boy
Scouts of America, Oaremont Little
D. R. Descombes and M . Stewart
League. Pomona Chamber of Comn D. Nichols announced
merce. Friends of Ontario lntemalional
that Margaret S. Stewan, IongAirpon, Pomona Jaycees. American
e San Bernardino volunteer,
Red Cross and Los Angeles County
and Donald R. Descombes, chainnan
Commission on Youth.
of the board of Averbeck Company
The Old Baldy Council serves youth
Insurance Bl'tlkers, will be honored as
through the Cub Scout. Boy Scout and
"Good Scouts of the Year" on Dec. 3.
Exploring Programs. At the dimer, the
The dimer honoring them is being held
lO,CXX>th youth to join the Old Baldy
at the Sheraton Suites Fairplex in
Council
in 1992 will be recognized.
Pomona.
Serving on the Good Scout of the
1be award recipients were selected
Year dinner committee are IEBJ Pulr
by a committee of community leaders
lisher Bill Anthony, Tony Arnold,
for their service to the communities
Charles Bader, Donald Beckhan,
served by the Old Baldy Council.
Redge Bendheim, Dwight Ben, Thxie
Stewart and Descombes became the
Bohanan, Donald Crawford, Richard
14th and 15th "Good Scouts" honored
Crean,
Rosemary Dettlaff, Liz and Bill
by the Old Baldy Council since 1982
Dingle,
Jane Dunlap, Mike Ferguson,
Stewart resides in Upland. She has
KellllCt.'1 Fowlkes, Rallit HiOO.s, Roger
worked in public relation; for a variety
Jaska, Jim Kostoff, Dan Uusoo. James
of companies, including Stewart &
Looney, Bob Mack, Curt Morris, Pat
Fitzsimmons, Spanish Trails Girl Scout
Newton, Steve Pontell, Ron Sackett,
Council and Casa Colina. Her commuRobert Shackleton, Carolyn Soper,
nity volunteer activities include the San
Diane Stone, James Taylor, Paul
Antonio Community Hospital, Ontario
Wheeler, Linn Wiley and Richard
Centennial Celebration, Assistance
Yochum. A
League of Upland, United Way and

R:

graphicaJly desirable location. In
n October 6 Glenda Baygeneral, Cooper sees the area
less, chairman of the
growing moderately through
board of directors of
1995, allowing for economics and
Inland Community Bank, N.A.
governmental adjustments. This
announced the appointment of
rapid growth, he says,
James S. Cooper as
.,....~.,.._ _ _ will probably occur
the president/chief
faster than we have
executive officer of
experienced in the
Inland Community
past
Bank.
"The highest level
Inland Communiof potential lies here
ty Bank serves Rialin the Inland Empire,"
to as a community
remarks Cooper. "We
bank who strives to
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Pacific Physician Services
Promotes Hardesty

P

acific Physician Services Inc. announced
the appointment of
Karl A. Hardesty, C.P.A. to
the newly-created position of
vice president of finance. In
this position, Hardesty will
be responsible for the

accounting and financial management activities of the company. He
reports to Ronald D. Lossell, senior vice president
and chief financial officer.
"We are very pleased Karl
has joined our organization," said Dr. Gary L.
Groves, president and chief
executive officer. "With

DECEMBER 1992
over 15 years of experience in providing financial management,
accounting, and consulting services
to a variety of health care concerns,
he brings to Pacific Physician Services an extensive knowledge of the
industry and hands-on experience in
addressing critical financial issues.
In addition, he is well-acquainted
with many health care providers in
the Inland Empire and understands
our market."
Hardesty worked during the last
three years as a partner of Ernst &
Young and took responsibility for
the firm's health care clients in the
Wand Empire. As a partner, Hardesty directed the accounting and
business advisory services that the

GOING TO EUROPE THIS YEAR?
FLY

American Airlines
TO
10 COUNTRIES & 14 CITIES
England, Scotland, France,
Belgium, Germany,
Sweden, Switzerland, Italy,
Spain & Hungary.
London, Manchester, Glasgow, Paris,
Brussels, Frankfurt, Munich,
Duesseldorf, Stockholm, Zurich, Milan,
Madrid, Budapest & Berlin*

Enjoy International Flagship
Service across the Atlantic.
Something Special in the air.

firm provided to many health care
providers including health maintenance organizations, hospitals,
skilled nursing facilities, home
health providers and multi-specialty
medical groups. tJ.
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ECONOMIC SPOTLIGHT
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Porter New Assistant Director In Campus Events Office
usan Porter was recently hired
as assistant director of the
Campus Events office at the
University of Redlands. Porter will
lead a staff at the Campus Events
office, located in the Arthur Willis
Student Center on campus. tJ.
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• Big Bear Proposes Suspended Rail Project
By HQIIS ~. Map ifCiJy 1/Big lkar lAkt
stress created by the ongoing

T:

econornX; recession,

llanSJXlr1ation

congestion, poor air quality and
eoogy demands can be signifiCalll.ly alleviated by a suspended rail system comecting Big Bear to the Metrolink system
accessing the Los Angeles Basin, Inland
Empire and all of Southern California. Big
Bear serves as the playground for the
urbm area and can sezve as an impor13llt
recreational outlet for socio-economic

stress.

University Awarded Grant
for Network Computer
Connection
he University of Redlands
was awarded a $19,780
grant from the National
Science Foundation for supporting
the school's connection to INfERNET, a national computer network.
The award, payable over two
years, became effective Sept. 15,
1992, and expires Feb. 28, 1995,
at which time the university will
take over payment for the service.
tJ.

T

AT&T Names New Sales
Manager for Inland Empire
arry Johnson has been
named territory sales manager for AT&T's Business
Communications Services division
in the Inland Empire and Palm
Springs area. Johnson is responsible for marketing and selling longdistance services to small- and
medium-sized businesses. Johnson worked with AT&T for 15
years before accepting his new
position Johnson served as a former regional account manager and
major account sales manager. tJ.

L

Santa's Christmas Train
n Dec. 19th and 20th,
Santa will make his
annual appearence at the
Orange Empire Railway Museum, located in Perris, California
aboard the North Pole Limited,
pulled by a vintage steam locomotive.
Tickets for this event can be
purchased at the museum on the
day of the event. Cost is $5 for
adults and $3 for children ages 6
to 11 (children 5 and under are
free). Tickets are good for all
day rides aboard the steam powered train as well as all trolley
rides.
For more information, contact
the museum at (909) 943-3020.

O

ll

Aboloe illM.rtrasion.r by Kmne~lt W.-...el. and
TerryU Smillt

The JIUIXlSed project offers the foUowing significatt benefits: reduce traffic con·
gestion and road hazards; reduce air JX>Uution generated by automobiles and trucks;
conserve enogy;enhaoce the environment
with the resultant reduction in vehicular
traffic; improve the ecooomy by a-eating
California manufacturing opportunities,
providing faster commuter service, less
expemive freight haulage and explllding
tourism.
The City of Big Bear Lake applies to
become one of tlree recipients of S1 million of Federal lntermodal Surface TransJX>rtltion Eflicieocy Act (IS1EA) fwxling
to undel'1ake a pilot program for a suspended light rail system. The Federal
Transponation Adminislration has p-ovided a unique oppoounity for jlivate enter)Iise and local govenrnett to obtain grant
fwxling fa- innovative ttansportalion p-o-

grams.
Project planning, design and implementation will require the pint JIUticijlltion of other puboc ageocies and the private sector, iocluding California Transportation Commission (CALTRANS),
San Bernardino CoWlty Associated Governments (SANBAG) and the City of Big
Bear Lake.
Bod! SANBAG and CALTRANS have
i~ improvement of access between
the San Bernardino Valley floor and the
Big Bear Mourua.in recrealiona1 area as a
transponation Jri>rity. However, CALTRANS has identified no priority for
highway funding. Furthermore, other
highway p-ojects have been identified fafimding for at least the next 10 years.
Currently, the IJimasy ground access to
Big Bear comes via three State Highway
Routes (330, 38 and 18). These routes are
charncterized by steep grades. low-speed
turm. narrow shoulders and limited sight
distance. These problems significantly
resnict the caplcity of these roadways. and
cause traffic delays behind slow-moving
vehi:les. Current ground access remains
at C3111City during p:ak periods, and hazardous winter weather combined with
heavy snow-related recreation travel
demands create congestion and delays.
Recognizing that the continued growth

and development of Big Bear will be
restricted by the limited capacity of existing highway facilities, the city and SANBAG initiated a Phase I Alternatives

Analysis of Non-Road Access to the Big
Bear area in 1989. Robert D. Niehaus
Inc. performed this Phase I study, in ass<>ciation with the Canadian Institute of
Guided Ground Transport. Their elfoos
resulted in the publication of the Big Bear
Mourua.in Access Study report in March,
1990.
The Niehaus analysis consists of four
Jrinci~ areas of investigation: techookr
gy assessment., life-cycle cost analysis,
ridership and revenue study and finaocial
feasibility analysis. This study performed
a cursory evaluation of six different alternative routes. A compa1111ive analysis of
each alternative aligrunent was performed
based on several factors iocluding total
length, average and maximum gradients
and numtx:r of mapr directional changes.
This study evaluated nine different types
of mass uansit conveyance iocluding four
cable types, three steel wheel types, one
rubber wheel type and one magnetic type.
Reviewing the Niehaus report and
evaluating the advantages and disadvantages of each alternative, Big Bear has
determined that further technological,
environmental, fmancial and market analysis is essential within the context of I) the
p-oJX>Sed mass transit system linking the
San Bernardino area to the Inland Empire.
Los Angeles Basin and the rest of Southem California; and, 2) the feasibility of
utilizing this same poposed system(s) for
fiXed route transit within the Big Bear
'l.llley. ll

Illegal Immigrants
CtNIIilwed From Page 5

the well-trimmed yards of her neighborhood, she added, ''He works for everyone
dse oo my street too."
Although business owners and private

employers reap the benefit of a cheap
labor pool, the situation has its economic
downsides. The same immigrants who
perform and provide labor have been
rqo1ed to be a drain on Slll Bernardino
llld Rivmide Counties resoun:es.
Statistics show the number of undocumented immigrants lmSted last year has
increased significantly in the past two
years and continues to rise. While the
number of arrests last year has remained
below 1986 levels, the Riverside station
made more arrests than six years ago.
''The fact is the number of immigrant
cmsts is climbing," said Bill King, president of the Califootia Coalition fa- Immigration Reform, an ocganization that has
spearheaded action groups in Riverside
County. "illegal immigrants are a facu. in
crime and add additional budgetary con-

cerns."
According to King, "Congress ballyhoos the flw;t that they spend yeas crafting
oomplicaled immigration acts and legislation, meamwhile, they close their eyes to

the OOck<bx" excesses on the border.
"Immigration is an imp<xtant, sensitive
subject, but we ~ycrs can't alford open
borders," King said ''Costs of bilingual
edJcation ..-e up. Sioce the S~ Court
ruled children of iiJegal aliens have a right
to a free education, this ~ been a magnet-a beacon that draws illegal immigrants k> 01r counties."
In Riverside COtllty, s:bools have had
to respond to the influx of non-English
speakers by employing bilingual teachers
to help students with limited English bockgrounds. The county offace of education
estimates 17,000 students spoke limited
English in 1988. That figure nearly doubled in three years. About 31,000 of the
coonty's nearly 235,800 public !l:hool students do 10 speak English fluently.
U.S. Rep. Dana Roluabacher, a HWlt~ Beach Republican, during lll April
talk before a group opposed to illegal
immigration, claimed that illegal immigrliiiS ..-e helping "bankrupt" the country
by tapping into a "package of goodies"
that includes free education, health and

welfare sezvice.
"Our welfare system is being plundc:red," said Kalhlccn Hollingswath, dis-

trict repesentative for Rcilaltbl:her. "Our
welflre syslem, public, llld lKlCial sezvices
are 10 set up to accommodale the flood of
immigration."
Accoo1ing to an official Los Angeles
County study, immigrants made up a disproportionate share of the public health
system, totalling 68 percent of the total
usage of health services. However, newly
arrived immigrants, which comprise one
fourth of the population, accounted for
only 23 percent of spending in the criminal
justice system and 21 percent in the
Department of Public Social SeM:es.
Recent reports compiled in San Diego
County claim undocumented immigrants
contributed about S60 million in stale and
local taxes, but ca;t Slate and local governments about $206 million fa- law enfoo:ement, education, health and social services.
The San Diego County report received
guarded reactions by those who monitor
the economic and social ramifiCations of
the highly mobile wuk foo:e. The study
claims undocumented immigrants state
wide could cost Califootia llld local governrnent $3 billion annually more than the
immigrants pay in &1ale and local tax.es.

State Senator Ruben Ayala of San
Bernardino remains cautious. He says
straight economic figures do not tell the
whole fJJXy of the impact of immigration.
The repa-1 noted that immigrants often
wa-k at jobs for low wages reducing the
price of food and consumer goods and
makes Califootia products more competitive.
Federal and state governments get the
lion's share of tax revenues generated by
immigrants, wilh counties such a<~ Riverside and San Bemaniino receiving a signifiCalltly smaller percentage of total tax
contributions. This burdens county facilities that are alrea1y struggling ecooomically. But Latin activists say studies have
documented that immigrants in San
Bernardino and Riverside Counties contribute far more in taxes than they use in
social services.
In spite a coonty costs, businesses continue to reap the benefit of a cheap, undocumented labor forte. 'Though many illegal immigrants wuk quietly, they tend to
their business," Kathleen Hollingsworth
said "Otr welfare and social services can
no longer afford to accommodale evtrt·
body." t:.
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Classifieds

AUTO PHONE

Classifieds
<CJ[ COMMUNICATIONS INfERNATIONAL INC

INLAND
CXPH£SS
Airport Shuttle
/'I,:Obt

DOOR TO DOOR SERVICE
HOTEL ECONOMY
SERVICE
totfrOOJ:
LOS ANGELES · ONTARIO
INI'ERNATIONAL AIRPORT
LOS ANGELES HARBORS
AMTRAK STATIONS

CHRISTMAS c•• ,d•
TREE FARM r''~g

o"

OPEN
--·..... ,..,.·-

._._

.,

~.

-~,.,

( 714) 795-TAU

LA. C:...lat oil... you lho &.- CeiUot ·- )'OJ 10 INIIke and f'tiC*W c:.ala ""*')'OJ tt...-.1 Uvc:ugh map
~ • • in Calder nil and~
ACTIV ATION NOT REQUIRED

ACT NOW to take advantage of rmlimited opportunities
to experience worlds of discovery at the

(71"') 626-6599

ONE OF THE AREA'S MOST

" California doesn't
want to talk about it
because they don't
want people to know
it's out there as an

For __ _
Sales & Marketing
Corporate Image
Trade Show
Direct Mail
Training

Since 1970

tlelen's Place
DQINTIN G
e
e

OFFSET PRINTING
COPYING e MAILING
714

981-5715

COCKTAILS LUNCH l DINNER
BANQUET FACIUTlES

ENTERTAINMENT

1981-8659 1

Pickup & Delivery
Visa, Masterord, American Express

1 000 E. William St.

c...on City. f>N 89701

1-800/648-0966 FAX (!02)883-4874

693 WEST NINTH STREff • UPLAND

~

<8>

BARTER EXCHANGE
(The Personal Touch)

Additional
Business
Through
BARTERING

MEMBERS INCLUDE:
• Auto Maintenance
• R..tauran&
• Leg~tl Servlce1
•.Femlly Recnatlon
• Clothing stor..
• TV & Appliance
• Flo-r Shope
• Atn. .sClub

• Gilt Shops
• Print Shops•
• Accounting
• Veterinary
• Hair Salons

IT»tmOOW [J2)0tm[I'\)®U

Leam how your business, clients, a11d employees can benefit
through Museum im;olvement

(714) 391-1015

hom C'Plll'l'PI to

Ask For Art Kemp

( ·u,h • llll'r~

WISE ABOUT MAIL
Plw: yurw llfiO our easle ~
born Into a elow but lmple po!Otal
•yst.em. He learned -ys ID opu.d
up mall, and ID cut through po!Otal
rcgulaUons ID mak£ an dl'"ectlw:
mailing.
Many J)Mtal changa later, our
ugle lsllt.lll growing In wisdom .
Often UmU. ounart.cr than the PO!Ot
OITlce.
If you need help with a mall·
l"ff from 6,000 to 6 million pieces.
we can ocrvc you .

We wtll help )"OU sort through
the rna.u of po!Olal regulaUons, ID
save you the mo!Ot money po881ble.
We""""' buslnthat mall
nc:""81ctters, magaz.lncs. promoa,
"Kifmallers, catalogs. o r any other
type of mall Our cuswmc,... bmeOt
from cxper1cncc " 'C h&\"C obtained
from ,.-orldng wtth the Poet Office
l.<:t our wtsdom help vou wo rk
~markr not harder.

1:1626-F Monte V11t•

Conserve your cash outlay and reduce your overhead by bartering with Barter
members for your business, personal and family bexpenses.
Example.. . Pay a $200 cash equivalent (credits for your mechanical and printing
needs from your accumulated credits.
Using your wholesale barter credits (equivalent dollars) you are purchasrng at
your cost (wholesale). Doesn1 that sound great? PLUS YOU STILL HAVE THAT
$200 CASH IN YOUR POCKET - SOUND INT-ERESTING?

BARTER EXCHANGE
1678 Nort h "E" Street
San Bernardino, CA 92405

SIGN-UP MEMBERSHIP OVER 320

Southern California
Bindery • NaDing. Inc.

""*•Chano, CA 91710

<714) 62&-9577 • FAX (714) 62&-3987

P"ColkctOTSIInvestors...,
I BUYisELUfRADE
Sportcards 4t

• Video Production
• Computer-Graphic
Slides

Memorabilia
1909-1986
from all sports.
Rookies, Star Carda,
Unopened Material.
JerH)'S, Autographs.

• Brochures

Founded & Locally Owned by Family for Over 8 Years

(714) 881-6130-34 e (FAX) 881-6135
Ask tor Jos§Rh. JuUe. Maryann or Tonv

Ring'" The New Year

• PhoiDSI'ophY
• Oemocrophic Reporu
Day!d Qdcn Prpdyctlolll

4236 1(2 N. Sierra Way
Sm Bernardino, CA 92407
(714) 882-8803

I liDo elf« l n v - t
COtlftlellng. I neWiiec1ler a,
port(oiJoe fat the Mrious
m -. This Is my 20111
ln the lnduotry. You've tried
the rest, now try the bt:sll

r....

I

• Construction

Why lay out your hard earned cash for your business needs when you can be
bartering for them with the addrtional business we send you?

For further information, contact
Linda Nordst rand at (714} 798-8570

ll-Service !larkec1nq
servi ces

• Video Stores
·Je-ter•

CORPORATE PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM

CUCAMONGA

Publ ishing &
Productions

Tony Galovich
(714) f95-2890

The San Bernardino County Museums F oundation
invites YOUR business t o join the

8189 FOOTlilll BLVD.

Mond~y- Frid~y 6:30-5

LAUGHLIN ASSOCIATES, INC.

SAN BERNARDINO COUN1Y MUSEUM

LAVISH DINNG
ENTERTAINMENT HOUSES

Ad Deadline
For January
Issue is
December 20th.

FREE NATIONAL
ADVERTISING!
We ~ 10 .:tvertise your procb:t.
service or opporumil)' in national
media. You pay only for " Free
Information Service" requesu.
\ AS LEADS") on a Per Inquiry
basis. Our 5 yr. old prognm has
helped hundreds build Jheir orsaniz.ations.
NEW PARTICIPATION BONUS

We'll mai! IOOO sets of your
literature at no additional charge

800/238-2862
Fu 201/997-9885

The RHI Group, Inc. Box 520
No. Arlington NJ 07031
(MatbonolBXl)

I

PROFESSIONAL OFFICE SPACE AVAILABLE
Upland - Mni offtees, lull s~ & economical
$276.00 to $506.00

Randlo Cuc.monga - 2nd Generation or lhell spac.
avllilable. Competitive ratesl

PREMCO SERVICES INC.
Commercial Brokerage,
Leasing and Management
(714) 885-8764 • FAX 885-4023

I

~ &veal Appear••••• lay

~<J'; ALTAR BOYS JUUE MILlER

. .<~l~

~·

~~

BOB BENNEIT

RAISA - STRATIA • RECONOlf

............... hriMI a...:
UlllltD Cl1lZBIS AGAJIIST DIUGS, COMaPr 1 ' IIIIMEl1SS OU1lfA(H Of IMISIDE

festivities Begin At 7:30 P.M. til 1:30 A.M.
....,., - · -

Don't
Mlaa It !!!!
For Further T1cket Information Call
1-600.247-6276
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Chinese Set to Dismantle Fontana Steel Site

A

Olinese steel company has
purchased a closed down
Kaiser Steel Corp. mill for
about $20 million, according to an
article by Christopher Chazin of the
Daily Bulletin. The deal, signed on
Oct. 30, also includes the purchase
of the mill's water treatment facility,
computer control systems and other
related infrastructure as well as

-·=====~
s.lllng the lsnd to the
Chinese will frBB up the
10-llcrs parcel on which
the mill sits, enabling
Cslffomls StHI to consk»r future expansion.
TM IBnd should not
require sny environmental remediation.

-=====:>related spare pans and technical

documents.

Man MacFadden, vice president
of human resources and corporate
services mentioned the reasons for
the purchase of the propeny: '"The
Kaiser site had closed down in 1983
and in August. 1984 a consortium of
three entities was formed to purchase the rolling mill portion of the

Kaiser Steel facility. The fully integrated steel facility in Fontana was
a steel mill in operation."
Capitol Iron and Steel Corp.,
based in Beijing, plans to dismantle
the plant and use its equipment in
Olina 's Shandong province, according to California Steel Industry officials. The equipment will help to
rebuild the Qilu Iron and Steel Plant
in coastal Shandong, according to
Olinese government reports.
California Steel operates on 440
acres of unincorporated San
Bernardino County land at the old
Kaiser Steel mill site outside of
Fontana, purchased in 1984. The
mill, built in 1978, has remained
unused since its purchase, as California Steel does not produce steel.
"California Steel produces rolled
steel products," tells MacFadden.
"We operate a rolling mill . Our
product would either be steel coils,
steel sheets or steel pipe."
"Capitol Iron and Steel had initiated discussions with Kaiser regarding the availability of the entire mill
and at one time looked at the possibility of purchasing the entire site or
ponions of it," remembered MacFadden. "'They made their original
contact with Kaiser Steel back in the
early 1980s, after Kaiser had
announced that the facility would be

How to Get Things Done in
Organizations

I

II

C~Fr0111Pqc.S.S

ball more than golf, which is why

and influence? What bases of influ-

~often san resumes 10 find

ence can you devdop 10 gain more

not only evidence of individual
ac:hievanc:m. N abo a sign dlll the
penon is stilled at workinl• pen of
a~eam." pp. 17-18.
'Yiewinl buliDea succas in tenn1
of the implemenlation process and.
thus, in terms of power and inOueooe, Pfeffer idenlifiea BeVeral ages
aaocilled with the effective use and
manaarment of power. 1bc followin& are IU guide!ba for wbll needs
to be done:
I. Dec:: ide whal your goals are,
wbll )IOU are tryina to ICCOIIIplish.
2. Diagnose patterns of dependence and interdependence; what
individulls are influedial and impor11111 in your acbievin& your p7
3. Wbal are their points of view
likely to be? how will they feel abcU
wbll )IOU are ayina 10 do?
4. Wbal are tbeir power bases?
Wbic:b of them is IDCft influelllial in
lbe dec:ilion?

control over the situation?
6. Which of the various SUlllegies

.s. Wbll -

your biles of power
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and tactics for exercising power

scan IDOil appropria and are likdy
to be effective, given the situation
you c:onfronl7
7. Based on the above, choose a
coune of action to get something
done.
1bc main part of the book deals
witb dilcussing the above stages and
guidelines for implementing them.
Dr. Pfeffer is quite insigblful and
persuasive. He uses his extensive
knowledge of the business environmenl to suppon his various poi~ts
and argwncniS. A3 a result. the book
is very enjoyable to read.
Manning With Power is an
extremely imponant book which
sbould be read DOC only by MBA Sludalll, bul by anyone who is inwlved
in making decisions in an organizaliooal COdeXl. ~

closed and they would possibly consider selling it."
Capitol Iron and Steel will bring
300 workers to California to dismantle the plant, which sits on a tOacre tract between Etiwanda and
Cherry Avenues. ''They have to dismantle the building, mark it, section
it and do appropriate markings in
their language, so they can put it
back together again in China,"

informed MacFadden. ''I'm sure
that some of their people and translators and engineers will be
involved."
Selling the land to the Chinese
will free up the 10-acre parcel on
which the mill sits, enabling California Steel to consider future
expansion, according to MacFadden. The land should not require
any environmental remediation. t1

Homes Lead
Foreclosure List
omeowners who fell behind
on their monthly mortgage
payments accounted for at
least three fourths of all foreclosures
reponed in San Bernardino County
in the first six months of 1992.
Christopher Chazin of the Daily
Bulletin based this on information
gathered by the Riverside-based
TRW REDI Property Data.
"When you're in financial trouble, the home is the first thing you
try to save because that's the roof
over your head," said Los Angeles
economist Jack Kyser. "I think what
this shows is you have a lot of people who could not hang on."
The foreclosure figures include
commercial properties, raw land and
single-family homes taken back by
lenders. Investment real estate, such
as condominiums and apartments,
are not reflected in the TRW data.
1be company, which only recently began compiling foreclosure
statistics, could not provide similar
breakdowns for earlier periods .
TRW market research analyst Nlma
Nanagh said he could not speculate
on what perceruage of foreclosures
in previous years might involve single-family residences.
But overall, foreclosure volume
in both Inland Valley counties bas
soared during the year's firsl eight
months. Lenders called in the loans
on 2,816 properties in San Bernardino County between January and
August, compared to 2,480 in all of
1991.
TRW's Nattagh and economist
Kyser expressed concern that
lenders-who many expens mainlain
already have cunailed their lending
to some would-be buyers-will tighten their loan requiremenlS to insulate themselves against defaults.
"I think they have been cautious;
I think they will continue to be cautious," Kyser said. "This jUil makes
the problems wone." Many In the

H

II
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lending community sought to refute
that claim, however.
"This is just not true," said
Michael J. Pekar, a Vmeyard National Bank senior vice president. "Our
underwriting criteria procedures
have been the same through the last
six or seven years."
Pekar, manager of the Rancho
Cucamonga based-barlk's real estate
division, said the company's loan
volume is up from a year ago although he added that much of the
increase stems from mortgage refinancing rather than new loans for
home purchases.
"I personally do not feel the current climate of foreclosures (is) a
healthy situation," Pekar said. "It's
alarming, and something we have to
be aware of."
The number of Southern California foreclosures in the first nine
months of the current year rose 40
percent higher than the level recorded for 1991, according to TRW
REDI Propeny Data.
Between January and September
of this year, lenders foreclosed on
over 20,000 properties compared to
14,700 throughout 1991. Since
1988, the number of foreclosures
have increased at a much faster pace
in Los Angeles and Orange Counties, compared to the Inland Empire.
A3 a result, these two counties now
account for a larger share of the
foreclosure activity in the region.
In spite of a rising number of
properties thal are being taken back
by the lenders, foreclosures have so
far affected only seven out of 1,000
Southern California homeowners.
This ratio is highest in the Inland
Empire and lowest in the relatively
more affluent coastal counties.
Riverside and San Bernardino average over 11 foreclosures per 1,000
unilS, while the rest of Southern California averages less than seven
foreclosures. ~

[
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MONEY Radio Close to Settlement of Chapter 11

he financial clouds are beginning to lift over Pomonabased radio station KMNY
(1600 AM). "MONEY Radio," a
24-hour financial and business news
and information station, filed the
bankruptcy court's Chapter 11 petition (business reorganization) for
protection from its creditors in
December 1991. The situation that
forced this move now moves close
to resolution; participants wait only
for the court's approval.
MONEY Radio's all-business format includes interviews with top
business and professional leaders for
their viewpoints on current business
and economic maners. Station cofounders Edward Schwartz and Vera
Gold credit the expen input from
these professionals for their ultimately successful plan for overcoming their economic difficulties. Gold
also hosts the program, "Vera's
\\>ice."
"Our problems began when the
Securities and Exchange Commission ruled that assets of all companies selling stock must be doubled
for investment purposes," said Gold.
"Many small companies were forced
out of business, including those that
sold our stock.." With no more stoCk
being sold, MONEY Radio was
forced to consolidate. They moved
studios, production facilities and
offices to their Pomona transmitter
site, the former location of KWOW
Radio.
They also cancelled

T

MONEY Radio Network, a nationwide network of radio stations that
broadcast programs via satellite.
MONEY Radio arranged a yearto-year option call loan on their
Pomona property that could be
rolled-over each year. However, in
late 1991, the thrift and loan chose
not to roll over the loan, and instead
called in the balance- $500,000 to
be paid within 30 days. The mortgagee, under money pressure from
S&L regulators, claimed they had no
other option. MONEY Radio decided to fight for its life and filed for
Chapter 11 protection.
Statistics about bankruptcies seem
grim. In some Southern California
districts, only 5 percent of companies filing Chapter 11 survive. But
with the right factors, it is a means
of saving a business. Gold focussed
on the possibility for survival. "I am
totally committed to this company
and to its investors," she insisted.
"As the largest investor, my life is
literally invested in this radio station."
The numbers also worked . In
spite of having almost $1.5 million
in debts, MONEY Radio assets were
valued at almost $3 million. Problems have been resolved with the
IRS about back taxes due. Other
creditors showed a willingness to
work with the radio station. A
fixed-term loan has also been negotiated with the thrift and loan. "We
were fonunate that we had good

advice and legal assistance in
preparing our business plan, and that
our creditors were willing to work
with us," said Gold. "We hope to
have court approval and have a gala
party before the end of the year."
For other companies that face
bankruptcy and decide to fight, Gold
has a mono: "Never ever give up ...
the light is at the end of the turmel,

II

even if it is temporarily turned off.
"We have learned a valuable lesson from this difficult experience,"
Gold added. "During the past year,
we have had to run the station on a
cash basis, paying operating expenses as they accrue. It certainly
relieves a lot of stress, not to have
debts piling up. We don't intend to
live on credit ever again." 6

BANKRUPTCIES
Is Your Business Plagued With:
• Lawsuits
• Foreclosures

• Cash Flow Problems
• Problems With Trade Creditors

CHAPTER 7 Liquidation
or
CHAPTER 11 Business Reorganization
Can Save Your Business

Bankruptcies
Marla Gonzalez, Lula Gonzalez,
Lugon Auto Body, 154 S. Waterman Ave., San Bernardino; debt and
asset schedules not available; Chapt.erll.
Sevencubed-Desert Falls, a Calilomla limited partnership, 506 W.
Graham Ave., Lake Elsinore; Suite
202; debts: $1,115,732.74, assets:
$1,078,350; Chapter 11.
Eleonara Palagi, cba Mario's
Place a sole proprietorship, 1725
Spruce St. , Riverside; debts:
$283,450, assets: $82,500; Chapter
11.
Philip R. Roell, Michele H. Rodi,
dba R & R Rancho Properties,
1434 Innisbrook Circle, Upland;
debt and asset schedules not available; Chapter 11.
WlUlam Raymond Souden, Susan
RM Souden, dba William Souden
Builden, 13230 Orange St., Corooa;
mail: PO Box 747, Norco, 91760;
debt and asset schedules not available; Olaplier 11 .

Capistrano Stables and Saddles,
Inc., 201 N. Euclid, Upland; debts:
$1,092,000 approximate, assets:
$2,103,000 approximate; Olapter 11.
Waldo Harrison Adams, Calico
Realty and Development Co.,
35827 Tumbleweed Circle, PO Box
911, Yermo, 92398; debts: $431,777,
assets: $1,042,320; Chapter 11.
Donald C. Hubbs, Inc., Jesse
Hubbs and Sons, Inc., 150 S.
Larch, Rialto; debts: $199,000,
assets: none; Chapter 11.
Interior Drywall Services, Inc.,
25060 Hancock Ave., 103/226,
Murrieta; debt and asset schedules
not available; Chapter 11.
Waring-Adams Venture, a California general partnership, 42-600
Cook St., *135, Palm Desert; Involuntary Chapter 11.
Kyu Won Yang, Myoung Suk
Yan&. dba Thomas Brotben Mar·
ket, 15199 Camoli Court, Chino;
debt and asset schedules not available; 0\apCer 11.

*

FREE CONSULTATION WITH THIS AD

At Deadline
Cort.t~d From

(RTC) sales inhibit price stability and

investment.
• Population growth in California in
the ·~ will be double that of the nalion.
F<Xeign immigralion is rcplacing the ~
torical flood from other states. Unemployment will grow to the extent that
thele is "politics as usual."
• Growth states such as Oklahoma,
Kentucky, Arkansas, Nevada, Kansas,
South Dakola, M0111ana, I~ Utah and
Colorado are not experiencing employment and population growth solely
because of housing affordability. They
are capitalizing on "quality eX life" issues
such as less traffic, wtlan aowding, and
aime. These states are also competing
betlcr in n:auiling businesses and in~
~apilal.

Pas" 3

u

• B:llks are the toughest and growing
tougher. Expansion in this SC£ta is occurring by gobbling up small institutions.
The ability of these tradiOOnal oources of
construction, lending to return to solid
footing and financing for builders, is
unknown.
• Insurance companies continue to
walch their coounercial real es13te assets
deflate and new regulations delineating
appropriate capital reserves may not be
adequate to cover the fall out. Expect
insurance companies to begin selling
assets in the first q\a1er eX '93, with grtl1
possibilities fOI' inVCSIOI"S.
• Foreign money is active in land
investment and RTC-type purchases.
They
fOI' high l'C81115-2.S peltCit ()I'
glall:r ~U.S. IlleS, per-. l1

""*
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NEW
1st Commercial Real Estate, 4115
Pinehurst Ct., Fallbrook, CA 920284915 Karen Morrisoo
A C M Publishing, 16641 Lake Knoll
Pky., Riverside, CA 92.503-6540 Malk
Vraa
Acme Business Machines, 8229 Auer
Dr., Joshua Tree, CA 92252-3232
Richard Parr
Administrat.ift Professionals, 42102
Pasco Brillante, Thnecula, CA 925911938 Douglas Brown
Advance Building Services, 25556
Catalejo Ln., Moreno Valley, CA
92553-1907 Kathy Keller
Advanced Computer Resources,
5086 Hoh Blvd., Monclair, CA 91763
Harwood Garland
Advanced Engineering Products,
40112 Adian Ct., Temecula, CA
92591-1633 Steve Swanson
AJeundria Medical Supplies, 140 E.
Stetson Ave., ~ Hemet, CA 92543
Aladdin Masry
Alliance Construction Co., 25959
Juniper Flats Rd., Homeland, CA
92548-9793 RaymoRI Baker
Alpha Diapo5tics, 4536 Bodega Q.,
Montclair, CA 91763-4357 .John Vm-

cen
American Bankruptcy Center, 41651

BUSINESS
Corpora!e Way, #t 4 Palm Desert, CA
92260-1987 Bernard Ganland
American Computer Assoc., 17868
Hwy. 18 #t358, Apple Valley, CA
rn,3(]7 James Lockhart
American Dream Real Estate, (1.)73
Chino Ave., Chino, CA 91710-5357
Rose Cummings
American Miero Computer, 3049
Oak Trail Road, Chino Hills, CA
91700 Usman Ghani
American Underground Construction, 4638 Bluff St., Corona, CA
9171JJ American Tunneling & Pipe
Armor Real Esate Experts, 337 N
Vineyard Ave., Ontario, CA 917644453 Albert Me Gregor
As Graphics, 1066 W Shamrock St,
Rialto, CA 92376-3933 Brock Kasnick
Atlas Realty and F'mance,7374 Layton St. , Rancho Cucamonga, CA
917~ 1322 Lourdes Treeapom
Avant Guarde, 14168 Central Ave., #t
A Cllino, CA 91710-5764 James Baray
B C Properties, 30580 13th St. ,
Nuevo, CA 92567-9770 Gary Cook
B V E Professional Printing, 2023
Chicago Ave., Ste Bl3, Riverside, CA
92507-2305 David Willmon
Baldwin Realty Co., 41593 Winchester Rd., Temecula. CA 92590-4871

I
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LISTINGS

Robbins Precast Inc.
Baseline Graphics, 8673 Desen Rock
Ul., Riverside, CA 92508-3018 James
Keams
Bear Chimney Construction Co., 133
Big Bear Blvd., #t10 Big Bear City, CA
rn.314 Olimney ConstruCtion Co I
Bishop Properties, 15455 Brookview
Ct. Riverside, CA 92504-{il33 Bishop
Asset Management c
Black Orchid Graphic Design, 23677
Crest Forest Drive, Crestline, CA
rn.325 Jack Holke
Blue Jay Environmental Services,
595 Sutter Lane, Lake Arrowhead, CA
rn.352 James Dippell
Borregu Builders, 29668 1st Ave.,
Barstow, CA 92311-1935 William Sanford
Bowa Construction, 212 Valencia Dr.,
Redlands, CA 92374-8235 Ben
Nquith
Bowers Development, 27934
Fairacres Lane, Helendale, CA rn.342
Lee Bowers
Box N Communications, 852 S .
Grand Ave., San Jacinto, CA rn.583
JQ;Clle Neely
Bradley Press, 1513 Red Hill North
Dr., Upland, CA 91786-2408 Patricia
Overley
Brothers Construction, 56356 Colbait, Yucca Valley, CA rn.284 Thomas
Herrin
Bud Mac Building Co., 18144 Hwy.
18 *210, Apple Valley, CA rn,3(]7 Bud
Me Carter Building Co
C & W Video Productions, 3130
Atlantic Ave., Highland, CA 923462432 Richard Wolf
Cable Connection, 8780 19th St.,*
170 Alta Lorna, CA 91701-4608 Paul
St,Manin
Cad Design and Documentation,
1654 Shamrock Ave., Upland, CA
91786 Douglas Noyes
California Diagnostic Imaging, 2900
Adams St., Bldg C180, Riverside, CA
92504-4336 Wilbur Fagan
Callfomia Empire Computer, 8599
Haven Ave., *201 Rancho Cucamonga.
CA 91730 Calif Empire Financial

Group
California Nuclear Diagnostic, 1150204 San Nicholas, Corona, CA 9171JJ
Lawrence Kelly
Central SerTanos Properties, Central
& 71 Expressway, Qlioo, CA 91710
Emil Kestenbaum
Century 21 King Realtors-Escrow
Div., 11780 Central Ave., Apt 100
Qlino, CA 91710-6497 MD R Properties Jnc.
Computerized Systems, 22500 San
Joavin Drive. Canyon Lake, CA 92587
Halina Mikdajsld

Complete Business Systems, 23520
Gole Strike Circle, Penis, CA rn.s10
Dale Fry
Computer Expressions, 1475 Trenton
Dr., Riverside, CA 92506-4042 Mary
Baughman
Computer Masters, 1533 Caron Q.,
Perris, CA 92571 Russell ubby
Computer Resource Management
lnU., 1280 E Cooley Dr., Ste 8 Colton,
CA 92324-3980 Alexander Lu
Computer Source, 3605 Marltet St.,
Riverside, CA 92501-2842 Nema's
Computer Store
Computer Type Center, 977 Steverr
son St. , Colton, CA 92324-1739
Jimmy Villegas
Computer Upgrade Corp., 1921
Sampson St. Corona, CA 91719-6006
Computer Upgrade Corp.
Continental Computer, 1551 Kenmore St., Ontario, CA 91762-1329
David Lee
Copy Center, lbe, 24555 Alessan1ro
Blvd., Moreno Valley, CA 92553-3917
Nancy Nicholson
Corporate Printers, 103731Tademarlt
St. D C. Rancho Cucamonga, CA
91730-5825 Kiern Nguyen
Cote Construction Co., 7077 Thunderidge Road, Riverside, CA 92509
David Cote
Crain Scientific, 30880 Avcnida
Buena Suerte, Temecula, CA rn.591
Norman Crain
Creative Oftice Design, 9565 CAve.,
Hesperia, CA rn.345-7904 Brian Smith
Creative Publishing Concepts, 3250
N. Mary St., San Bernardino, CA
rn.405 Perry Frazier
Creative Publishing Technologies,
2970 Canyon Crest Dr., AJX 17, Riverside, CA 92507-2993 Jeremy ammerman
Creative Railway Engineering,
15176 Laverda Ln., Moreno Valley,
CA 92553-4026 Earl Choate
D & D Design, 536 Peachwood Pl.,
Riverside, CA rn.s06 David Morris
D & H Transportation Specialists,
6120 S. Malt Ave., Commerce, CA
90040 Samuel Martinez
D & J Global Venture, 945 Bohnert
Ave., Rialto, CA rn.376 Juanita Smith
Dantley Computer, 579 E. Foothill
Blvd., #tlOI Rialto, CA rn.376 James
Dantley
Data Matrix Services, 9667 Langston
St, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 917302712 Eli Figueras
Dave & J R 's Property Management, Co 910 E. Florida Ave., A I,
Hemet. CA 92543 David Olambcrs
de Anza Hardware & Buildin& Supplies, 8616 Umonite Ave., Riverside,
PlcaM Sup,_. 69
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CA rn.500-5164 Daniel Berghamer
Desert Emergency Medical Assoc.,
39000 Bob Hope Dr., Emergency
Dept. , Rancho Mirage, CA 922703221 Desert Emergcocy Medical
Digisync Computer Systems Co.,
25373 Blackthome Dr., Municta, CA
92563-5321 Wayre Letchworth
Digital Communicatioins, 943 w.
31st Street. San Bernardino, CA 92405
uviu lmbir
Dixon Construction, 10087 Bristol
Dr., Alta Loola, CA 91737-3605 Gordon Dixon
E C Construction 4852 Challen Ave.,
Riverside, CA 92503 Enrique Castro
Echco Really, 343 6th St, Norco, CA
917fJJ Emmcrton Heineman
Eclipse Analog Digital Records, 3233
Grand Ave., *409 Chino Hills, CA
91709 Don Trehuba
Empress Printing, 540 N San Jacino
St., #t H Hemet, CA 92543-3106
Daniel Morgan
Environmental Recycling Industries,
1585 W. 15th St, San Bernardino, CA
rn.411-1613 Rodney Roberson
Era Prime Properties, 2545 Chino
Hills Pky.• *A. Qlioo, CA 91700-5103

S J K Prime Inc.
Farrell Construction, 40130 Calle
Bcllagio, Temecula, CA 925rn.-8602
Philip Farrell
Ferreira Real Estate Services, 14191
Canterbury Dr., Victorville, CA 923924313 Don Me Cusker
First Care Industrial Medicine
Cent., 28991 Front St., Ste I 02,
Temecula, CA 92590-2858 Ismael
Silva Jr, M.D., Inc
Foothill Builders Home Improvement, 171 Meadow Lane, Big Bear
City, CA 92314 Alvin Schamohorst
Freeman Mortgage Co., 3800 Orange
St, *230 Riverside, CA 92501 G S F
Corp
G R Construction, 33282 Blanche
Dr., Lake Elsinore, CA 92530-1408
Ross Buckentin
Gib-Son Construction, 31568 Railroad Canyon Rd., Canyon Lake, CA
92587-9476 Steve Gilmn
Giordano Construction, 12139 Mt
Vernon Ave., lllOOA, Grand Terrace,
CA rn.324 Rall*J Giordano
Global Business Systems, 14190
Maricopa Rd., Victorville, CA rn.3rn.9666 Antrony Bisong
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Graphic Advantage, 6868 Vista del
Verde, Riverside, CA 92509-6443
Susan Cardella
Grupe Development Co-So Calif.,
1201 Dove St. *500, Newport Beach,
CA rn.660 Grupe Construction Co.
Hales Construction, 7900 Limonite
Ave., II G 110, Riverside, CA 925096125 Christopher Hales
Highland Development, 282 Pennsylvania Ave., Colton, CA rn.324-2235
Kenreth Steele
Highlands Construction Co, The,
54405 Pine Crest Ave., Idyllwild, CA
rn.549 Alfred Dunn
Human Computer, 738 S. Watennan
Ave., San Bernardino , CA 92408
Young Kim
Immaculate Realtors 231 E. Alessandro Blvd., Al95, Riverside, CA 92504
Terrell Kilby
Imperial Realty, 14940 Penis Blvd.,
ltD, Moreno Valley, CA 92553 Emma
Sigala
Inland Framing Construction, 10730
Lilac St. Lorna Linda, CA 92354 Jesse
Becerra
Integrity Graphics, 15656 Tokay St.
Victorville, CA rn.392-9674 Barbara
Miller
InU Business Development, 717 Herberts Ln., Colton, CA rn.324-1512 Alejandro Aldasoro
IntrastJlte Graphics, 3857 Schaefer
Ave., #tO, Chino, CA 91710 ~
Ali
Ironwood Medical Clinic, 212.50 Box
Springs Rd., Ste 114, Moreno Valley,
CA rn.557-8705 D. Cheryl Lichtenberger
J & M Construction, 2598 S
Archibald Ave., H290 Ontario, CA
91761-6500 Daniel Porter
J & M Construction Co., 1300 Malabar Way, Big Bear City, CA rn.314rn.16 James Marion
J and D Masonry Construction, 1214
Albright Ave., Upland, CA 917861251 Josqil Chavez

*

Bear Valley Rd ., Victorville, CA
923rn.-5406
M and M Medical Clinic Inc., 495 N.
Main St, Blythe, CA rn.225 M and M
Medical Oinic Inc.
M C M Publishing Group, 1718
Vallejo Way, Upland, CA 9 1786 Mary
Horton
M L M Commercial Communications, 1512 Highpoint St, Upland, CA
91786-8613 Mike Gallegos
Manna Construction Co., 8306
Madera Ave. , Hesperia, CA rn.3457130 Joseph Manna
Minority Business Assoc., 1968 N
Oakdale Ave., Rialto, CA 92376-2824
Wesley Jefferson
Mountain Mist Construction, 16321
Mountain Mist St., Riverside, CA
92503-{)518 Ole Strand
National Healthcare Systems & Services, 5135 Edison Ave., Ste 4, Chino,
CA 91710-5773 Francis Sabado
New Footprints Construction, 1441
W Rosewood Ct. Ontario, CA 917622050 l..ealom Gilliam
Noroo Chamber or Commerce, 632
6th St, Norco, CA 917ro.t500
One Stop Cellular & Paging, 1352 S.
Grove SL, #tB Ortario, CA 91761 Etta
Garcia
Ontario
Business
Center,
601,603,605 South Milliken Ave.,
Ontario, CA 91761 Sato Kogyo America Corp
Pacific Recycling Enterprises, 13212
Whittram Ave., Rancho Cucamonga,
CA 91730 James Dippell
Pacific Steel & Refuse, 337 N. Vmeyard, Ontario, CA 91764 Nadia
Loeschke
Paper View Graphics, 15409 Green
Valley Dr., Chino, CA 91709-3803
Palricia Anderson
Parker Properties, 22589 Hwy. 18,
AJllie Valley, CA rn.~ Joetta Oarlt
P~Se.Pagc70

J B Construction Co., 54010 Lower
Pine Oest, Idyllwild, CA rn.549 James
Billman
J N J Environmental Systetm, 63310
Singletree Road, Joshua Tree, CA
922.52 James Palm
Kent Construction, 7616 Utah Trl.,
Twentynine Palms, CA 92277-3996
William Kcrt
Klieweer Graphics, 12612 Nasturtium
Or., Rancho Cucamonga. CA 917391557 Larry Kliewer
La Quinta Property & Management,
53-765 Avenida, Juarez La Quinta, CA
922.53 Douglac; Manfra
Los Angeles Cellular Corp., 14400

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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JIW'era Inc. Construction & Design,
2315 W. Foothill Blvd., Upland, CA
91786-3572 Athena/ General ContraCting
Photo Litho Printing, 9227 Orco
Pky., B, Ste A, Riverside, CA 925()9...
0904 Riverside Graphics Inc.
Points East Real Estate, 1115
Columbia SL, Redlands, CA 923743115 Edwin BruiS!Cr
Prime Properties, 28200 State Hwy.
~189 ~F240 , Lake Arrowhead, CA
92352 Jeffrey Perlis
Pro Publishing, 4942 La Sierra Ave.,
Riverside, CA 92505-2612 Margaret
Rondeau
Prudential Calif Realty, The, 980 E
Tahquitz Canyon Way, A, Palm
Springs, CA 92262-6786 HarnJXOn &
HarnJXOO Inc.
Quick!! Software, 35598 Ruth Ave.,
Wildomar, CA 92595 Burt Goulding
R & M Realty Services, 36273
Provence Dr., Murrieta, CA 925628439 Marsha Beavers
R G Eliot Advertising, 16705 Avenida Mirola, Desert Hot Springs, CA
92240-7090 R.achael Grettrer
R S J Construction, 71 'Mlod Rd.,
Riverside, CA 92506-6145 Robert
Wainscott

*

rn

Ranch Real Estate, 6910 Star Dune
Ave., Twentynine Palms, CA 9227730821Tacy Herrera
Redentor Home Builders, 14901
Frost Ave., Apt 128, Otiro, CA 917())2475 Joselito Guillenno
Reliance Waste and Environmental,
SE 4120 Crestvie w Dr., Norco, CA
9 I 760-1709 Richard Garcia
S & G Construction & Consulting,
24748 Sloan CL, Moreno Valley, CA
92553-5804 Gary Hoplcins
Social Environmental Learning
Foundation, 539 W Hoffer St., Banning, CA 92220 -2356 Social
Envimomental Lear
South Beach Realty, 26812 Bluewater
Road, Helendale, CA 92342 James
Perkins
South West Communications, 8273
Santiago Cir., Riverside, CA 925())7113 Timothy Wright
Stress Graphics, 8250 Camelia Dr.,
Riverside, CA 92504-2412 Kenneth
Hodge
Striking Graphics, mo Cahuilla St.,
Apt 129, Colton, CA 92324-4764
Hiroko Edwards
Sundance Construction, 14430 Las
Aores Dr., Victorville, CA 92392-5468
Brian Nasif

Triex Environmental Technologies,
18090 Tereticomis Ave., Lake Elsinore, CA 92532-1987 Ronnie Shearer
US A Cdlular- A C P Services, 395
N. East SL, San Bernardino, CA 92401
Lorenw Young
U S Telcom Network Supply, 801 S
Dupont Ave., Ontario, CA 91761 -1551
Ujwal Shah
United Business Machine, 2998
Rochester Cir., Corona, CA 917196123 Muhammad Abdul
United Real Estate, 414 S. Palm Ave.,
Hemet. CA 92543-5800 William Vlcle
Valley Ranch Realty, 27780 Front SL,
Temecula, CA 92590 Darrell QaJ1(ron
Virginia System Realty Three Inc..,
3590 Deforest Circle, Mira Lorna, CA
91752 System Realty Three Inc.
Von Gohren Development and Consulting, 3252 E Bogert Trl., Palm
Springs, CA 92264-9631 Ludwig
Quistina \Qn Gohren
Westcoast Construction, 2141 N E
Philadell*Ua. Ontario, CA 91761 Luis
Garcia
Western Heritage Real Estate Co.,
9165 64th St., Riverside, CA 925095923 Rex Williams
Woodcrest Realty, 16340 Whispering
Spur SL, Riverside, CA 92504-5858

Jimmy Vanderford
Xenon Productions 2311 Crest-view
Ave., Upland, CA 91786-1098 Mark
Steiner
Yellow Jacket Advertising, 909
Armory Rd., 357, Barstow, CA
92311 -5460 Patrick Murphy
Yellow Rose Ent., 21117 Martynia CL,
Moreno Valley, CA 92557-8602 Victor
Hoy
Yeoman Associates, 10444 Corporate
Dr., Ste F, Redlands, CA 92374-453 1
Liooa Yeoman
Youth Valley, 13928 Havasu Rd .,
Apple Valley, CA 92307-5913 Edward
Marris
Yucaipa Stop Shop, 31516 Yucaipa
Blvd., Yucaipa, CA 92399 Harold Ledford
Yum Yum Donut Franchise #31,
1431 E. 4th St., Ontario, CA 91764
Ana Diaz
Z-Note Graphic, 14637 Temecula
Rd., Apple Valley, CA 92307-4140
Paul Reeves
Zciz:ror Handz, 675 E Grand Blvd., ~
103, Corona, CA 91719-2258 Gloria
Gonzales
Zich Engineering. 18053 Tammertane
Way, Riverside, CA 92504-9574 Carl
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the very beginning and has
declined to join the I. V.D .A. The
politics were evident. Redlands
and East Valley residents would be
subservient to the future workings
of the new airport with little or no
voice in its operation . The
I. Y.D.A . acquiesced under litigation to the creation of The San
Bernardino International Airpon
Authority; the agency's sole task
will be to develop and transform
the former military installation
into an economically viable and
productive civilian airfield . The
creation of the authority lent a
more democratic voice to the valley. Seated on the Authority are :
Redlands City Coucilman, Swen
Larson; 3rd District Supervisor,
Barbara Cram Riordan; Colton
Mayor, Frank Gonzales; Highland
City Councilman, Dennis Johnson;
Lorna Linda Mayor, Roben Christman; San Bernardino Councilwoman, Esther Estrada; San
Bernardino Councilman, Jack
Reilly.
Tbe operational tone and direc-

tion San Bernardino International
will talce as an airpon, has been
gradually taking shape. The mandates issued by the F.A.A. and the
Airforce requires local agencies to
responsibly pursue and prove economic viability. The conversion of
Norton Air Force Base into a productive civilian used airfield is a
formidable task for the members
of the San Bernardino lntemational Airport Authority. The task
somewhat resembles the procedure
used in computer programming
called an algorithm. An algorithm
is a step- by-step procedure for
solving a problem or accomplishing some productive end.
The SBIA meets twice a month,
talcing action on each piece of the
algorithm to produce an economically viable airpon. At a recent
meeting at the city of Lorna Linda
council chambers, actions were
taken to authorize SBIA staff to
seek out a contract position for
Airpon Engineering Services. The
first step will be to send out
(RFQ's), or requests for qualifica-

tions, so that respondents may be
evaluated. San Bernardino Councilwoman and SBIA member
Esther Estrada, affirmed her support by stating: "We must reinvest
in our community." She added that
affirmative action be used to guide
the authority in seeking Inland
Empire minority firms that could
qualify. In the making of an airport, marketing is prerequisite .
Agreement was sought for Ware
and Malcomb Architects to assist
in developing marketing material
for the airport.
Mr. Dan Nonh, manager, Airport Servi c es for Lockheed,
reported that he was preparing
"Mission Statement Options" and
will present the document at a
later time. The mission statement
may possibly begin to define and
clarify what San Bernardino International may ultimately be.
During discussions by the
SBIA, it was disclosed that some
regional passenger carriers have
displayed interest in the facility
while overtures have been made in

cargo storage. The F.A.A. may be
the final arbiter in the facility's
use when it approves the ALP or
Airport Layout Plan. The F.A.A's
perspec tive on civilian use vs. military use requires more stringent
requirements . The ALP defines
how large the airpon will be, and
latest information discloses that it
will be approximately 1,600 acres.
The surrounding infrastructure
properties will be sold at fair market value to the I. V.D.A. for redevelopment.
The SBlA has recently received
operational grant monies from the
Office of Economic Adjustment
for administrative staffing. At the
Nov. 18th meeting of the airpon
authority, Sandy Viera was
approved as the administrative
office manager and Janet Ward as
executive secretary. The new staff
will coordinate and arrange for
SBIA office space with the Air
Force since the military is still in
charge as landlord until base closure. 6

If you think th e only way to get
hea lth care in your a rea is to be lo n g to
one o f those m ega heal th p la ns, you 're
in fo r a little jolt.
Ta keCare now covers 92% of the state
of Califo rnia.
W hic h m ea n yo u can get local,
individ u a lized h ealth coverage witho ut
forever being known a pa tie nt X12340.
As a ma tte r o f fact, we like to think o u rs
is the m o t persona lized health pla n
a ro und . Coincid e ntly, the HMO Buyers'
G uide ha rated Ta keCa re one o f the
top te n HMOs in Ame rica fo r the second
yea r in a row'.
With aU this growth you'd think we'd
becom e ju t a no the r la rge health plan.
But w e h a v e n 't. We're till be lie ve rs in
the principle o f face-to-face, p e rson to-pe rson service. And w e're practicing
it every day. Each a nd every o n e o f
our m e mbers till receives indiv idual
a tte ntion from a human be ing and no t a
su percompute r. If a pa tie nt need s to
get a cla im settled, we'll tum it a ro und in
seven days instead o f ven m o nths.
So if you 're looking for medical care
in your area and are part of an e mployer
group o f te n o r m o re, call your broke r o r
call Ta keCare a t 1-800-635-CARE.
We' ll te ll yo u about the kind of
fri e ndly, huma n e rvice that's put u aU
over the map.

TAKECARE
TH E CU RE FOR TH E
OMMO HEALTH PLA
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